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Abstract 

Stone columns have been studied extensively over the last 40 years via experimental and 

finite element models. The use of the discrete element method (DEM) to investigate the 

particle level behaviour of a stone column is relatively unexplored, and the few studies that 

have been carried out use a coupled modelling technique. Investigating the behaviour of a 

stone column using DEM could be utilised to test and suggest improvements to stone 

column design.  

The first part of this study presents a new DEM model for clay; it takes into account the 

structure of a clay soil, where clay platelets and adsorbed and free water are modelled using 

clump and balls respectively. Volume changes due to pore water changes are modelled for 

the first time through an algorithm that changes the free water particles sizes depending on 

the load of the model, i.e. they reduce their size when loaded above a threshold and increase 

upon unloading. The method employed to model pore water dissipation can then also be 

used for the same purpose in a DEM model of granular soil.  

The new clay model enables DEM to be used to model problems where the behaviour of 

clay and its interaction with the surroundings is important. The model was validated against 

oedometer test data with a view to replicate reasonably the compression and swelling 

indices of clay. A good agreement was found between the DEM and the experiments.  

The second part of this study uses the clay DEM model to investigate the stone column-

clay composite system. Three column lengths and a single column diameter are modelled; 

clumps are used to model the column material and the material properties determined via 

biaxial tests. Experiments were again used to validate the behaviour of the composite 

system.  

Finally, using the validated column-clay interaction, three new column geometries have 

been proposed and tested, showing that increasing the diameter of a column along the 

critical length, such that the column has a partial conical shape results in nearly doubling 

the load-carrying capacity of the column. This initial study opens the doors to the 

development of new installation techniques that will increase the scope of use of stone 

columns, possibly enabling them to be considered as foundation systems and not only for 

ground improvement.  
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Nomenclature 

A cross-sectional area (for calculating Young’s modulus) 

As Area replacement ratio 

Cc compression index 

Cs swelling index 

Cu undrained shear strength   

d  column material particle diameter 

D  column diameter 

e void ratio 

E material effective modulus (also Young’s modulus) 

𝐹𝑛
𝑙 linear normal force at the beginning of the timestep 

𝐹𝑠
𝑙 linear shear force at the beginning of the timestep 

gs surface gap 

kn normal stiffness 

ks shear stiffness 

kratio  normal to shear stiffness ratio: κ* (= 𝑘𝑛 𝑘𝑠⁄ ) 

L  length of the column 

r radius of particle in PFC 

t thickness of particle in PFC  

φ’ friction angle  

ϴ angle considered for column geometries 

α angle considered for column geometries 

σv vertical stress  

σx stress in x direction 
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σy stress in y direction 

υ Poisson’s ratio 

PFC Particle Flow Code 

DEM discrete element method 

FEM finite element method 

FDM finite difference method 

LVDT linear variable differential transformer 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

1.1 Stone Columns-in practice 

The main aim of ground improvement techniques is to reduce ground deformation and 

improve the bearing capacity. The installation of stone columns into a soft soil is also 

known as vibro-replacement, referring to the equipment used to construct them (see 

Appendix 1.A), and how the soft soil is replaced with a stiffer material. The vibro-

replacement method was developed from vibro-compaction. The vibro-compaction method 

is used in non-cohesive soils, where a vibrating poker is inserted into the soil and the 

vibrations cause the sands/gravels to densify due to particle rearrangement, as a better 

degree of packing of the sand grains is achieved. Vibro stone columns are most appropriate 

for fine grained soils as shown in the grain size distribution curves indicated in Figure 1.1.  

When a column is loaded it deforms by bulging into the surrounding softer soil, and stresses 

are transferred from the column to the soil at the upper region of the soil, instead of being 

transmitted to depth. The stone column and surrounding soil can be thought of as a 

composite system made up of two different materials of different stiffnesses. The addition 

of the stiffer and stronger column material into the cohesive soil improves the strength and 

compressibility properties of the soil, as a percentage of the softer soil is replaced by a 

stiffer material. The behaviour of the composite system is determined by considering the 

properties of both the stone column material and the soil. The stone column helps reduce 

settlement whilst increasing the load carrying capacity of the soil. The principal load 

transfer mechanism of the column is through lateral bulging into the surrounding soil, and 

therefore, the passive resistance of the soil determines the capacity of the column when 

loaded as it mobilises friction at the column-soil interface. Additionally, some of the load 

is transferred to the base by end bearing but the amount is limited significantly by the 

bulging. This bulging is usually concentrated in the upper region of the column, as this is 

where the overburden pressures are lowest, and different studies have determined the length 

through which this bulging region occurs.   

Stone column design has been developed around the unit cell concept. Cavity expansion 

theory is used to estimate both the short and long-term ultimate capacity of a stone column. 

Design of a stone column is usually either analytical and empirical, or analytical and 

numerical, and as stated by Ambily and Gandhi (2007) among others, the design of stone 
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columns in practice still remains in essence empirical and there are no codes as with other 

engineering design available. Additionally, according to Kirsch and Kirsch (2010), the 

most common methods used nowadays are those by Goughnour and Bayuk (1979a) or 

Priebe (1995) (after the revisions), although reasonable results can be expected as long as 

reasonable assumptions are made when using any of the other available methods.  

Reinforcing a column via geotextiles or other means (i.e. jacketing, concrete plugs etc.) has 

shown to improve the bearing capacity of a column as well as allow stone columns to be 

installed into weak soils (Black et al. (2007a). However, if improvement of a column can 

be achieved by simple changes to the column geometry, this could then potentially present 

a more cost effective and sustainable method.  

When the stiffer column material replaces a larger percentage of the soft soil, the soil 

experiences a greater degree of improvement. Black et al. (2011) observed that the 

magnitude of the stress on the column increased with respect to area replacement ratio and 

column length, but no mobilisation of capacity was found. Additionally, the optimum area 

replacement ratio was found to be between 30- 40%.  

Bulging of the column usually occurs within a critical length of 4-6D (McKelvey et al. 

(2004), Black et al. (2007a), Sivakumar et al. (2004) etc.). Therefore, rather than just 

increasing the diameter of the column along its entire length which improves the capacity 

at the expense of increasing the material needed; this thesis plans to investigate whether 

new column geometries can achieve improvements in bearing capacity when compared to 

a straight column. It is hypothesised that increasing the area of the column through a new 

column geometry should increase the magnitude of stress that can be applied. Hence, this 

could potentially mobilise the full capacity of the column, and increase the critical length, 

by reducing its bulging. 

The discrete element method (DEM) provides a tool, which can be used to investigate a 

soil at the particle / grain level. It is widely used to model granular soils, and has been used 

to model powders and landslides amongst other applications. Finite element modelling 

(FEM) is more widely used than DEM in practise. However, the use of FEM carries the 

assumption that the soil is a continuum with uniform properties throughout; this then 

indicates that there is an oversimplification. There are complex constitutive models 

available to account for the different complexities of soil within FEM, but they can still 

only replicate the macroscopic behaviour of the soil, not the grain level. DEM, however, 
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allows for each grain to be individually modelled within a soil, and at the correct size and 

shape. Thereby, DEM will be used in this thesis as a means to investigate and validate the 

behaviour of a column-clay composite system at a particle level in order to test new column 

geometries with a view to improve their load bearing capacity.  

1.2 Research aims and objectives 

The aim of this research is to investigate the behaviour of a stone column, with the goal of 

producing design modifications to improve the load bearing capabilities of a stone column. 

DEM, using the software PFC, will be used to investigate the behaviour of a stone column, 

and the objectives are as follows: 

• Develop and validate a phenomenological discrete element modelling approach for 

clays. 

• Validate the new approach in a stone column-clay composite system.  

• Propose and test new geometries for stone columns to improve their load bearing 

capacity.   

 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

The thesis consists of eight chapters, and are comprised as follows: 

Chapter 2 provides an extensive literature review on stone columns and their applications. 

Key studies are discussed, and various column parameters and failure mechanisms are 

examined. Most column design is carried out via empirical and analytical or analytical and 

numerical methods. Design charts that are available generally give a reasonable prediction 

for columns. Bulging failure is the main failure mechanism of a stone column, and happens 

along the critical length. Investigations on stone columns have almost always been carried 

out either experimentally or using the finite element method, and only recently has the 

discrete element method been considered.  

Chapter 3 introduces the discrete element software PFC and its theory and background. 

Concepts from PFC which will be used in the study are then explained in detail. A brief 

review is given on the following modelling stages and variables: particle generation 

methods, particle size, particle shape, input parameters and boundary conditions. A critical 

review is carried out on studies modelling stone columns using the discrete element 

method, although most are found to consider the same experimental study and therefore, 
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have very similar limitations. An additional study is also considered, although this study 

considers an unconfined compression test on the stone column and thereby, presents 

another set of limitations, which the authors have themselves highlighted. 

Chapter 4 presents the initial modelling methodology that was developed. The experimental 

study (Black et al., 2011) that is used for calibration and validation for the DEM model 

developed in this thesis is also presented. An initial stone column-clay soil composite 

system is tested in DEM using ball particles, resulting in a number of questions with regards 

to the appropriateness of the approach. Influenced by these initial findings, the approach is 

subsequently changed, and the clay test carried out by Black et al. (2011) was modelled. 

Balls were used to represent the clay soil, with the aim to attain the same compression and 

swelling index as that obtained through an oedometer test by Black (2007). Parametric 

studies were carried out by varying a number of input parameters to see if an acceptable 

void ratio and hence, a similar value of the compression index as Black (2007) can be 

obtained. Using balls to model clay is shown to be unsuitable as the sample has a void ratio 

at the end of sample preparation that is much smaller than that of a real clay; this also 

indicated that potentially the stiffness of the balls in the system was too low.  A soft system 

would result in a squashy behaviour of the balls, where any observed deformation would 

be highly recoverable upon unloading, and thereby, misrepresenting the behaviour of a clay 

soil.  

Chapter 5 looks at previous research carried out on modelling clay using the discrete 

element method. As there are flaws within the method presented in the previous chapter 

where a simple model was developed for clay, a new model for clay using DEM is 

presented. A model is developed based on Bock et al. (2006) from the simplest form to a 

more complex model using ball and clump particles. The model is calibrated and verified 

against oedometer test data for both loading and unloading based on the experimental data 

from Black (2007). The methodology is then applied to clay model, and tested against the 

experimental study.  

Chapter 6 presents the DEM model of the composite system. Initially, biaxial tests are 

carried out in PFC on the stone column material to calibrate it. The values with the best 

agreement are used with the clay DEM model (developed in the previous chapter) to test 

for three values of column length. Further biaxial tests are carried out in DEM on the stone 
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column material to obtain a stiffer soil, and the composite system tested again with the two 

of the column lengths.  

Chapter 7 presents parametric studies carried out on new stone column geometry ideas. 

One column length is considered (250mm), and the model corresponding to this from the 

previous chapter is used as the reference case for the new column geometry models. Three 

different column geometries are developed and tested, the diameter of the top, and bottom 

for one model, is increased. All new geometries show an improvement in the capacity of 

the stone column, with two providing the most improvement.  

Chapter 8 contains the conclusions from this work and the recommendations for future 

work. 
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Figure 1.1. The particle size distribution where vibro-replacement and vibro-compaction may be 

used (McCabe et al., 2007) 
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Chapter 2: Stone columns-a review 

2.1 Background 

2.1.1 Stone column parameters 

The stone column and surrounding soil can be thought of as a composite system made up 

of two different materials of different stiffnesses. The addition of the stiffer and stronger 

column material into the cohesive soil improves strength and compressibility properties of 

the soil. The behaviour of the composite system is determined by considering the properties 

of both the stone column material and the soil. The stone column helps reduce settlement 

whilst increasing the load carrying capacity of the soil. The principal load transfer 

mechanism of the column is through lateral bulging into the surrounding soil, and therefore, 

the passive resistance of the soil determines the capacity of the column when loaded. 

Bulging is usually concentrated in the upper region of the column as this is where the 

overburden pressures are lowest, as explained later different studies have determined what 

length of the column this bulging region lies within. Additionally, some of the load is 

transferred via shear stresses along the column-soil interface and end bearing at the base of 

the column.   

There are six design parameters (see Appendix 2.A) that are essential for the design of stone 

columns; column diameter, installation pattern (triangular or square), spacing between 

columns, area replacement ratio, stress concentration factor and the size of the aggregate 

used to construct the column.  

The level improvement of a soil achieved through the use of the stone column technique 

depends on how well the column interacts with the surrounding soil, as the stone columns 

are supported by the surrounding soil. This as well as other factors (column length, 

diameter, based on a firm strata or not) can give some indication to how a column may fail. 

The failure of single stone columns can occur in four different ways, bulging, shear, 

punching or a column acting as a laterally loaded pile as shown in the study by Muir Wood 

et al. (2000).  

2.1.2 Current practice in stone column design  

There have been a number of theories proposed over the years for predicting the ultimate 

bearing capacity of a single stone column in cohesive soil. Most assume that a triaxial stress 
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state exists within the stone column, and the lateral confining stress is taken as the ultimate 

passive resistance that the surrounding soil can mobilise when bulging occurs (Greenwood, 

1970; Hughes and Withers, 1974; Hughes et al., 1975; and Barksdale and Bachus, 1983). 

This has led to the use of the Cavity Expansion Theory to calculate the confining pressure 

on a stone column, as it imitates the bulging of the column into the soil. Cavity Expansion 

Theory can be used to estimate both the short and long term ultimate capacity of a stone 

column. Hughes and Withers (1974) utilised Gibson and Anderson’s (1961) elasto-plastic 

theory in their method to calculate the bearing capacity of the stone column. It is also 

possible to use the Vesic Cavity Expansion Theory, which can be used for cohesive soils 

with friction; this theory gives similar results to the Gibson and Anderson theory. 

Numerous methods have been proposed over the years for calculating the settlement and 

ultimate bearing capacity (Priebe, 1995; Goughnour and Bayuk, 1979a; Hughes and 

Withers, 1975; Brauns, 1978 as stated by Kirsch and Kirsch, 2010; Van Impe and Madhav, 

1992; and Balaam and Booker, 1981); they are either analytical and empirical, or analytical 

and numerical.  

Balaam and Booker (1981) developed an analytical solution for the settlement of 

foundations supported by stone columns. They further developed this method (Balaam and 

Booker, 1985) to explain confined yielding of the frictional column material. The 

methodology was found to be in good agreement with finite element analyses that were 

carried out.  

Greenwood (1975) developed design charts for the settlement reduction and column 

spacing due to stone column installation. The design charts were to be used for the design 

of an infinite grid of stone columns. The stress concentration factor values are larger than 

required as stated by Barksdale and Bachus (1983), as seen in Figure 2.1 where the curve 

obtained through the design charts by Greenwood (1975) is higher than that of the field test 

data. Baumann and Bauer (1974) also produced two sets of design curves for the estimating 

settlements of rigid footings founded on vibro-compaction or stone column improved 

ground. Appendix 2.A shows the various parameters that are used to design stone columns 

and how they are defined.  

Goughnour and Bayuk (1979a) offered a method for estimating the settlement of a stone 

column reinforced soil. It utilises a detailed iterative process that can be demanding, but 

only this sort of incremental method or finite methods are able to give a complete response 
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of the composite soil (Barksdale and Bachus, 1983). The assumptions made in this method 

are that shear stresses are zero at the edge of the unit cell and the vertical, radial and 

tangential stresses at the interfaces between the soil and column are the principal stresses.  

The assumptions used by Goughnour and Bayuk (1979a) give an upper bound solution for 

the settlement, but can be considered reasonable when compared to field observations as 

shown by the field test study described by Goughnour and Bayuk (1979b).  

The method proposed by Priebe (1976) (Priebe’s initial methodology) has been revised as 

the knowledge about the behaviour of stone columns has developed. It uses the unit cell 

concept (Appendix 2.A) to estimate the settlement reduction, and cavity expansion theory 

for the deformation, and thereby design charts that can be used in the design of a stone 

column. The Priebe method also assumes that both the column and soil experience the same 

level of vertical settlement.  

However, some researchers have found that there can be problems with the values derived 

using Priebe’s methodology and charts. Kirsch and Kirsch (2010) noted that the method 

used by Priebe to calculate the stress concentration factors can at times overestimate the 

value observed in the field. This may be attributed to the assumptions made by Priebe in 

the method, but it still remains a reliable method for initial calculations. However, 

Sivakumar et al. (2011) found that the settlement reductions calculated from the settlement 

factors for each case in their study were found to be less than those made by Priebe (1995); 

this may be attributed to the flexible boundary conditions away from the footing, which is 

different from the unit cell based approach used by Priebe (1995). Black et al. (2011) 

attributed their different settlement values compared to the ones calculated after Priebe 

(1995) to the increased confinement their composite system had due to the boundary away 

from the column being comprised of rigid walls.  

When considering the design methodologies available, Ambily and Gandhi (2007) agreed 

with Christoulas et al. (2000) that the design of stone columns in practice still remains in 

essence empirical and that there are no codes as with other engineering design available. 

This was also in agreement with the statement made by Muir Wood et al. (2000) that there 

is very limited information on the design of stone column groups. In conclusion, Ambily 

and Gandhi (2007) expressed that the charts developed from their study could be used for 

the design of encased stone columns, with a factor of safety of 1.5 against the maximum 

axial load, with the low safety of factor to allow for higher settlement and lateral bulging 
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and therefore, a larger load transfer to the surrounding soil. According to Kirsch and Kirsch 

(2010), the most common methods used nowadays are those by Goughnour and Bayuk 

(1979a) or Priebe (1995) (after the revisions), although reasonable results can be expected 

as long as reasonable assumptions are made when using any of the other available methods. 

2.1.3 Secondary applications of stone columns 

In addition to improving the bearing capacity and reducing the settlement of a soil, stone 

columns also provide other benefit, such as:  

• improving slope stability 

• reducing total and differential settlements 

• reducing liquefaction potential 

• increasing time rate of settlement  

• acting as sand drains 

• replace soft soil with a stiffer material 

 

2.2 Literature Review 

2.2.1 Behaviour of stone columns 

Numerous studies have been carried out in the past four decades to develop a better 

understanding about the mechanisms and behaviour of stone columns (Table 2.1 provides 

a summary of the main findings from a selection of studies). The model tests carried out by 

Hughes and Withers (1974) are still considered as one the pivotal studies. Hughes and 

Withers (1974) conducted a series of model tests using radiographic techniques to 

determine the behaviour of a single column in a clay soil. As well as identifying the load-

carrying behaviour and failure mechanisms of an isolated stone column, Hughes and 

Withers (1974) were also able to propose a method to obtain the limiting load on the soil 

using elasto-plastic theory.  

A stone column develops end bearing pressures and resisting stresses similar to a pile, 

additionally, it also experiences bulging, and is thereby supported by the lateral stresses in 

the surrounding soil as shown in Figure 2.2. The radial stress imparted by the surrounding 

soil provides confinement to the gravel in the column, which can be considered similar to 
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the column being in a triaxial apparatus. Therefore, a simplifying assumption can be made 

where the maximum lateral resistance of the soil is equal to its passive pressure at depth 

where failure is expected (Hughes and Withers, 1974). Hughes and Withers (1974) stated 

that stone columns are used in three different loading scenarios: point loaded single column, 

supporting strip footings and supporting widespread loads.  

To be able to explain the role of stone columns in different loading situations Hughes and 

Withers (1974) decided to simplify the problem and treat the reinforced soil as a sum of 

two parts rather than one system; this meant they were able to observe the behaviour of the 

soil without taking into account any influence from the stone columns and vice versa. 

Hughes and Withers (1974) did state that this approach provided a simplified solution 

which may be conservative, but it was an advance on previous all-empirical design 

approaches.  

The model tests were conducted using columns of length 150mm and diameter within the 

range 12.5-38mm, created out of Leighton Buzzard sand installed into a one-dimensionally 

consolidated clay bed. As stated by Hughes and Withers (1974) as well as in other studies, 

for gravity stresses within the soil to be fully portrayed in a model test, it can only be done 

within a centrifuge set up. However, due to the cost of this type of tests, most studies have 

used simplifying assumptions in order to not have to conduct this experimental set up. 

Hughes and Withers (1974) assumed that tests in a uniform anisotropic stress field clay soil 

would provide enough information into the behaviour of the stone column.  

They observed that significant vertical and radial deformation occurred in the upper region 

of a column and reduced with depth, and that failure occurred at a depth of four column 

diameters. The type of failure was either through punching or end bearing if the column 

was shorter than four diameters. Additionally, the inclusion of the stone column to the clay 

bed was found to increase both the rate of settlement by a factor of four and reduce the size 

of the settlements by a factor of six. Hughes and Withers (1974) stated that the ultimate 

strength of the loaded column is governed by the maximum lateral resistance of the 

surrounding soil in the bulging zone. They stated that if the bulging is idealised as a 

pressuremeter test, once the limiting value of the radial resistance of the soil is reached, the 

column expands indefinitely as confinement is no longer provided and a failure state is 

reached. Hughes and Withers (1974) utilised Gibson and Anderson’s elasto-plastic theory 

(as applied to pressuremeters) to obtain the limiting pressure, from which the authors were 
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able to propose a simple method to calculate the load bearing capacity of the column and 

the vertical stress distribution. The maximum length of the column could be subsequently 

obtained. This led Hughes and Withers (1974) to define the critical length of the column, 

where both end bearing and bulging failure occur simultaneously, as four times the column 

diameter, adding that any increase in the column length beyond this value will not increase 

its strength. Hence, a column which is shorter than the critical length will fail by end bearing 

before bulging has developed, as the stress at the base of the column exceeds the bearing 

capacity of the soil.  

Hughes et al. (1975) conducted a study to see whether the theory proposed by Hughes and 

Withers (1974) based on model tests could predict the load bearing capacity of a full scale 

single column in soft clay.  The authors stated that the parameters required to predict the 

behaviour of a single isolated column were: undrained shear strength of the soil; in-situ 

lateral stress in the soil; radial deformation characteristics of the soil; angle of internal 

friction of backfill material; initial diameter of column. The results obtained by Hughes et 

al (1975) agree with the theory proposed by Hughes and Withers (1974) for calculating the 

ultimate load and minimum length of a single stone column.   

2.2.2 Failure mechanisms  

Hughes and Withers (1974) stated that there are three failure mechanisms for a stone 

column which depend on column length and whether it is end bearing or floating. The 

failure mechanisms identified were shear failure, bulging and punching. These have been 

confirmed by many authors subsequently – e.g. Barksdale and Bachus (1983), Muir Wood 

et al. (2000), McKelvey et al. (2004) and Andreou et al. (2008). 

Muir Wood et al. (2000) identified two more failure mechanisms (Figure 2.3) in their study, 

which focused on the load transfer that occurred due to the inclusion of groups of stone 

columns supporting a footing in soft clay, where the columns do not act independently of 

each other. The first occurs within a group configuration where the bulging of one column 

will be counteracted by resistance from its neighbouring columns also trying to bulge. The 

second was failure as a slender column, where the columns behave like a laterally loaded 

pile in soft soils.  

Muir Wood et al. (2000) concluded that their observations of the bulging and shear plane 

deformation would help deduce where the zone of influence of the footing lies, which was 
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found to be conical in shape with a lateral angle that can be related to the average mobilised 

angle of friction. The main result obtained from the model tests conducted by Muir Wood 

et al. (2000) was that the geometry of the footing interacts with the geometry of the 

individual columns; this produces the failure mechanism in the columns. The depth at 

which the dominant strain, which occurs in each column, is controlled by the footing 

diameter rather than that of the column, which can be considered as an interaction between 

adjacent columns (Muir Wood et al., 2000).   

McKelvey et al. (2004) also observed three forms of failure; bulging, bending and shearing.  

In the long columns the deformations were found in the upper region of the column, whilst 

in the short columns bulging and bending was seen along their entire length, as well as 

punching failure. Shear planes were observed in both lengths, but were more evident in the 

longer columns. Both the long and short columns were seen to deform away from their 

neighbouring columns in the tests. Overall, the model tests showed that a relationship 

between the column length, column spacing and column diameter exists, agreeing with the 

findings of Muir Wood et al. (2000). 

Sivakumar et al (2004), considered the failure of the composite system either as a whole 

system or of its parts. At the end of each uniform loading test, the sample was cut along its 

centre axis to determine the failure mechanism, which could be either the failure of the 

unreinforced clay, failure of the column alone or failure of the composite system. It was 

seen that shorter columns experienced punching failure and the fully penetrating columns 

bulged uniformly with depth, agreeing with the conclusions found in previous studies.    

2.2.3 Critical column length 

The conclusions drawn by Hughes and Withers (1974) with regards to critical column 

length (critical column length is 4D, where D is the column diameter) have been found to 

be in agreement with studies carried out more recently. Sivakumar et al. (2004) found a 

critical length value of 5D, which was in agreement with the value obtained by Hu (1995). 

Sivakumar et al. (2004) stated that longer columns do not increase the load-carrying 

capacity but may have an effect on the stiffness of the overall reinforced soil-column 

composite system. Sivakumar et al. (2011) observed that the vertical pressure in the column 

decreased from the top to a depth of L/D of 5 (critical length), beyond which an increase 

was seen. The reduction in vertical pressure with depth can be attributed to the load transfer 

mechanism between the column and the clay. The load in the column is transferred to the 
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clay via bulging and side friction, causing an increase in lateral pressure in the clay. The 

bulging also enhances shear stresses in the upper regions of the column, resulting in the 

settlement of the surrounding clay. However, after the critical length is reached the pressure 

in the column increases, possibly resulting in a lesser settlement of the clay below the 

critical column length compared to the clay above.  

The series of model tests carried out by McKelvey et al. (2004) found that the minimum 

L/D ratio was 6 with a maximum value of 10, beyond which there was no further increase 

in the load-carrying capacity of the improved soil. A column length greater than 10D would 

show little or no benefit in increasing the load-carrying capacity of the improved soil. Black 

et al. (2007a) also observed bulging failure of a column within its upper region in their 

experimental study; they found the minimum L/D ratio as 6. Black et al. (2011) found that 

a L/D ratio greater than 8-10 gave no further improvement in the capacity of a single 

column; they also identified L/D ratios for column groups as being between 4-6, which is 

similar to the single column value given by McKelvey et al. (2004). Muir Wood et al. 

(2000) also observed in their model tests that beyond a ‘critical’ length no further load 

reaches the base of the column, as it has been transmitted through shaft friction already. 

Various other studies have also concluded a critical value of L/D to be in the range 4-6 with 

no increase in load carrying ability of the column at a greater length. It should be noted that 

Barksdale and Bachus (1983) also stipulated the range of column length at which each type 

of failure might occur, with bulging failure for columns of length greater than 3D and if the 

column was end bearing/floating, shear failure for very short end bearing columns and 

punching failure for floating columns less than 2-3D in length. 

2.2.4 Column construction method 

Several methods for constructing stone columns have been employed by various 

researchers in their model tests. Some studies have installed sand columns into pre-bored 

holes via compaction, or by inserting frozen sand columns into pre-bored holes (Sivakumar 

et al. (2004)). Muir Wood et al. (2000) attempted to form the columns by displacing the 

clay soil, but found that using this method lead to unreliability in the repeatability of tests. 

Additionally, McKelvey et al. (2004) also developed a transparent clay-like material to 

model the surrounding clay so that the column deformation could be observed during each 

stage of loading. Overall, the installation methods used in model studies do not reflect the 

methods used in stone column construction precisely.  
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Some studies have also tried to account for the scale effects of a model study. Andreou et 

al. (2008) attempted to account for scaling effects in their study by using gravel and sand 

with mean particle diameters corresponding with the column diameter when compared to 

a full-scale column. They recommended the use of gravel columns at low confining 

pressures (less than 200kPa) and the use of sand columns at higher values (greater than 

200kPa) in model tests. Muir Wood et al. (2000) stated that the range of column diameter 

to particle diameter ratio (D/d) in practice lies between 12-40, however, forming a column 

slim enough to achieve this was unachievable in their study. Therefore, it may be possible 

to try to consider scale effects within an experimental study, but this creates its own issues 

that are hard to rectify.   

2.2.5 Area replacement ratio 

The level of improvement of the reinforced soil is dependent on the amount of soil which 

is replaced, as a stiffer and stronger material is introduced when a stone column is installed. 

This material helps reduces settlement whilst increasing the load-carrying capacity of the 

soil. Therefore, the area replacement ratio, the ratio of the column area to the unit cell area 

is an important parameter for consideration.  

Sivakumar et al. (2004) predicted that under foundation loading, the diameter of the 

improved clay soil was around 2.5D, the same as that found by Hughes and Withers (1974). 

Andreou et al. (2008) showed that improvement of the soil strength characteristics was 

significant when a column (created using either gravel or sand) was inserted in the clay 

even when the area replacement ratio was small. The rate of deformation was found to be 

an important parameter for the strength of the reinforced soil and the behaviour induced by 

vertical loading on the reinforced clay is influenced by the drainage rate and loading rate. 

Black et al. (2011) observed that the magnitude of the stress on the column increased with 

respect to area replacement ratio and column length, but no mobilisation of capacity was 

found. Additionally, the optimum area replacement ratio was found to be between 30- 40%. 

However, Black et al. (2007b) indicated that a group of columns may possibly reduce the 

stiffness of the composite material when compared to a single column with a similar area 

replacement ratio. 

2.2.6 Stress concentration ratio/Settlement  

As a column is loaded the vertical stresses increase within the column when compared with 

the clay, as it is a stiffer material; this causes a linked reduction in the stress within the clay. 
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The stress concentration ratio is given as the ratio between the vertical stress in the column 

to that in the clay. Additionally, the stress concentration ratio can be used for settlement 

and stability analysis.  

Sivakumar et al. (2004) used the equation for cylindrical cavity expansion given by Gibson 

and Anderson (1961) to estimate the effective vertical stress carried by the column as it 

bulges and found that the calculated values were in agreement with the observed ones. 

Similar vertical displacements were observed as for the uniform loading (values between 

13-17mm), and both the surrounding soil and column underwent displacement, where the 

upper region of the column experienced shear, and the clay below the column underwent 

compression. The foundation loading on the fully penetrating column resulted in much 

lower displacement of the surrounding clay than for the shorter columns.  

Using the stress concentration ratio, Ambily and Ghandi (2007) noted that the stress 

concentration on the column increases as the shear strength of the clay decreases again for 

both the single and group columns experimentally and using FEM analysis. Sivakumar et 

al. (2011) confirmed that the consolidation of the composite system was time-dependent. 

As the consolidation of clay is time-dependent, it should follow that the same is true for the 

stone column.  

Black et al. (2011) found that the settlement of an improved soil could be controlled 

depending on what length was used for the column. Sivakumar et al. (2011) also observed 

that the settlement decreased with an increase in column diameter. Black et al. (2011) 

pointed out that understanding the settlement characteristics of stone columns is just as 

important as understanding their bearing capacity ability. Currently research on isolated 

stone columns is used to predict the settlement of large groups of columns, while this 

provides good predictions for infinite column groups, it does not for small groups, making 

settlement prediction an uncertain technique for such scenarios. Additionally, the number 

of settlement performance studies is small compared to bearing capacity studies. 

2.2.7 Bearing capacity 

The majority of experimental studies on stone columns investigate the improvement of the 

load-carrying capacity of a stone column composite system, as well as the parameters that 

influence it. As expected, most studies have found that the inclusion of stone columns lead 

to a significant improvement in the bearing capacity of the reinforced soil. Additionally, 
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some studies found that parameters such as the length of the column and column installation 

method influenced the response of the system.  

Sivakumar et al. (2004) noted that in their study a fully penetrating column (column length 

is the same as the length of the soil improved) increased the load-carrying capacity of the 

soil by 30-40% depending on the model column installation method. The load-settlement 

behaviour of the foundation loaded columns showed that the load capacity of a fully 

penetrating column increased by over 100% when compared to the unreinforced sample. 

Black et al. (2007b) observed that if columns are fully penetrating, the column 

configuration (i.e. a single or group of columns) is unrelated to the increase in strength of 

the reinforced soil under undrained conditions. However, a single partially penetrating 

column was observed to increase the load-carrying capacity of the soil by an insignificant 

amount. Andreou et al. (2008) were able to determine that the drainage of a column 

influences the maximum load that the reinforced soil can carry through plots of effective 

stress paths. They also observed that the maximum load that can be carried by the soil with 

a sand column under drained conditions was around twice of the undrained condition.  

The stress-strain curves obtained by Sivakumar et al. (2004) demonstrated that in the 

composite system the load was shared by the column and the surrounding soil, with the 

column taking a higher proportion in the early stages of shearing, and as the column bulges 

the load was carried by the clay. Black et al. (2007b) assumed that the column and clay act 

as a single element with averaged stress and strain parameters for their analysis, justified 

by the wide use of the unit-cell approach in design applications. Black et al. (2007b) found 

that due to the difference in stiffness, their single column tests showed that the unreinforced 

part of the sample underwent a notable amount of straining compared to the reinforced part, 

which indicated failure under shear, agreeing with the behaviour observed by Sivakumar 

et al. (2004).  Conversely, for the fully penetrating columns, the failure of the single column 

occurred before the failure of the surrounding soil at a lower displacement value. 

Watts et al. (2000) used the approach proposed by Hughes and Withers (1974) for cohesive 

soils with the adaptations recommended by Baumann and Bauer (1974) to design stone 

columns. They saw that for the treated foundation more deep-seated settlements occurred, 

demonstrating that there was load transfer to a greater depth. Overall, Watts et al. (2000) 

concluded that the predicted settlements were similar to the values observed. Christoulas 

et al. (2000) found that the ultimate load was not reached in these tests and after a specific 
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load value, the creep load (derived from the load-displacement curves), the settlement rate 

was tending toward a steady rate. They also observed that the lateral stresses increased 

slowly initially, but this became more rapid as the creep load was met and exceeded, which 

indicated that at the point the creep load was reached the column bulged. 

Christoulas et al. (2000) looked at the deformed shapes of stone columns after loading 

(Figure 2.4) and found that bulging occurred up to a depth of 2.5 to 3D and the deformation 

observed was similar to that found by Hughes et al. (1975). It should be noted that most 

model test studies on stone columns observe that radial deformation takes part in the upper 

regions of the column, but very few present results based on the degree of deformation. 

Christoulas et al. (2000) also observed that the lower part of the column reduced in diameter 

instead of experiencing lateral expansion and attributed this to the higher lateral pressures 

from the surrounding soil at these depths whilst the column was installed.   

2.2.8 Reinforced Stone Columns  

To prevent or reduce bulging, additional confinement may be given through encasement of 

the column in a geosynthetic (Murugesan and Rajagopal (2006), Murugesan and Rajagopal 

(2010), Gniel and Bouazza (2009) etc.).  An additional benefit described by Murugesan 

and Rajagopal (2007) was of the geosynthetic encasement preventing the clay soil from 

penetrating into the column and thereby reducing the performance of the column, which 

otherwise may occur as reported by McKenna et al. (1975).  

Sivakumar et al. (2004) stated that their limited research on geo-grid reinforced columns 

under uniform loading showed that they caused a significant improvement of the bearing 

capacity of soft soils. It was found that when a column is end bearing the use of a geo-grid 

for lateral confinement increases the bearing capacity vastly (at the same displacement 

value the reinforced column is under twice the load of the unreinforced column), and hence 

in the field where most columns are constructed to a strong stratum providing geo-grid 

reinforcement may also improve the behaviour of the column enormously. They expressed 

that if (additional) lateral support (from geosynthetic confinement) could be provided to 

columns in very soft soils such as peat, then the application of stone columns would be 

wider.  

Black et al. (2007a) studied the performance of both stone columns in weak soils and of 

stone columns reinforced through jacketing and bridging in weak soils. Stone columns have 
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been used to improve weak soils such as peat, however, in such soils, the lateral support is 

low and the column will fail by bulging. Black et al. (2007a) found that reinforcing the 

stone columns either by jacketing the column with a tubular wire mesh, by providing a 

metal internal bridging rod or thirdly installing a concrete plug would improve the 

behaviour of the column such that bulging failure is prevented  

2.2.9 Finite Element Studies  

Most numerical models for stone column involve the use of Finite Element Methods 

(FEM). FEM models consider the column-clay composite system; however, they also 

assume that the stone column can be modelled as a continuum, when it is comprised of 

individual granular particles. Ambily and Gandhi (2007), Castro and Karstunen (2010),  

Shahu and Reddy (2011), Guetif et al. (2007), Murugesan and Rajagopal (2006) etc. have 

used FEM to study and analyse stone columns under a variety of conditions, i.e. encased 

with geosynthetics, modelling the installation process, embankments improved with stone 

columns etc.  

The studies using FEM have shown that not only is it possible to model stone columns 

using FEM, but it is also possible to model various modifications to the column, as well as 

loading scenarios. However, all these studies consider the use of FEM to model a granular 

material as a continuum to be acceptable, when it should only be acceptable to model the 

surrounding soft soil using FEM, and any results regarding the column should be treated as 

results with limitations.  

2.2.10 Discrete Element Studies 

Only a few studies have been carried out using DEM to model stone columns, most using 

a coupled DEM-FDM model, where FDM refers to the finite difference method. Siahaan 

et al. (2014) and Indraratna et al. (2015) have used DEM-FDM to model stone columns as 

explained further in the following chapter. They showed that it is possible to model stone 

column behaviour using DEM, but did not develop on the potential uses for the method 

beyond this proof-of-concept.   

2.3 Summary 

• The stone column and surrounding soil can be thought of as a composite system made 

up of two different materials of different stiffnesses. 
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o The behaviour of the composite system is determined by considering the 

properties of both the stone column material and the soil. 

o The principal load transfer mechanism of the column is through lateral bulging 

into the surrounding soil. 

• Six design parameters are usually considered in the design of stone columns. 

o column diameter, installation pattern (triangular or square), spacing between 

columns, area replacement ratio, stress concentration factor and the size of the 

aggregate used to construct the column (particle size distributions for full size 

constructed columns given in Appendix 1.A). 

• A number of design charts have been presented over the years by a number of 

researchers.  

o Design of stone columns in practice still remains in essence empirical, and there 

are no codes available as with other engineering design.  

o The charts available can be used to attain reasonable predictions most of the 

time.   

• Numerous experimental studies have been carried out on single columns; these support 

the early findings by Hughes and Withers (1974) and develop on them. 

• Four modes of stone column failure have been identified and corroborated by many 

studies. The failure modes are bulging, punching, shear and bending. Additionally, 

failure of the surrounding soil may be possible (Sivakumar et al, 2004).  

o The critical length where bulging failure occurs lies between 2-10D, depending 

on the study, a length of 8-10D is considered the maximum critical length 

allowable.  

o Sivakumar et al. (2004) stated that longer columns do not increase the load-

carrying capacity but may have an effect on the stiffness of the overall 

reinforced soil-column composite system 

• Reinforcement such as geosynthetics, jacketing etc. have shown to increase the load-

carrying capacity of columns. Some of the reinforcement methods give an opportunity 

for columns to be installed in a wider range of soils.  

• Numerical modelling of stone columns has been carried out using FEM by a number of 

researchers. 

o However, FEM treats the stone column material as a continuum rather than a 

collection of individual particles that can influence one another.  
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Recent DEM studies have shown that it is possible to model stone columns using 

DEM, these are discussed further in the following chapter.  

It should be noted that the terms stone column and column are used interchangeably within this 

work unless mentioned otherwise.  
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Table 2.1. A review of stone column experimental studies, showing the main points of each study and their outcomes.  

 

 

Authors 
Surrounding 

Soil Type 

Column 

Material 
Single/Group 

Sample 

Dimensions 
Column Dimensions 

Reinforced/ 

Unreinforced 

Test Type – e.g. 1D, 

triaxial 

Critical length 

(in terms of 

diameter, D) 

Hughes & 

Withers 

(1974) 

Kaolin 
Leighton 

Buzzard sand 
Single  

Diameter=12.5--38mm, 

Length=150mm 
N/A 

1D. footing + 1D. triaxial + 

footing, etc. 
4D 

Hughes et al 

(1975) 
 Gravel Single Field test 

Diameter=0.73m, 

Length=7.0m 
N/A Field test - 

Christoulas 

et al (2000) 
Kaolin 

Crushed 

limestone 
Two single columns 

Height=1.15m 

(Large scale test) 

Diameter=0.17m, 

Length=1.15m 
N/A Axial Loading 2.5-3D 

Muir Wood 

et al (2000) 
Kaolin 

Loch Aline fine 

sand 

Group-square pattern, number 

of columns depended on the 

area ratio (ratio of column area 

to foundation soil area) required 

Diameter=300mm 

Height=300mm 

Diameter= 11, 17.5mm, 

Length=100, 150, 160mm 
N/A Circular footing loading 

There is a critical 

length 

Watts et al 

(2000) 
- - - Field test 

Diameter=0.6m, Length=3.0-

4.0m 
N/A Strip foundation loading - 

McKelvey et 

al (2004) 

TCD 

(transparent 

material with 

clay like 

properties or 

Kaolin 

Uniform fine 

graded sand 
Group -3 or 4 columns 

Diameter=413mm 

Length= 500mm 

Diameter= 25mm, Lengths= 

150mm, 250mm , giving L/D 

= 6, 10 

N/A 
Foundation loading-

circular, strip and pad 

Minimum=6D 

Maximum=10D 
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Table 2.1. Continued.  

Sivakumar 

et al (2004) 
Kaolin 

Fine graded 

crystal sand 
Single 

Diameter=100mm 

Length=200mm 

Diameter=32mm, Length=60, 

120, 160, 200mm 

Unreinforced and one 

series of geogrid 

reinforced 

Triaxial with uniform 

loading or foundation 

loading 

5D 

Black et al 

(2007b) 
Kaolin Medium sand 

Single column or 3 columns in 

triangular group pattern 

Diameter=100mm 

Height=200mm 

Single Column: 

Diameter=32mm 

Length=120, 200mm 

Group (3 columns): 

Diameter=20mm 

Length=120, 200mm 

Unreinforced Triaxial tests - 

Andreou et 

al (2008) 
Clay Sand or Gravel - - 

Diameter=20mm, 

Length=200mm 
Unreinforced 3 series of triaxial tests 10D 

Gneil and 

Bouazza 

(2009) 

Clay 
Poorly-graded 

sand 
Single and group 

Diameter=155mm 

Height=310mm 
Diameter=51mm, Length=6D Reinforced, geogrid mesh 

Footing load for single 

column 

Piston loading to create unit 

cell conditions for group 

columns 

- 

Murugesan 

and 

Rajagopal 

(2010) 

Clay 
Angular granite 

chips 

Single and group tests on groups 

of 12 columns 

Large scale test 

Width=1.2m 

Length=1.2m 

Height=0.6m 

Single column diameter=50, 

75, 100mm 

Group columns 

diameter=75mm 

Length=600mm 

Woven geotextile, 

nonwoven geotextile, soft 

meshes 

Loading through loading 

plate 
- 

Black et al 

(2011) 
Kaolin Basalt Single or group of 3 columns 

Diameter=300mm 

Height=400mm 

Single column diameter=25, 

32, 38mm 

Group column diameter=18, 

22mm 

Length=125, 250, 400mm 

Unreinforced 

Triaxial equipment used, 

loaded in three stages; 

isotropic confinement, K0 

consolidation and 

foundation loading 

Maximum is 

between 6-10D 

Sivakumar 

et al (2011) 
Clay Basalt Single 

Diameter=300mm 

Height=400m 

Diameter= 40, 50, 60mm 

Length= 400mm 
N/A 

Triaxial with foundation 

loading 

5D 
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Figure 2.1. The comparison of the Greenwood method for predicting settlement of stone 

columns to field test data by Barksdale and Bachus (1983) (Barksdale and Bachus, 1983) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.2. Load transfer mechanisms (Hughes and Withers 1974) 
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Figure 2.3. Failure modes observed by Muir Wood et al (2000) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Deformed shapes of both columns after testing (Christoulas et al 2000) 
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Chapter 3: Discrete Element Modelling  

3.1 Introduction 

The discrete element method (DEM) was originally devised by Cundall and Strack 

(1979), who initially applied it in rock mechanics. It was developed as a numerical 

modelling technique to predict the behaviour of granular materials (geomechanics) but 

is now used in many fields of scientific and engineering research, and is an alternative 

to continuum methods such as the finite element method. The discrete element method 

is computationally expensive but has gained in popularity due to the advances in 

computing, as it is now possible to model complex problems involving many particles 

in a reasonable time frame.  

O’Sullivan (2011) expresses that there are two main reasons to use DEM in 

geomechanics: to be able to simulate large deformations in boundary value problems, 

and as a tool for research. DEM allows for the use of microscopic mechanics to 

understand the macroscopic behaviour of a granular material. Thereby it is possible to 

use DEM to obtain information such as interparticle behaviour and contact force 

distributions for example that may be impractical to obtain from an experimental 

study. O’Sullivan (2011) stresses that the expectation of quantitative comparison 

between a DEM and experimental study is not often met, and it is more reasonable to 

obtain a qualitative comparison between the two.  

3.2 Particle Flow Code (version 5) 

Simulations in 2D are easier to carry out due to the reduction in run time and a simpler 

model to analyse overall. However, one needs to acknowledge that as a three 

dimensional problem is being modelled in two dimensions, there are limitations.  

A number of programs are available such as Itasca PFC, Yade, SDEC, LIGGGHTS or 

EDEM to name a few, which are commercial or open source codes. The software used 

within this research was Itasca’s Particle Flow Code in 2 Dimensions (PFC) version 

5; this was due to the ease of use in the first instance as others in the research group 

used PFC.  A detailed description of the theory used to develop the Itasca codes can 

be found in the manual (Itasca, 2014).  

PFC uses a time-stepping scheme to calculate the motion of the particle using 

Newton’s second law and force-displacement law applied at each contact.  It consists 
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of distinct particles that displace independently of each other and interact at contacts. 

A number of important assumptions are made in the model, such as: 

• the particles are idealised as either disk or spherical rigid bodies (depending 

on whether the model is in 2D or 3D),  

• they are allowed to overlap at contacts as a soft-contact approach is utilised,  

• the overlaps are small in relation to the particle size and the magnitude of the 

overlap is related contact force via the force-displacement law.  

There are a number of predefined contact models available in PFC version 5. The most 

commonly used models are the linear contact model and a simplified Hertz-Mindlin 

model. Additionally, it is possible to apply bonding (either contact or parallel bonding, 

as explained in further detail later) at ball-to-ball contacts and create complex models 

– please note particle and ball are used interchangeably from herein, with the terms 

disk and sphere referring to 2D and 3D balls/particles respectively. It is also possible 

to apply a user-defined contact model within this version of the software.  

PFC is able to model balls, clumps, agglomerates and walls. A ball is modelled as a 

2D circular disk in and a clump is a rigid body made up of rigid pebbles, it should be 

noted that a pebble and a ball are the same thing, but within PFC nomenclature, a 

pebble refers to a ball component of a clump. Surface properties for a clump can be 

specified to each clump; clumps can also translate and rotate. The particles that create 

the clump may overlap, but the clump itself behaves as an independent body, which 

cannot bend nor break into its individual ball components. Alternatively, an 

agglomerate is formed by bonding disks together which can be broken apart (it can be 

used to model crushing).  

Walls can be used as a boundary to provide confinement to the assembly, and they can 

also be used to apply loading to the particle assembly. Balls, clumps and walls interact 

with one another through the forces that develop at the contacts. Three different 

boundary conditions can usually be applied in PFC: walls, particles or periodic.  

PFC models ball-to-ball interactions using Newton’s 2nd Law for the particles and a 

force-displacement law at the contacts. Newton’s second law is used to decide the 

motion of each particle from the contact forces acting upon it. Ball-to-wall interactions 

in PFC are modelled only using the force-displacement law, as Newton’s second law 

is not applicable to walls due to wall movement being specified by the user.  
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The interaction between particles in DEM is considered as a dynamic process. The 

motion is instigated through the particle assembly being loaded either by one, or a 

combination of: applying velocities to walls, balls or clumps, giving forces to balls or 

clumps, or through the addition of gravity to the assembly. This behaviour of the 

assembly is established by the use of a time-stepping algorithm. The velocities and 

accelerations of the particles are assumed to be constant in each timestep. The timestep 

that is chosen has to be small enough that interactions can only be with the immediate 

neighbours of a particle during a timestep. Hence, the smallest timestep, named the 

critical timestep, has to be chosen with care as explained later.  Figure 3.1 shows the 

cycling sequence during a single cycle in PFC.  

A suitable timestep has to be chosen for the numerical integration of Newton’s laws. 

If it is too large, it may cause instability of the particles in the model and a far too small 

timestep would result in extremely long simulation times. In PFC, the timestep is 

calculated based on kinematic constraints on piece displacement and stiffness 

constraints, with the timestep that is employed being the minimum of these constraints 

(Itasca, 2014).  PFC automatically determines the critical timestep and is related to the 

minimum eigen-period of the total system (Itasca, 2014). However, as this is 

unfeasible to apply to the whole system, a more simplified method is applied to 

determine it. The simplified procedure uses a multiple mass-spring system as follows, 

with the critical timestep for translational motion and rotational motion being 

respectively:  

𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = √𝑚 𝑘𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛⁄  , for translational motion     (3.1a) 

𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = √𝐼 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡⁄  , for rotational motion     (3.1b) 

Where I is the moment of inertia, m is the mass, ktran is the translational stiffness and 

krot is the rotational stiffness for each individual particle.  

During the model simulation, PFC calculates the critical timestep using the above 

equations separately for each degree of freedom for each individual body (particle) in 

the model for each cycle; the final critical timestep is taken to be the minimum of all 

the computed critical timesteps. PFC further ensures that the timestep remains below 

this critical value by using a fraction of the calculated minimum critical timestep.  

The mechanical laws of motion are applied after the timestep has been chosen. The 

motion of a particle is determined by the resultant force and moment vectors acting 
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upon it, which can be explained in terms of the translational motion and rotational 

motion of its centre of mass and the particle respectively. The centre of mass motion 

can be described using the position, velocity and acceleration of the particle and the 

rotational motion using the angular velocity and angular acceleration. These two 

equations of motion are integrated using a centred finite-difference procedure 

involving the timestep, dt.  

Before any cycling has occurred, it is necessary that all contacts are created between 

particles, otherwise cycling cannot take place, as a stable timestep cannot be 

calculated, as the effective stiffness of the system cannot be determined. Once contacts 

are created the user applied contact model is assigned to each contact. PFC provides a 

number of in-built contact models; the contact model used in this research is the linear 

contact model due to its ease of implementation and wide usage. The contact model 

provides the particle-interaction law that is used to update the contact force and 

moment during the cycling process. 

The linear model uses linear elastic law with viscous dashpots to establish the 

behaviour of the system.  The linear component provides linear elastic frictional 

behaviour, while the dashpot component provides viscous behaviour; both 

components act over a vanishingly small area, and therefore transmit a force only 

(Itasca, 2014).  The linear force is produced by linear springs with constant normal and 

shear stiffnesses, kn and ks. The dashpot force is produced by dashpots with viscosity 

given in terms of the normal and shear critical-damping ratio. The linear springs act in 

parallel to the dashpots. The contact is active only if the surface gap (difference 

between contact and reference gap - Figure 3.2) is less than or equal to zero. 

The force-displacement law relates the relative displacement between two entities at a 

contact to the contact force acting on them. Each contact is considered to act at a point 

(after the soft-contact approach) for all contacts. If there is a parallel bond present, then 

an additional force and moment can also act on each particle. The force-displacement 

law updates the contact force (the sum of the linear and dashpot forces) and the 

moment; the linear and dashpot forces are resolved into normal and shear forces. The 

shear force component of both the linear and dashpot forces lies on the contact plane 

and the normal component that acts in the direction of the normal vector.  The normal 

contact force is calculated using Equation 2.2. 

𝐹𝑛
𝑙 = {

𝑘𝑛𝑔𝑠,   𝑔𝑠 < 0
0,   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

         (3.2) 
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Where Fl
n is the linear normal force at the beginning of the timestep, kn is the normal 

secant stiffness that relates the total displacement and force, and gs the surface gap. 

The shear force is calculated in an incremental manner. The total shear force is reset 

to zero when the contact is created, subsequent increments of shear displacement result 

in an increment of shear force that is added to the existing value, and the shear force 

increment is calculated using Equation 2.3. 

∆𝐹𝑠
𝑙 = −𝑘𝑠∆𝛿𝑠        (3.3) 

Where Fl
s is the linear shear force at the beginning of the timestep, ks is the shear 

stiffness at the contact and Δδs is the adjusted relative shear-displacement increment. 

The new shear contact force is defined by the summation of the shear force at the start 

of the timestep with the shear force increment.  

𝐹𝑠
∗

= 〈𝐹𝑠
𝑙

〉𝑜𝑙𝑑 − ∆𝐹𝑠
𝑙
        (3.4) 

The dashpot normal and shear force are also then updated based on the dashpot 

behaviour mode. The linear model provides the following energy branches; strain 

energy, which is stored in the linear springs, slip energy (the total energy dissipated by 

frictional slip) and dashpot energy (total energy dissipated by the dashpots). The user 

can initiate energy tracking which leads to the three energies being updated through 

the simulation.  

PFC defines that some model properties can be mapped from surface inheritable 

properties to the contact model properties. The normal and shear stiffnesses, kn and ks 

and the friction coefficient μ, may be inherited from the contacting pieces. It is 

assumed that both stiffnesses of two contacting pieces act in series as shown in the 

following equations. The friction coefficient is given as the value that is the minimum 

of the two contacting pieces, it attributes a roughness to the surface of the ball.  

1

𝑘𝑛
=

1

𝑘𝑛
(1) +

1

𝑘𝑛
(2)        (3.5a)  

1

𝑘𝑠
=

1

𝑘𝑠
(1) +

1

𝑘𝑠
(2)         (3.5b) 

Where (1) and (2) denote the properties of piece 1 and 2, respectively.  

PFC allows the deformability of a homogenous, isotropic and well-connected granular 

assembly experiencing small-strain deformation to be fit by an isotropic material 

model, which is described by Young’s modulus, E and Poisson’s ratio, ν. These two 
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properties can be related to the material effective modulus, E* and the normal to shear 

stiffness ratio, κ* (= 𝑘𝑛 𝑘𝑠⁄ ) at the contact, using the following relationships.  

𝑘𝑛 = 𝐴𝐸∗ 𝐿⁄          (3.6a) 

𝑘𝑠 = 𝑘𝑛 𝜅∗⁄          (3.6b) 

Where (see Figure 3.4): 

𝐴 = 2𝑟𝑡 for 2D (thickness,t=1), 𝑟 = {
𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑅(1), 𝑅(2)) , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝑅(1)                     , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡

 (3.7a) 

𝐿 = {
𝑅(1) + 𝑅(2) , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝑅(1), 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 
     (3.7b) 

3.2.1 Bonding particles in PFC 

PFC also provides two standard bonding behaviours in the linear based models, with 

contact bonds and parallel bonds; the bonds can be applied at both ball-ball and ball-

wall contacts. The bonds are applied at the contacts, and the contact bond acts as an 

adhesive between two contacts of vanishingly small size acting only at the contact 

point, whilst the parallel bond is of a finite size that acts over a rectangular area 

between the pieces in contact. The parallel bond is able to transmit both a force and a 

moment and the contact bond is only able to transmit a force. Bonds are defined by the 

user and can be broken when a defined bond strength is exceeded or the user invokes 

unbonding. 

The linear contact bond model in PFC corresponds with the contact-model proposed 

by Potyondy and Cundall (2004). A contact bond can be visualised as a pair of elastic 

springs with constant normal and shear stiffnesses acting at a contact point, with 

specified tensile and shear strengths. The contact bond precludes the possibility of slip, 

the force-displacement law for the contact bond model is shown in Figure 3.5. 

The parallel bond is best described to act like a cement type material between two 

particles, it acts in parallel with a linear component and creates an elastic interaction 

between the bonded particles, and its existence does not preclude the possibility of 

slip. A parallel bond can also be visualised as a set of elastic springs with constant 

normal and shear stiffnesses uniformly distributed over a rectangular cross-section on 

the contact plane. The springs act in parallel and the motion that occurs at the contact 
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creates a force and a moment within the bond material. The model provides behaviour 

of two interfaces, linear elastic and frictional interface and a bonded interface, once 

parallel bonding has been instigated the second interface acts in parallel with the first. 

If the bonded is broken, such that the second interface is unbonded, the model is then 

equivalent to the linear contact model. The force displacement law for the parallel 

bond model updates the contact force and moment through the following components; 

the linear force Fl, the dashpot force Fd, the parallel bond force �̅� and �̅� the parallel 

bond moment.   

3.3 Particle generation methods 

PFC (Itasca, 2014) provides three standard particle generation methods. The user is 

either able to create each individual ball one at a time; generate non-overlapping balls, 

producing a loose packing of particles; generate overlapping particles to obtain the 

target input porosity, which may differ once the generated assembly has reached a 

stable state. The previous versions of PFC (version 4, Itasca 2008) employed the radius 

expansion as a means of generating non-overlapping particles; this generated particles 

within the given domain and then the radii of all the particles were expanded by a user 

defined factor until the desired porosity is obtained. Additionally, there was also the 

option of a random generation approach, where particles were created to achieve the 

target porosity, with large overlaps being allowed.  

Various researchers have used a variety of methods to generate samples. Utili and 

Nova, 2008; Chareye et al., 2002; Cui et al., 2007; etc. have used the radius expansion 

method, Wang and Tonon, 2009; Belheine et al., 2009; etc. have used a modified 

radius expansion method. Jiang et al. (2011) state that there are four different particle 

generation methods available (in a general DEM view point rather than PFC specific); 

the fixed point method, expansion method, isotropic compression and modified 

isotropic-compression. The expansion and isotopic compression methods are the two 

used by PFC. Marketos and Bolton (2010) applied the gravitational approach for their 

work, where the particles arrange themselves into a packing under self-weight or 

gravity. Cui and O’Sullivan (2003) put forward a new triangulation based method, 

where in two dimensions for example a mesh of triangles is created in the domain and 

then particles are added as in-circles within the triangles. Other methods have been put 

forward for particle generation such that the required state in terms of density is 

obtained. Some examples are Bagi (2005), Feng et al. (2003), Jiang et al. (2003) and 

Jerier et al. (2007) to name a few. The algorithms put forward in some of these studies 
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have high levels of complexity that were required for the problems under 

consideration, but are beyond the scope of this piece of work.  

Overall, many methods have been developed by researchers for the generation of 

particles in a DEM system. Some are incredibly complex, whilst the most commonly 

used are the methods provided by the DEM software that is used or are slight 

adaptations of these inbuilt methods. Furthermore, Cui and O’Sullivan (2003) state 

that even though there are numerous sample generation methods available, there is no 

clear optimum method of generation. Hence, this piece of work will use the methods 

available within PFC to generate a DEM model as starting point. 

3.4 Particle size 

The size of particles used in a discrete element model can influence the results based 

on the degree of alteration of their size from the experimental study. Various authors 

have used particle sizes that vary greatly from the real size of the granular material 

considered. O’Sullivan (2011) showed that using a very small number of particles 

(reducing the number of particles in a system by 75%) to reduce the computational 

expense may render the analysis useless. If enough particles are not added to the 

system, then the response would be about the configuration of particles rather than the 

response of the material considered. However, increasing the particle size and thereby 

reducing the number of particles in an assembly can reduce the computational effort 

required to run the model simulation.  

Sitharam and Nimbkar (2000) investigated the effects of maximum particle size, 

particle grading and fabric on the behaviour of granular materials modelled using 

DEM. Hydrostatic compaction and biaxial tests were carried out on 2D DEM samples 

where the gradation and particle sizes were varied. They observed that assemblies with 

parallel gradations (the gradation is as shown in Figure 3.8) behave similarly under 

identical boundary conditions, and this is because they have the same fabric. However, 

when the minimum particle size is kept the same but the maximum varied for all 

gradations considered, the behaviour of each assembly varies, and this is because the 

initial fabric of each assembly is different. Parallel gradation assemblies also exhibit 

no change of strength or volume change behaviour when the particle size is increased, 

and the size distribution is kept within a specified value range (i.e. difference of 10mm 

between smallest and largest particle size). If the gradation range is increased, a larger 

size difference between the minimum and maximum particle size, there is a 
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corresponding increase in the shear strength and volume change behaviour of the 

particle assembly. Chareye et al. (2002) also stated that as long as the particle size 

distribution (the ratio between the dimensions of the particles) remains the same 

overall the particle size can be varied, but it must remain small enough when compared 

to the dimensions of the problem in question. Similar is echoed by Marketos and 

Bolton (2010) where a value of two for the ratio between the maximum and minimum 

particle radius is a good method to employ.   

3.5 Particle shape 

Quantitative representations of soil behaviour using DEM are uncommon, as most 

studies use idealised models, i.e. have circular/spherical particles which then are only 

able to give a qualitative response. To model real particle shapes, researchers have 

used spheres/disks to model the particles, or clumps (an irregular shaped particle 

comprising of spheres/disks that cannot be broken) or agglomerates (Bolton et al., 

2008; Cheng et al., 2004; etc.), where a larger particle comprised of many 

spheres/disks which can be broken into its constitutive parts). De Bono and McDowell 

(2014) used a method of particle splitting that allowed the particles to fracture instead 

of using agglomerates due to the number of particles required. The splitting method 

considered all the stresses induced in a particle due to contacts.  

Lu and McDowell (2007) used both spheres and clumps to model ballast particles in 

PFC3D, and the influence of the shape of the clump was investigated. Five different 

clump samples were generated, showing that the contact forces after the initial 

generation process were reduced in the samples with more angular clumps, 

additionally; the contact forces were also more uniform. The study noted that when 

clumps are used, a modified density must be used as a clump is created using a number 

of balls which overlap, and hence the total volume of the balls is greater than the 

volume of the clump, and hence the mass of the clump is greater than the equivalent 

mass of the clump with uniform density. Therefore, the overlapping balls provide a 

contribution to the overall mass, which affects the moment of inertia as the mass is not 

uniformly distributed.  

Salot et al. (2009) used SDEC to show that a simplified DEM model using clusters 

made from 1, 2, 3 or 4 spherical particles rather than a particle that reproduces the 

exact complex shape of a grain produced a reliable model showing the macroscopic 

behaviour of the granular material. They found that using clusters made up of two to 
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three particles was sufficient to reproduce the asymmetry required to obtain a credible 

macroscopic response. Hence, the particles within a DEM sample can have a 

simplified shape as long as the overall response of the model replicates that of the 

experimental results. However, Salot et al. (2009) also stated that as the particle shape 

in the DEM model is incredibly idealised when compared to the real granular material, 

the porosities of both the numerical and real model cannot be compared and instead 

they put forward the idea of relative density, which is based on the minimum and 

maximum porosities that are obtained, and when this idea is utilised the DEM model 

was found to replicate the experimental results.  

3.6 Input parameters 

Characteristics that are important in granular mechanics are the particle shape, 

coordination number, fabric, void ratio and particle size distribution. Parametric 

studies can be carried out in the model preparation phase, where the input parameters 

are varied until the model output is similar to the physical tests. Chareye et al. (2002) 

pointed out that discrete element modelling has an intrinsic problem where the 

determination of the input parameters can be difficult as the effects of the micro-

mechanical parameters on the global behaviour lack clarity, as sometimes the 

information from physical tests is only at the macro mechanical level. Hence, as shown 

in their study there can be good qualitative agreement between the numerical and 

physical results, but to achieve the same quantitatively can be very difficult.  

O’Sullivan (2011) stated that it is important for the analyst to identify between 

calibration and validation tests. As when calibrating the model, the input parameters 

are chosen so that the response of the DEM model qualitatively matches the overall 

results of experimental study, rather than matching the particle-scale behaviour. 

Conversely, in a validation test, particle shape and material properties are precisely 

modelled to match a simple granular material, where achieving a similar macro-scale 

agreement between the numerical and experimental model confirms that the correct 

mechanical properties are used in the DEM model.  

Cheung et al. (2013) noted that in using DEM, not only were there numerous 

parameters that the users had to define, but that very few of these parameters could be 

related to real test data. Thereby, creating an air of uncertainty in values that the user 

could define with no relation to the real test data. They state that using DEM for 

modelling sandstone results in a specimen that is a simplified version of reality, and to 
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obtain a more complete model one has to consider factors such as fabric, particle shape 

and particle crushing.  

3.7 Boundary conditions 

The Itasca manual (2008) states that setting the boundary conditions correctly in DEM 

is more complex than for continuum modelling as it is not a planar surface in DEM.  

The boundary conditions used in numerical modelling are critical in determining the 

response of the material. If the incorrect boundary is chosen or the chosen boundary 

imparts limitations on the response, the results that are obtained may only be useful 

qualitatively and furthermore they may be incorrect.  There are usually the following 

types of boundaries available: rigid walls, particle boundaries or periodic boundaries. 

Rigid wall boundaries are the simplest boundary form in DEM; they apply definite 

confinement to an assembly. They help define the region of the specimen and separate 

sections of the sample if required.  It is also possible for the user to use a servo control 

mechanism to move the walls to achieve a required stress state within the sample. 

Marketos and Bolton (2010) pointed out that the use of flat boundaries depending on 

the particle generation method used may not lead to a good particle packing 

configuration as it may affect where the particles are generated within the boundary 

region, and possibly resulting in large voids near the boundary region due to lower 

particle-boundary contacts. Additionally, the boundary-particle interface may have an 

effect on the fabric and voids ratio of the material (Marketos and Bolton, 2010). They 

also highlighted that there was a lack of information about the boundary effects in 

physical tests, as it was not always possible to measure all parameters due to the 

apparatus limitations. Researchers thereby, assumed that boundary effects in sands 

could be negligible as long as the particle size is much smaller than the sample size. 

Hence, it is preferable to ensure that the particles in the boundary region are small 

enough when compared to the geometry of the boundary problem to reduce the 

propagation of boundary effects into a stable volume/area of the material and influence 

results.  

Particle boundaries can be envisaged as boundaries that are constructed from applying 

forces or velocities to the boundary particles of a specimen for example. Particles can 

also be bonded together to form a bonded string of particles which can act as a 

boundary; flexible boundaries can be created using this method. 
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Periodic boundaries assume that the granular material is infinite, and therefore only a 

small element of the problem needs to be modelled, as the whole material can be 

represented by identical repeated elements. If a particle leaves the element boundary, 

it is then periodically reinserted into the model at the opposite boundary.  

3.8 Modelling stone columns using the discrete element method 

As mentioned in the previous chapter only three other studies have been carried out 

using DEM to model stone columns. The study by Siahaan et al. (2014) used DEM to 

model stone columns under triaxial conditions (Figure 3.9). They used the 

experimental results presented by Sivakumar et al (2011) on which to base the 3D 

model. A stress-controlled particle boundary was implemented to represent the 

column-clay interface, and a constant normal stiffness in consideration of the load 

transfer at the column-clay interface. Clumps were used in the model, based on 

assumptions about the particle shape of the crushed basalt used by Sivakumar et al. 

(2011); the clumps were categorised based on their angularity. The top wall of the 

model was modelled as a flexible wall by Siahaan et al. (2014), where its normal and 

shear stiffness values were a fifth of the values used for the particles (kn=ks=1x107Nm-

1). The bottom wall had shear and normal stiffness values of two fifths of that of the 

particles. Rigid lateral walls were used during the particle generation process and 

confining pressure stage; they were then replaced with boundary particles using the 

methodology put forward by Cheung and O’Sullivan (2008). To account for the 

vertical component of the boundary force, Siahaan et al. (2014) defined the friction 

coefficient of the boundary particles as two thirds that of the column particles. The 

force applied to the boundary was updated to allow for the change in surface area as 

deformation occurred.  A much higher confining pressure than the physical tests was 

used in the model as using clumps led to high interlocking and unbalanced forces in 

the specimen. After the initial calibration test was carried out, further tests were done 

to investigate the response when particle angularity and particle size distribution are 

varied.  

The calibration test obtained results that were not completely in agreement with the 

test by Sivakumar et al (2011). The stress distribution in the DEM model in the lower 

half of the column was quite different from the physical results (Figure 3.10), which 

Siahaan et al. (2014) attributed to the physical test having higher interlocking forces 

at these depths. It should be noted that the physical test by Sivakumar et al. (2011) that 
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was used for the calibration test had load cells, which were placed at stages throughout 

the column; this was found to further increase the strength of the column, which is not 

accounted for by Siahaan et al. (2014).  Variation in particle angularity and particle 

size distribution showed that a small variation influenced the initial stiffness of the 

column. Thereby, the use of DEM to study stone columns can possibly be used to 

improve performance and advance the design procedure. 

Indraratna et al. (2015) used a coupled discrete element-finite difference method to 

look at the load deformation behaviour of a column. The finite difference method was 

used to model the surrounding clay in a unit cell, and DEM used to model the column 

(Figure 3.11).  

The socket input/output function was used to transfer information at the column-clay 

boundary between the two modelling techniques. The crushed stone column particles 

were modelled as clumps and the input parameters decided by using the study by 

Sivakumar et al. (2011) to calibrate the model. Indraratna et al. (2015) observed 

discrepancies between their numerical model and the physical tests, which were 

attributed to either the particle shape chosen or uncertainties in the model itself. 

Overall, stress-settlement behaviour of the model was in agreement with the physical 

test results and the contact force distribution provided an insight into the bulging 

behaviour of a column. Indraratna et al. (2015) put forward ideas for further work to 

develop their model, and Ngo and Tung (2016) used the same model to investigate 

reinforced rail track embankments.   

Gu et al. (2017) carried out parametric studies using the DEM model to investigate the 

stiffness of the geogrid, column length, column diameter and aggregate size (Figure 

3.12). The authors did recognise the limitations of their study, in particular the lack of 

a confining soil, which was attributed to the size of the particles in a cohesive soil and 

how this would result in a model with a very high number of particles. They suggested 

that for future work it may be possible to incorporate the soft soil into their study by 

modelling the soft soil using enlarged particles with a soft contact stiffness and weak 

bonds in order to model the weak shear strength of the soil. They also highlighted the 

use of spherical particles to model the aggregate as a limitation.  

3.9 Summary 

• The Discrete Element Method is an alternative to continuum methods. 
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o It allows researchers to understand the macroscopic behaviour of a granular 

material and see the interaction between particles at that scale.  

o A suitable qualitative comparison can be achieved between a DEM model 

and physical test, but obtaining the same quantitatively is quite difficult.  

• The software PFC has been described and is the software that will be used in this 

study.  

o The input parameters used for the model will have to be selected with care, 

as they do not necessarily relate to any of the physical study material 

characteristics.  

• Most studies usually undertake parametric studies in order to use the correct input 

parameter values.  

• The approaches provided by PFC for particle generation have been deemed 

straightforward and suitable for this work. 

• Stone columns have not been investigated using DEM until very recently. There 

have only been a few studies, which show that it is possible to model a stone 

column using DEM, but each has limitations or complexities. Additionally, most 

have not fully developed on the potential benefits of using DEM to model stone 

columns.  

o Most of this research has been carried out using coupled DEM-FDM 

models. 

o Research into stone columns using DEM is still relatively unexplored, and 

there is a great deal left to investigate.  

o Additionally, DEM allows for a triaxial apparatus stone column test set-up, 

akin to the experimental tests by Black et al. (2011) etc. to be modelled 

with more ease than an experimental test, the same is true for a large scale 

test modelled in DEM.  

o It can also allow for the gravity stresses within a soil to be modelled, 

possibly overcoming the limitations of experimental studies. 

 

The following terms and their usage throughout this work should be noted: 

• Ball and particle are used interchangeably and refer to the same 2D disk shaped 

component of a DEM model. 

• A pebble is a component of a clump, but it is the same as a ball in theory. When 

pebbles form a clump, it is a rigid structure that cannot break (agglomerates can) 
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or deform in shape (i.e. from a row of three pebbles to a triangular shape of three 

pebbles) when under great force. 

• When balls are bonded to each other there is a similarity between this bonded 

agglomerate of balls and a clump, however the bonds between the balls are allowed 

to break and a ball with all bonds broken is then separate from the rest of the 

structure.  

• Solving to equilibrium is the same as the average ratio, which is the ratio of the 

average value of the unbalanced for magnitude over all bodies to the average value 

of the sum of the magnitudes of the contact forces, body forces and applied forces 

over all bodies. Both terms are used interchangeably, and in terms of the process, 

the average ratio is taken at a value of 10-6 to 10-4, based on the time taken to reach 

the higher value, and if reasonable, the lower value is used. In some cases, in order 

to reduce the runtime of the simulation the higher value is used.  
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Figure 3.1. PFC calculation cycle (Itasca 2014) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2. The surface gap (Itasca, 2014), where gc is the contact gap and gr the reference gap 

as defined in the figure (Itasca 2014). 
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Figure 3.3. Relation of normal stiffness to piece normal stiffnesses (Itasca, 2014) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Volume of material associated with contact (Itasca, 2014) 
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Figure 3.5. Where (a) is the normal and (b) the shear components of contact for and relative 

displacement for particle contact (Itasca, 2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Finite-size notional surfaces (green and red) and parallel-bond surface gap at 

parallel-bonded ball-ball (left) and ball-facet (right) contacts (Itasca, 2014). 
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Figure 3.7. Force-displacement law for the parallel bond force and moment: (a) normal force 

versus parallel-bond surface gap, (b) shear force versus relative shear displacement, (c) 

twisting moment versus relative twist rotation and (d) bending moment versus relative bend 

notion (Itasca, 2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8. The particle size distribution curves as used for the parallel gradation by Sitharam 

and Nimbkar (2000). 
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Figure 3.9. Stone column DEM model developed by Siahaan et al. (2014) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10. The DEM model simulation response found by Siahaan et al. (2014) compared 

to the experimental data from Sivakumar et al. (2011) (Siahaan et al. (2014)). 
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Figure 3.11. DEM-FDM model (Indraratna et al. 2015). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12.  Experimental study compared with DEM study setup (Gu et al. (2017). 
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Chapter 4: Methodology-Initial Calibration Study 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, it is important to identify if a calibration or 

validation study will be carried out. The aim of this research was to model a stone 

column using the discrete element method that was calibrated to match the overall 

results of an experimental study, implying that the particle shape and material 

properties were not modelled to exactly match the real soil under consideration.  

This chapter highlights the modelling approach that was initially considered and the 

limitations of it. The following chapter (Chapter 5) presents a model with a different 

and novel approach to modelling clay. 

4.1 Experimental study – Black et al. (2011) 

Black et al. (2011) conducted model tests on a basalt column in a clay soil, to develop 

better understanding about the settlement characteristics of stone columns. Tests were 

carried out on single columns and column groups. Three different column diameters, 

D, were considered by Black et al.(2011), 25, 32 and 38mm, as well as three different 

column lengths, L, of 125, 250 and 400mm. The properties of the clay and crushed 

basalt used in the experimental study are shown in Table 4.1. The materials and 

dimensions chosen for the test were in keeping with a 1:30 scale (experiment to field 

scale, not a ratio of the crushed basalt diameter to that of the column). The dry density 

of the column was approximately 1550kgm-3 (Black et al., 2011).  

The testing of the sample was carried out in three stages. After the column was 

installed, the first stage of testing was of isotropic confinement, where a confining 

pressure of 275kPa was applied. The second stage was of K0 consolidation where the 

vertical and horizontal stresses were increased to 341kPa and 300kPa respectively; this 

represented a K0 of 0.71. The third stage of testing was of foundation loading applied 

using a 60mm footing at the centre of the sample with a loading rate of 1kPa/h.  

Figure 4.1 shows the apparatus set up used by Black et al. (2011). Pressure cells (PT1, 

PT2 and PT3 in the figure) placed on top of the sample were used to measure the 

contact pressure at the centre of the footing, at a radius of 18mm from the centre and 

at a distance from the column to measure the vertical stress in the surrounding soil; 

this was assumed to be closer to the boundary of the sample as no value was given by 

Black et al. (2011). The radial displacement was measured through using a 

submersible LVDT located 120mm from the top of the sample. 
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Four of the tests carried out by Black et al. (2011) are considered in this study: the 

unreinforced clay sample, and the reinforced samples with a 25mm diameter column 

at all three lengths (125, 250 and 400mm). Black et al. (2011) provided radial 

deformation plots for the 25mm diameter column at all three lengths. The parameters 

for these four models are shown in Table 4.2, with the first test being the unreinforced 

test (no column) for comparison. The area replacement ratio (Appendix 2.A) is the 

area of the soft soil that is replaced by the column.  

4.2 Initial model generation 

As the stress distribution around the column is unknown in the experimental study, it 

would be incorrect to apply the confining pressure immediately at the column 

boundary, hence, a ‘clay-like’ surrounding material was developed in PFC such that 

the confining pressure could be applied at a distance, akin to an experimental triaxial 

test. Therefore, a composite system was modelled in order to obtain the stresses 

occurring at the clay-column interface.  The DEM simulation used the linear contact 

model using a plane-strain model in order to reduce the number of particles generated 

and thereby, the computational effort. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the initial model set-

up and the foundation loading stage set-up respectively.  

A 2D DEM model was developed due to the potential number of particles that would 

be generated within a 3D model, where it was observed that more than 100000 

particles would result in a system that would have an exceptionally long run time with 

the computing power available. Additionally, the approach used was that of a 

calibration test (see Chapter 3, section 3.6), where the input parameters would be 

varied until a response that would match the experimental data was achieved, rather 

than a validation approach where both the clay and crushed basalt would have to be 

modelled with the same particle shape and material properties.  

Initially the 125mm column was modelled in order to determine the correct input 

parameters for both the column and clay material. A parametric study was carried out 

where the elastic modulus and hence the stiffness ratio of the particles was varied and 

the response observed. The elastic modulus and stiffness ratio are used within the 

linear contact model in PFC to determine how ball-to-ball contacts and ball to wall 

contacts interact. As the elastic modulus input parameter in this version of PFC can be 

determined based on the real properties of the soil, the values in Table 4.1 (E=4kPa 

for clay and E=30kPa for the column) were initially used. However, these were too 

low, and resulted in particles that exhibited a very soft behaviour resulting in very large 
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overlaps, leading to large forces within the system. The value of the elastic modulus 

for both materials was therefore increased by a degree of 10 (whilst maintaining a 

difference of 101 between the clay and column material) until a stable sample was 

obtained, with a value of 7MPa for clay ball contacts and 30MPa for column ball 

contacts. 

Gravity was not considered for the model, as the model could be considered as an 

element test due to its size; it is common for researchers to disregard gravity in a DEM 

element test.  Additionally, when there is gravity present within a DEM model, there 

is a stress distribution which varies with depth, which is necessary if modelling a field-

scale study, as gravity does cause an effect. However, in an element test it is necessary 

that a stress variation with depth does not exist, and as the experimental study by Black 

et al. (2011) is carried out in a triaxial apparatus the stresses are controlled by the 

membrane. Additionally, it would be impossible to generate the clay particles to the 

same particle size distribution as kaolin. Therefore, an initial study was carried out 

using the sample properties summarised in Table 4.3.   

4.2.1 Loading stages 

In the experimental study, the sample initially undergoes isotropic confinement and 

then K0 consolidation. The third and final stage is foundation loading. Each stage was 

modelled in PFC; the first two using the servomechanism control mechanism, and the 

third as independent foundation loading.   

The servomechanism control in PFC, as explained in the previous chapter, provides 

the facility to control the translational velocity of a specified wall to apply or maintain 

a desired force or stress (Itasca 2015). In the case of this study, the experiment target 

stresses were used and were calculated as follows:  

1. Get the sum of all the contact forces acting on each wall. 

2. To calculate the vertical stress, the contact forces acting on the top and bottom 

walls are averaged and divided by the height of the specimen. 

3. To calculate the horizontal stress, the contact forces acting on the side walls 

are averaged and divided by the width of the specimen. 

The readings from three pressure cells within the experimental study are obtained from 

the DEM model using the measurement circle command in PFC. The radius and centre 

point of the measurement circle are specified by the user. The circles are generated 

such that their diameter is at least that of 20 particle diameters. However, this was not 
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possible for PT1 because it would result in the stress value being an average of the 

stress within the column and some of the surrounding clay, resulting in incorrect 

results. Hence, the measurement circle at the PT1 location has the same diameter as 

the column (25mm). PT2 is located near the column but generated such that no column 

particles fall within its diameter, and PT3 is located at the upper right corner of the 

sample, both have a radius of 34.5mm.  

Stage 1: Isotropic Confinement 

In the experimental study, the sample is isotropically consolidated under a confining 

pressure of 275kPa. The servomechanism was applied to all walls except the bottom 

wall of the sample (the bottom wall was kept stationary, as it was assumed to be the 

same in the experimental study, as there was no deformation at the bottom of the 

longest column within the Black et al. (2011) study).  

In this study, the servomechanism allowed the sample to be loaded in a strain-

controlled manner, where the target confining stress was achieved by adjusting the 

velocities of the boundary walls. The end of this stage was taken to be the starting 

point, i.e. zero point, for settlement, and considered as the end of sample preparation.  

Stage 2: K0 Consolidation  

K0 consolidation followed from isotropic confinement, where the total vertical and 

horizontal stresses were increased to 341kPa and 300kPa respectively. The target 

confining stresses were gradually increased, in 10 stages (to get an increment of 5-

10kPa in stress for each stage), to the target values shown in Table 4.4. This was carried 

out in order to obtain the settlement that is observed in the experiment. As the 

servomechanism targets an average stress reading across a wall, the target vertical 

stresses prescribed in this calibration study were an average of the readings of the three 

pressure cells, PT1, PT2 and PT3.  The target vertical and horizontal stresses used at 

the different modelling stages of the K0 loading are shown in Table 4.4. 

Stage 3: Foundation Loading 

Black (2007) explained that the settlement values (measured by LVDT) which were 

presented were for the PT1 only (pressure cell above the column). Thereby, the 

pressure readings obtained for PT2 and PT3 did not have a corresponding settlement 

at these locations, and the settlement for PT1 was used for all three. Therefore, in the 

DEM model it was possible to apply the foundation loading by creating a 60mm 

diameter (length in 2D) foundation at the centre of the sample as shown in Figure 4.3. 
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The top wall of the sample below the foundation is removed, but retained at each side 

of the foundation; the walls at the sides of the foundation were then kept in place, as a 

servomechanism on these segment walls was hard to implement. A velocity is given 

to the foundation and the sample is loaded until the required settlement is obtained. 

The results (Figure 4.4) show the vertical stress that is recorded at each stage of 

settlement for each pressure cell location.  

Two velocity values (50mms-1 and 5mms-1) were tested in order to determine the 

highest rate of loading that could be applied before the system would become unstable 

and provided similar results to slower velocities. It was found that both velocities 

would produce near identical results and hence the larger velocity (50mms-1) was used 

for all foundation loading stages from this point onwards.  

4.2.2 Initial results of the composite model 

The response of the model can be seen in Figure 4.4, it gives a reasonable qualitative 

response. However, there is rather a large variance between the experimental and DEM 

values in the latter stages of loading. It can been seen that even though all three 

pressure cell locations show a very similar response through all the stages of loading, 

the vertical stresses that are measured at PT1and PT2 vary quite significantly from the 

experimental values during foundation loading. This indicated the possibility that the 

clay soil has a stiffness that was too low and the column material too large. 

Additionally, the methodology used to model the clay may not be the appropriate, i.e. 

was the deformation the result of using low values for the particle stiffness, or was this 

a true representation of the behaviour of the sample. Hence, the methodology used to 

model the clay needed to be verified; this was carried out by modelling the 

unreinforced clay experimental test data from Black et al. (2011) as the next stage of 

this study. 

4.3 Unreinforced clay model generation 
Using the unreinforced clay experimental test data from Black et al. (2011), it was 

decided to model a clay only system, using ball particles only. The sample dimensions 

were the same as in the previous model (400mm height and 300mm width), and the 

particle size used for the clay was kept at a uniform size distribution of 1mm (resulting 

in 31703 particles in the system). Table 4.5 shows the parameters used for this model. 

A parametric study was carried out in order to determine the influence that both the 

effective modulus and particle generation porosity had on the response of the system, 
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a total of 20 different systems were tested, further details can be found in Appendix 

4.A . 

From the 20 simulations that were generated, it was found that the best overall system 

response (compared to the experimental data) in terms of vertical stress (measured at 

the PT1, PT2 and PT3 locations) and total vertical settlement after the foundation 

loading stage, were given by the systems with an effective modulus of 5MPa and 

6MPa, both with an input porosity 0.17. However, as the vertical stress measured at 

PT1 at the end of K0 consolidation in the experimental data was 317kPa, a target 

vertical stress of 352kPa (Table 4.6) may be too high, and lower values for both the 

vertical and horizontal stress targets (Table 4.7) were implemented to see what the 

variation in the model response would be. Figure 4.5 shows the response of the system 

with E=5MPa for both loading approaches, where Method 1 refers to the values in 

Table 4.6 (higher target stresses) and Method 2 to Table 4.7 (lower target stresses). 

When the lower target stresses were used, it resulted in a stiffer material response than 

that of the clay in the experiment with a lower settlement than that of the experiment. 

The stresses in the DEM model were larger by 8, 10 and 9% for PT1, PT2 and PT3 

respectively than the experimental study at the same settlement level (approximately 

6.48mm). However, the use of larger target stresses (Table 4.6) achieved the required 

settlement value within a reasonable stress range. The measured stresses were larger 

in the DEM model by 7, 12 and 9% at PT1, PT2 and PT3 respectively. Thereby, the 

larger target stress values were used for the following clay DEM model tests presented 

in this chapter.  

Figure 4.6 shows the response of the E=5MPa and 6MPa systems from isotropic 

confinement to K0 consolidation. It can be seen that the stress response of both systems 

is fairly similar, with the E=5MPa 1system achieving a larger settlement due to the 

lower stiffness of the particles. A difference of 5 and 17% in settlement was observed 

for the E=5MPa and 6MPa systems respectively.  The measured stress for both models 

gives systems that are stiffer than the experimental clay, but are considered to be within 

a reasonable range. For E=5MPa the stress measured is larger by 7, 14 and 9% at PT1, 

PT2 and PT3 respectively, whilst for E=6MPa the difference in stress is 8, 12 and 10% 

at PT1, PT2 and PT3 respectively. However, for the E=5MPa model the stress 

measured at PT2 is higher than that at PT1; this could be attributed to initial stresses 

that are present in the system or the location of the measurement circle or how the 

servomechanism methodology is implemented by PFC. 
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For the foundation loading stage, two methodologies were applied. One where the 

servomechanism was maintained on the side walls, and thereby the horizontal stress 

was maintained at 298kPa. This was carried out in order to see if the stress at PT3 

could be kept relatively constant, as it is a special feature in the experimental study. 

The other method was to remove the servomechanism from the side-wall, and hence 

the stress was not maintained. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the stress-settlement response 

of both 5MPa and 6MPa systems respectively.  

The foundation loading was carried out until a similar value of settlement as the 

experimental study was obtained. It can be seen from Figure 4.7 that the stress 

measurements at PT1 and PT2 are different if the lateral stress confinement is/is not 

maintained. At PT3 both methods give a similar value for the stress (25-27% lower), 

but neither method maintains the stress at the same level as in the experimental 

method. For PT1 the stress measured at the end of foundation loading when the 

horizontal confinement is applied is 633kPa and 576kPa without, giving a value 2 and 

10% lower than the experimental stress (633kPa); however, these values can be 

considered to be in a reasonable range. Conversely, for PT2 the stresses measured in 

both DEM models are 26 and 20% lower with and without horizontal confinement 

respectively.  

When the elastic modulus was set to 6MPa (Figure 4.8) a similar behaviour as that for 

E=5MPa was seen. The stress at PT3 again reduces to a value 25% lower than that of 

the experimental study. At PT1 with stress confinement, there is a decrease in the stress 

measured of 5-6% at the end of foundation loading, and without confinement, there is 

an increase in 6%, again both values are considered to be within a reasonable range. 

Additionally, PT2, again shows a reduction in stress during foundation loading when 

compared to the experimental study, and at the end of foundation loading there is a 

decrease in stress of 20 and 25% for the model with stress confinement and that without 

respectively. As the values for both systems using both methods show similar 

behaviour, it was decided to maintain the horizontal stress during the foundation load 

as this is what done in the experimental study.  

From the above studies, it was observed that the models are best at matching PT1, 

underestimating PT2 stresses and are unable to maintain a constant stress at PT3. 

However, the results were considered to be in reasonable agreement with the 

experiments. As there was good agreement between the experimental and DEM results 
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for the unreinforced clay sample, it was now possible to model the composite system 

with the 125mm length stone column.  

4.3.1 Stone column-clay composite model  

Table 4.8 shows the input parameters for the composite system; the particle size 

distribution and density of the column material was the same as in the experimental 

study. As the column material is stiffer than the clay, the effective modulus of the 

column particles was chosen such that it was greater than that of the clay particles 

(10MPa). There were 970 balls generated for the column and 30892 for the clay. The 

same values of effective modulus (5MPa and 6MPa) were still used,  as they both gave 

quite similar results; this was done in order to investigate their effect onto the 

composite system. 

The 2D particles were again generated within rigid wall boundaries and the system 

was allowed to reach equilibirum, followed by the three stages of testing in the same 

manner as before. Figure 4.9 compares the DEM simulation to the physical test model 

from the isotropic confinement to K0 consolidation stage for both the 5MPa  and 6MPa 

models, the target stresses given in Table 4.4 were used for the servomechanism as a 

composite system was now being considered. The stress-settlement curves for PT1, 2 

and 3 are more clearly defined once there is a stone column present, which is similar 

to that of the experimental study. The end settlement at PT1 for the 6MPa model 

(greater by 6%) is closer to that of the experimental study, than that of the 5MPa model 

(13% larger settlement); this may be attributed to the elastic modulus of the clay 

particles that surround the stiffer column material, as a lower stiffness material will 

exhibit more deformation, and thereby cause the column to settle by a larger amount. 

However, at PT2 and PT3 both systems show an increase of the same amount of 9 and 

4% respectively. Interestingly, the slopes of the model and experimental lines are very 

similar. 

For the foundation loading stage (Figure 4.10), it was seen that for PT1 there was good 

agreement between the experimental and DEM model data. The stress values were 3% 

lower for the 5MPa model and 5% larger for the 6MPa model at a similar final 

settlement value, again showing that a stiffer clay particle results in a slight difference 

in the behaviour of the column material. Conversely, for PT2 and PT3, there was a 

large degree of variance between the experimental values and those from the DEM 

models. For PT2 there was at least a 22-24% decrease in stress between the 

experimental and DEM measured stress at the end of the foundation loading stage for 
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both models. For PT3, the DEM models gave a 23% reduction in the stress measured 

at the end of the foundation loading stage. The variation could partially be attributed 

to the initial stresses that are present in the system or the location of the measurement 

circle. As the measurement circles used to measure the stresses next to the column and 

in the surrounding soil have to cover an area much larger than the pressure cells in the 

physical tests would, in order to make sure that the measurement circle is at least 20 

particle diameters in size if not larger. In general, for the stresses which were obtained, 

the overall difference between all three measurements (PT1, PT2 and PT3) was found 

to be within a reasonable limit. 

4.4 Further investigation of DEM model results 
Despite providing a macroscopic behaviour that was similar, it was considered 

necessary to further investigate the consolidation parameters of the clay models. The 

void ratio change from isotropic confiment to K0 consolidation for the model with E= 

5MPa  can be seen in Figure 4.11, giving a Cc value of 0.15, while the E= 6MPa (Figure 

4.12) has a Cc=0.13, both values of Cc are considerably lower than the value obtained 

by Black (2007) of 0.47 from an oedometer test on kaolin for a similar stress path. 

These values indicated that the void ratio for the clay models was far too low to be 

acceptable, and possibly another method to model the clay would have to be 

developed.  

Therefore, using ball particles alone to model the clay is not the correct approach as 

the void ratio and therefore, Cc is far lower than acceptable and the system has very 

little, if any, plasticity, which is not the case for kaolin clay.  The next stage would 

begin by developing a DEM model for clay that was more complex, and which 

possibly considered the structure of a clay platelet, water within a clay soil and a large 

void ratio.  

4.5 Summary 

• The experimental study by Black et al. (2011) was used to calibrate the DEM 

model.  

• An initial composite clay-column system model was developed using balls for both 

materials. 

o It was not clear if the results obtained were due to the correct values being 

chosen for the parameters, or due to a soft and squashy model being 

developed.  
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o A ball model for the clay was developed, and a parametric study carried 

out to determine the elastic modulus of the system.  

• The clay model was tested for two elastic modulus values and underwent the three 

stages of loading given by Black et al. (2011). 

o Both models gave a similar response and hence, were used in the composite 

system model, where the column ball particles were given a higher stiffness 

than that of the clay. 

o These two systems underwent the same stages of loading, and had a good 

agreement with the stress measured at PT1 in the experimental data. 

o For PT2 and PT3 all the models tested in this chapter had a much lower 

stress at a similar settlement value when compared to the experimental data.  

• Further investigation was carried out in the void ratio of the clay model. 

o The initial void ratios for both clay models considerably smaller (0.14-

0.15) than what is considered realistic (0.5+). 

o The compression index obtained from the first two stages of loading gave 

values for Cc that were substantially smaller (70-73% lower) than that 

obtained by Black (2007). 

• The approach in this Chapter for modelling clay using DEM was quite simple, as 

the initial objective was to model the clay as ‘clay-like’ when considering the 

simplifications that were made in regards to particle shape and size. However, on 

further inspection, it was seen that it is not possible to model clay in such a 

simplistic method, as the compression observed was only due to the large overlaps 

that developed.  

• The next stage of this research would involve developing a DEM model for clay 

that had a higher level of complexity, and which considered the structure of a clay 

platelet with a soil and looked to obtain a high initial void ratio.   
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Table 4.1. Black et al. (2011) test material properties. 

Properties Basalt Clay 

Particle size 1.18-2.36mm <63μm 

E 30kNm-2 4kNm-2 

φ 43° 22° 

Cu - 35kNm-2 

 

Table 4.2. Experimental model parameters used by Black et al. (2011). 

Test 

Column 

length, L, 

mm 

Column 

diameter, D, 

mm 

Area 

replacement 

ratio, As, % 

L/D 

ratio 

Unreinforced - - - - 

Reinforced 125 25 17 5.0 

Reinforced 250 25 17 10.0 

Reinforced 400 25 17 16.0 
 

Table 4.3. DEM model input parameters. 

Parameters  

Size: height x width (mm) 400 x 300  

Effective Modulus: column and clay (ball-facet contacts) 

(MPa) 

7 

Kratio: column and clay (ball-facet contacts) (kn/ks) 1.0 

Particle friction coefficient: column 0.5 

Effective Modulus: column  (ball-ball contacts) (MPa) 30 

Kratio: column (ball-ball contacts) (kn/ks) 1.5 

Density: column (kg/m3) 1648 

Particle size distribution: column (mm) 0.59-1.18 

Particle friction coefficient: clay 0.5 

Effective Modulus: clay (ball-ball contacts) (MPa) 7 

Kratio: clay (ball-ball contacts) (kn/ks) 1.5 

Density: clay (kg/m3) 500 

Particle size: clay (mm) 1 
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Table 4.4. Target stresses for the servomechanism for each compression stage (for 125mm 

column model). 

Stage Horizontal Stress 

(kPa) 

Vertical Stress (kPa) 

Isotropic confinement 275 275 

K0 - Stage 1 277 281 

K0 - Stage 2 279 286 

K0 - Stage 3 282 293 

K0 - Stage 4 283 298 

K0 - Stage 5 286 306 

K0 - Stage 6 291 319 

K0 - Stage 7 295 328 

K0 - Stage 8 299 339 

K0 - Stage 9 301 334 

K0 – Stage 10 304 352 

 

Table 4.5. Clay model using ball particles only model parameters. 

Parameter  

Stiffness ratio: ball-facet contacts, 
kratio 

1.0 

Stiffness ratio: ball-ball contacts, 
kratio 

1.5 

Particle size (mm) 1 

Particle friction coefficient 0.5 

Density (kg/m3) 500 

Number of particles 31703 

 

Table 4.6. Target horizontal and vertical stresses from Isotropic Confinement to K0 

Consolidation (Method one). 

Stage  Horizontal Stress 

(kPa) 

Vertical Stress (kPa) 

Isotropic Consolidation 275 275 

K0 - Stage 1 279 286 

K0 - Stage 2 283 298 

K0 - Stage 3 291 319 

K0 - Stage 4 299 339 

K0 Consolidation 304 352 
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Table 4.7. Target horizontal and vertical stresses from Isotropic Confinement to K0 

Consolidation (Method two). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.8. Input parameters for composite system. 

Parameter  

Stiffness ratio: ball-facet contacts, kratio 1.0 

Stiffness ratio: ball-ball contacts, kratio 1.5 

Particle friction coefficient 0.5 

Particle size: clay (mm) 1 

Density: clay (kg/m3) 500 

Number of particles: clay 970 

Effective modulus: ball-ball contacts: column 
(MPa) 10 

Particle size distribution: column (mm) 1.18-2.36 

Density: column (kg/m3) 1648 

Number of particles: column 30982 

 

  

Stage Horizontal Stress 

(kPa) 

Vertical Stress (kPa) 

Isotropic Confinement 275 278 

K0 - Stage 1 278 283 

K0 - Stage 2 281 288 

K0 - Stage 3 284 292 

K0 - Stage 4 288 298 

K0 - Stage 5 291 303 

K0 - Stage 6 298 310 

K0 Consolidation 300 317 
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Figure 4.1.Black et al. (2011) apparatus set up (Black et al., 2011). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Proposed DEM model. 
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Figure 4.3. Model set-up for foundation loading. Note, there is no top wall segment below the 

foundation. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Stress-settlement curves for initial composite DEM model. 
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Figure 4.5. Stress-settlement curves from the isotropic confinement to K0 consolidation stage 

for the unreinforced system with effective modulus 5MPa using both target stress methods. 

 

Figure 4.6. Stress-settlement curves from the isotropic confinement to K0 consolidation stage 

for the unreinforced system with effective modulus 5MPa and 6MPa. 
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Figure 4.7. Stress-settlement curves for all three loading stages for the unreinforced system 

with effective modulus 5MPa. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Stress-settlement curves for all three loading stages for the unreinforced system 

with effective modulus 6MPa. 
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Figure 4.9. Stress-settlement curves from the isotropic confinement to K0 consolidation stage 

for the composite system. 

 

 

Figure 4.10. Stress-settlement curves for all three loading stages for the composite systems 

with an effective modulus 5MPa and 6MPa. 
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Figure 4.11. Void ratio vs log vertical stress for clay model with an effective modulus 5MPa. 

 

 

Figure 4.12. Void ratio vs log vertical stress for clay model with an effective modulus 6MPa.  
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Chapter 5: Methodology: A DEM Study on Clay 

It should be noted that the research carried out in this chapter is presented 

chronologically, i.e., one set of ideas was tested and analysed before going back to the 

initial idea and modifying the overall idea and testing the new suggestion. Therefore, 

this is why models with clump particles only are evaluated initially with various 

modifications to see if the desired clay behaviour can be obtained, as the simplest 

solution was preferred. The complex model involving ball and clump particles was 

chosen only after all clump only ideas had been exhausted.   

5.1 Modelling Clay Soils Using DEM: A Review 

There are few studies available which consider  using discrete element modelling for 

clay soil (Anandarajah 2000, Bock et al. 2006, Katti et al. 2009, Anandarajah and 

Amarasinghe 2013, Bayesteh and Mirghasemi 2013a, Bayesteh and Mirghasemi 

2013b, Kock and Huhn 2007, etc.). Most studies require setting up complex DEM 

models in order to model the three electro-chemical forces (van der Waals attractive 

force; double-layer repulsive force; and mechanical force) that influence the behaviour 

of a clay soil. The early work by Anandarajah (1994) showed that DEM could be used 

to study clay behaviour; this initial work did not take into account the van der Waals 

attractive force initially, Anandarajah (2000) later expand their work to account for 

them. The DEM simulation was compared to an experimental study using Georgia 

kaolinite. Details on the methodology for implementing and applying the three forces 

can be found within the study, as well as references for further details. In summary, as 

the distance between the particles reduces, the van der Waals attractive force begins to 

act, followed by the repulsive force. The mechanical force only activates once there is 

mechanical contact between the particles. As theories used to compute the van der 

Waals and repulsive forces are not valid at small separation distances within this study, 

the forces were assumed to be constant at distances smaller than the cut off distance 

by Anandarajah (2000). The cut off distance was given as five times the double layer 

thickness (7.9nm), which increases linearly with void ratio and becomes constant 

beyond a void ratio of 3.0.  

The DEM model was set up as shown in Figure 5.1 by Anandarajah (2000). The model 

area was 21µm x 21µm, and the particles were placed within this area with a random 

location and orientation. The model size was kept small in order to keep the 
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computational time within a reasonable limit. Each individual particle was comprised 

of smaller discrete elements that were connected using elastic springs, and the particle 

length varied between 0.5µm to 3µm; this was done in order to match the grain size 

distribution of the experimental study. Additionally, the boundary walls within the 

simulation were perfectly smooth and purely mechanical.  

The loading was carried out in three stages, such that the sample would be in static 

equilibrium at the end. The initial loading stage consisted of wall loading (the walls 

are represented by the solid lines in Figure 5.2, where the dashed lines show the area 

that has been zoomed in on), followed by free vibration analysis (no wall movements 

allowed whilst the contact forces stabilise) and ending with stabilisation analysis. The 

macroscopic quantities of wall stresses, fabric measure (via a fabric tensor with respect 

to particle orientation) and void ratio were examined as well as the microscopic 

quantity of interparticle contacts. Anandarajah (2000) observed clusters (groups of 

particles which are formed when the sample carries external loading) developing 

within the DEM model as it was one-dimensionally loaded, showing similarities to the 

fabric of real clays where clusters can occur and influence the behaviour of the soil 

(Figure 5.2).  Further loading was seen to decrease the void space within the cluster 

and between clusters, with the clusters remaining during unloading.  

Anandarajah (2000) observed that the results for the clay particles with a larger 

thickness gave results that were near identical to the experimental data in terms of e vs 

𝜎𝑣
′ . The work by Anandarajah (2000) demonstrates that it is possible to model clay 

soils using DEM, and that a high void ratio (up to a value of 3.0) can be achieved with 

subsequent loading giving visible representations of clustering. Two main important 

physical phenomena were modelled successfully: 

• There was a good agreement between the numerical fabric and electrical 

anisotropy, as well as the numerical and experimental K0 values.  

• Additionally, when the DEM model was unloaded the number of interparticle 

contacts does not reduce to zero, due to plasticity in clays and the van der Waals 

force.  

Yao and Anandarajah (2003) continued the work of Ananadarajah (2000) to a 3D 

DEM clay model. This work too showed good agreement between the numerical and 

experimental data, indicating that the method used in 2D could be expanded to cover 

a 3D model.  
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Other studies on modelling clay using DEM have neglected the electro-chemical 

effects that occur in clays. Bock et al. (2006) investigated the micro-mechanical 

behaviour of Opalinus Clay using PFC2D. Clay platelets were modelled using 10 to 

20 bonded particles; the assembly also modelled bound water surrounding each clay 

platelet and free water within the pore spaces (Figure 5.3); the electro-chemical effects 

which occur within clays were not considered within this study. Each clay platelet had 

a radius of influence on the bound water particles, with the contact bond strength 

reducing with distance (at four particle diameters). The bonds between the bound water 

particles and the clay platelet were able to break under mechanical loading and to 

rebond when the water particles were close enough to the platelet.  

The assembly underwent compaction and any free water particles at the wall 

boundaries were removed from the assembly, replicating dissipation of the water at 

the boundary; this methodology then does not include water dissipating from within 

the sample. Bock et al. (2006) observed that the clay platelets within the DEM 

assembly re-orientated themselves during the compaction stages such that there was a 

preferred orientation of the platelet plane normal to the compaction direction, giving 

good agreement between the DEM model and the geological data.  

Each clay platelet in the system was surrounded by four layers of bound water, where 

the bond strength decreased as the water particle was further away from the platelet, 

the remaining water was considered free water. Initially there were 15000 particles 

within the system, with 75 platelets created, and the clay and bound water arrangement 

compromised 60% of the model area, and the free water occupied 40%. It should be 

noted that the authors did not give many details about the preparation of their sample, 

i.e. particle size, bond strength, size of the sample, void ratio and hence the model put 

forward by Bock et al. (2006) is taken as a guideline on a possible methodology for a 

clay DEM model. Moreover, they also did not provide information about the 

porosity/void ratio at any stage of the modelling process.  

5.2 Development of a Clump Only Clay Model 

Considering the research that had been carried out on modelling clay with DEM, the 

methodology presented by Bock et al. (2006) was deemed to provide the simplest 

approach whilst still providing a good qualitative and macroscopic modelling 

behaviour of real clay. It is assumed that the clay and water particles were all of the 

same diameter, as this information was not provided in the work by Bock et al. (2006); 
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it is also assumed that the particles which make up each clay platelet are either bonded 

together or have been generated as clumps.   

Initially, a clay model generated using only clumps would be the simplest 

interpretation of the Bock et al. (2006) model. The aim of these models was to obtain 

a compression index that was in good agreement with that of the experimental study 

by Black (2007), where Cc=0.47. The compression index would be calculated from the 

void ratio at the end of isotropic confinement and K0 consolidation, similar to what 

was done in Chapter 4 (section 4.4). It should be noted, as mentioned in Chapter 4 

(section 4.2), using the same elastic modulus for the clay as in the experimental study 

results in a material that is too soft resulting in very large overlaps, leading to large 

forces within the system. Therefore, a larger value for the elastic modulus was used 

for the clay in this chapter as well. Additionally, the particle size distribution was in 

the mm range rather than the nm-μm range in order to have a reasonable number of 

particles and a manageable simulation runtime. 

Four different clump systems were tested; the first model had clumps comprising of 

11 pebbles each (see Chapter 3, section 3.2 for the description of clumps and pebbles). 

Due to the limitation of this modelling method, the model showed that there needed to 

be a variety in length of each clump such that the potential of having very large voids 

next to the stone column (when running the composite model), was removed. If the 

voids are large, the column particles will easily disperse the column would have to 

either have rigid wall confinement or a boundary layer from additional ball particles 

generated at the column-clay interface to stop column particles dispersing into the 

surrounding clay. This then led to the system which was comprised of a mix of clump 

lengths, consisting of 5, 7, 9 and 11 pebbles, so that the area occupied by the voids 

could be reduced. A further system of a mix of 4, 5 and 6 pebble clumps was generated 

to see if an overall smaller clump length could give better values for the void ratio and 

settlement when compared to the other two systems.  

Each model was generated within an area approximately 50% larger than the 

experimental study size (400mmx300mm, giving an initial sample size of 

450x600mm); this was done in order to generate a very loose initial sample, such that 

no clumps were in contact with each other. Additionally, a high friction value was used 

to generate a loose sample with a large void ratio. It should be noted that the 4, 5 and 

6 pebble clump system initially had a clump friction of 1.0, which was then reduced 

to 0.14 after isotropic compression to try to achieve a larger settlement value. The 4, 5 
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and 6 clump system was also tested for two elastic modulus values to see if one gave 

a better response than the other in terms of load-settlement behaviour. Table 5.1 shows 

the input parameters each model, as before the clay domain was modelled with a 

particle size distribution in the mm range rather than in the nm-μm (actual clay particle 

size); this was done in order to generate a sample with a reasonable number of 

particles, otherwise there would be millions of particles in the nm-μm ranges resulting 

in a system with an infinite run time. Additionally, each sample was given an initial 

target of generating 2500 clumps in each model with 1 million tries (the number of 

times the code tries to generate the target number of clumps), so a target void ratio 

could be attained. However, as seen in Table 5.1 none of the models achieved 2500 

clumps, but between 1108 to 1390 clumps; this meant that the length of clumps would 

affect the initial void ratio of the DEM samples. 

Table 5.2 shows the clumps used in each model, the models at initial generation, and 

at K0 consolidation respectively (stages of loading as shown in Table 4.7). All of the 

four models are generated with random orientation of the clumps, however, once 

loaded the majority of clumps have undergone some level of rotation in order to 

achieve better packing and a smaller void ratio. Additionally, it can be seen that at the 

K0 consolidation stage a ‘house of cards’ like structure can be seen in all the models, 

with the longer clump models retaining the most voids. It should be noted that the 

models at isotropic confinement are not shown, as they are very similar to those at K0 

consolidation as there is an increase of 50kPa only between the two stages. 

The settlement-stress curves for the 11 clump system from the isotropic confinement 

to K0 consolidation stage can be seen in Figure 5.4(a).  The clump system undergoes a 

notably smaller amount of settlement in comparison to the experimental study. 

Additionally, the stress measured at PT1 is lower than both PT2 and PT3; this can 

possibly be attributed to the location of the measurement circle and the random 

orientation of the clumps in the sample. Figure 5.4(b) shows the settlement-stress 

curves for the 5, 7, 9 and 11 pebble clump system, and the same problems are observed 

here, the model undergoes a lower settlement than the experimental study. 

Figure 5.5(a) shows the settlement-stress curves for the 4, 5 and 6 pebble clump system 

with an elastic modulus of 6MPa. It can be seen that from isotropic compression to K0 

consolidation a good amount of settlement is obtained, but the stress measured at PT1 

is approximately 15% lower than the values measured at PT2 and PT3; this can 

possibly be attributed to both the use of a measurement circle to obtain the value, and 
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the number of clumps present in that location. Figure 5.5(b) shows the response of the 

system when the elastic modulus is increased to 60MPa. As for the lower elastic 

modulus study, a good amount of settlement is obtained for the two loading stages, but 

at a slightly lower amount (approximately 1mm lower), and again, the stress measured 

at PT1 is again lower than that at PT3. 

Table 5.3 shows how the void ratio changes as the sample undergoes the first two 

stages of loading. It can be seen that even though a high void ratio is obtained after the 

initial sample generation, this then reduces greatly once the sample undergoes isotropic 

confinement; this is true for all the models. A compression index of 0.13 is obtained 

from the loading, and this value is significantly smaller than the value from the 

experimental study. It should be noted that the fluctuations in the void ratio values at 

each stage, may be attributed to the use of a measurement circle to obtain the porosity 

for the calculations. For the 5, 7, 9 and 11 pebble clump system even though after the 

initial sample generation there are fewer large voids and an acceptable void ratio for 

clay is obtained, the same issues prevail as in the previous model surface when looking 

at the change in void ratio. A compression index of 0.16 is obtained from the two 

loading stages, thereby, producing a small increase in the value, but one that is still 

significantly smaller than the 0.47 from the experimental study. 

For the 4, 5 and 6 clump pebble system with an elastic modulus of 6MPa it was seen 

that the void ratio decreased considerably when the isotropic confinement stage was 

reached (Table 5.3), to a value that would be considered too small for a clay soil. The 

change in void ratio upon reaching K0 consolidation and thereby the compression 

index, was however nearly double the experimental value at 0.85. When the elastic 

modulus of the system is increased the obtained compression index is 0.49, which has 

a very good agreement with the experimental value of 0.47. However, the void ratio 

itself is far too small at after isotropic confinement with a value of 0.45. Additionally, 

it was observed that if the system was unloaded there was a significant amount of 

elastic deformation experienced by the model; this indicates that even though a 

reasonable value of Cc may have been obtained, the overall behaviour of the system 

does not accurately represent the behaviour of kaolin, and a more complex model 

needs to be developed.  

5.3 Complex clay DEM model 

In order to develop a model that can better represent the behaviour of clay during both 

loading and unloading, an additional level of complexity has to be added to the DEM 
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model, not just clumps representing clay platelets. Expanding on the ideas presented 

by Bock et al. (2006), balls were added to the model to represent the water that is 

present in a clay soil, with a distinction made between bound and free water particles.  

Mitchell and Soga (2005) state that the mineral surface of clay attracts and 

subsequently adsorbs water through the following mechanisms: hydrogen bonding; 

hydration of exchangeable cations, attraction by osmosis, charged surface-dipole 

attraction, attraction by London dispersion forces and capillary condensation (some of 

the mechanisms are shown in Figure 5.6). The interactions that occur due to the 

attraction between a clay soil particle and water have a subsequent effect on the 

surrounding water to a distance of 1.0nm (Mitchell and Soga, 2005). Therefore, the 

structure of the adsorbed water differs to that of the normal water (Mitchell and Soga, 

2005). Additionally, the interaction between clay surfaces with water modifies the clay 

particle lattice. These effects were modelled through bonding water ball particles to 

the clay clump. Hence, the water particles were divided into free and bound water 

particles in the DEM model.  

5.3.1 DEM complex clay modelling approach 

Black (2007) obtained values for the compression and swelling indices of kaolin as 

0.47 and 0.12 respectively from a one-dimensional oedometer test. Therefore, in order 

to validate the DEM modelling approach, a one-dimensional compression test on the 

DEM sample was carried out. 

Based on the Bock et al. (2006) model and the description of the adsorbed water by 

Mitchell and Soga (2005) a novel clay DEM model was developed. As mentioned 

earlier in this chapter, it was assumed that the clay and water particles were all of the 

same diameter within the Bock et al. (2006) study, as this information was not 

provided. It was also assumed that the particles which make up each clay platelet are 

either bonded together via contact and/or parallel bonding, or they have been generated 

as clumps.  

As before, clumps were used to represent the clay platelets; the clay platelets were 

modelled as clumps comprised of five pebbles (Figure 5.7). Balls were used to 

represent the water that is present within a clay soil, and divided into two groups: free 

water and bound water. The free water represented the water in a soil that is considered 

to be part of the voids and dissipates under loading, while the bound water represented 

the adsorbed water; Figure 5.7 shows the system for this clay model and its different 
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components. Appendix 5.A shows the methodology applied within PFC for the 

developed model. 

Bock et al. (2006) used four layers of bound water around the clay clumps in their 

model. However, as the particle size used within this model is much larger (10-9m in 

Bock et al. (2006), 10-3m in this model), two layers of bound water were used. This is 

also to avoid having a void ratio that is too small because the bound water is considered 

part of the solid fraction.  

The process of identifying the two bound layers with DEM was done in two parts, first 

if a ball had a contact with a pebble in a clump, the ball was then placed into a ball 

group named ‘inner bound layer’. The next step identified balls that had a contact with 

the balls in the inner bound layer group and then placed these balls into a second group 

called ‘outer bound layer’, thereby each clump would have two layers of bound water 

surrounding it. Once a ball was placed into either bound layer group, its contact and 

surface friction properties were changed to match those of the clump. Any remaining 

balls that were in neither group were placed in a third group called ‘free water balls’.  

In order to achieve plastic deformation and a reduction in void ratio that would give a 

reasonable value of Cc for clays, a strategy to achieve such an overall volumetric 

deformation was necessary. Two ideas were proposed to change the volume due to 

loading: deleting the free water balls, similar to Bock et al. (2006), or to shrink the 

free water balls. It was decided that the best criterion to decide when to delete or 

shrinking was the total contact force of the free water balls. This allowed the pore 

water pressure to remain constant as in a drained test.  

Hence, a value of the total contact force at the contacts between the free water balls 

was obtained after the initial sample preparation stage, and then monitored during the 

one-dimensional loading. Whenever the total contact force exceeded the original 

amount (at the end of sample preparation) by 0.1%, either a free water ball would be 

deleted, or all the free water balls would undergo a radius reduction of 0.001%.  

It was immediately clear that deleting a ball was not the best strategy to employ, as 

deleting one ball resulted in the system becoming very unstable, and not being able to 

reach equilibrium again. The instability was assumed to happen due to the loss of 

contacts that occurred when the ball was deleted; this then caused the system to try to 

run to equilibrium for an unacceptable amount of time (10+ hours without reaching 

equilibrium). Furthermore, initial one-dimensional loading tests on the shrinking ball 
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method found it to be a far more stable method of obtaining volume reduction and 

thereby, plastic deformation of the sample; this method was then used in the one-

dimensional loading element test.  

An element size sample was generated in PFC on which a one-dimensional loading 

test could be carried out. The properties shown in Table 5.4 were used to generate the 

initial sample, and the sample size was roughly an eighth of the full size unreinforced 

test that was carried out previously in this chapter (size 400x300mm). The system was 

generated with 65 clumps and an initial input porosity of 0.26 for the balls. The bound 

water layers were then identified and bonded to the clumps. The final assembly 

following this method resulted in a void ratio of  between 1.5 and 2.0.  

The free water balls were given a surface friction of 0 to avoid shear forces. Once a 

ball became a bound water ball, the surface friction increased to 0.5, so that the ball 

had the same properties as the clay clump. Additionally, the contact model properties 

of a bound water ball would also change to be the same as the clump, and the opposite 

occured when the bonds of a bound water ball break and it became a free water ball. 

For the loading mechanism, the side walls were kept rigid and the top and bottom walls 

were stress controlled using a servomechanism. Initially, the sample was loaded to 

90% of the final target stress state (prior to the start of one dimensional loading), and 

then the balls in the bound water layers identified, it should be noted that the bonding 

was not yet added. It was decided to load the sample from 225-375kPa, which 

considers a stress range approximately ±50kPa below the isotropic (279kPa) and K0 

(317kPa) stages (see Chapter 4, section 4.3, Table 4.7)  

5.3.1.1 Three bonding model variations 

A parametric study was carried out on the approach for applying the bonds and their 

bond strength. Three different methods were applied (Figure 5.8): 

• The first model was the simplest case, where the bound water layers were 

identified but no bonding was applied; this model was called the no bonding 

model.  

• The second model, called the inner-outer bonding model applied a contact 

bond between the inner and outer bound water balls. The model also identified 

a third layer of balls, these were in contact with the outer bound layer balls and 

placed them in a group called free layer. The contact forces on these their layer 
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balls were not included in the total contact force calculation to determine when 

to undergo shrinkage, but were shrunk when the criterion was fulfilled.  

• The third model, the reattach model, applied a contact bond between the inner 

bound layer and the clumps in addition to the ones applied in the inner-outer 

bonding. In this model, the identification of the third layer was not necessary. 

The methodology used for the reattach function can be found in Appendix 5.B.  

The elastic modulus values for both the free water balls and clump and bound water 

balls were determined based on the previous tests carried out and trial and error. The 

clay-structure balls had an elastic modulus 1-order of magnitude value lower than the 

free water balls.  

Figure 5.9(a) shows the response of the no bonding model when compared to the 

experimental data; the model undergoes a significantly large amount of compression 

during the first few loading stages, from a stress value of 225kPa to 275kPa there is a 

0.1 reduction in void ratio (0.71 to 0.61). The void ratio reduced to 1.03 by the 375kPa 

stage from an initial value of 1.71, resulting in a compression index value that was too 

large (Cc=3.08). 

The bond strength applied between the inner and outer bound water layers was varied 

from 1, 1.5 and 2kN in the inner-outer bonding model tests. It was observed that out 

of the three different models, these tests had the longest runtime. Figure 5.9(b) shows 

the response of the inner-outer bonding model for the three different bond strength 

values compared to the experimental data. A similar behaviour to the no bonding 

model is observed for all three bond strengths. The systems again undergo a large 

amount of compression and volume reduction over a stress difference of 25-50kPa, 

thereby resulting in Cc values that are far too large for the loading considered (225-

375kPa). The Cc values obtained are 2.58, 3.43 and 3.11 for bond strengths of 1, 1.5 

and 2kN respectively.  

For the reattach model one value of bond strength was applied at all the relevant 

contacts, and the bond strength was varied from 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2kN. As with the 

previous two models, the sample again undergoes a large volume reduction over a 

small stress range (50-75kPa) as seen in Figure 5.9(c). The values obtained for Cc were 

3.14, 2.22, 1.86 and 1.63 for bond strengths 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2kN respectively, which 

are all much larger than the experimental value of 0.47.  
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5.3.2 Parametric study to obtain Cc 

As the reattach model with a high bond strength gave the best result of the three 

models (no bonding, inner-outer bonding and reattach), the parameters in the reattach 

model that have the most influence on the behaviour of the system were varied. These 

parameters are: initial void ratio (have fewer or more clumps in the system), the 

starting stress (starting at a lower value), and the elastic modulus of both the free water 

and clump and bound water. Varying all three parameters was also considered. The 

bond strength was kept the same for all the tests at 2kN, as this value gave the lowest 

Cc value in the previous tests. Table 5.5 describes each test carried out with either one 

or more of the parameters varied and the Cc value obtained from the test.  

Figure 5.10 shows that tests T-1 and T-4 have a similar behaviour to that of the 

experimental data, indicating that both a lower initial void ratio and a reduction in the 

elastic modulus results in lower Cc value for the stress range considered. T-5 also 

exhibits a similar behaviour but with a slightly larger value of Cc, which can possibly 

be attributed to the stress range for this test being larger than that of the other two. If 

the stress range is reduced to that of T-4, the value of Cc is then 0.93, however if it is 

further reduced to that of T-1, C increases to 0.99. 

 In order to obtain a Cc value closer to that of the experiment, it was decided to further 

lower the elastic modulus of the system and to start from the same starting stress and 

void ratio as the experimental model. This meant that all tests began at 50kPa, were 

loaded to 375kPa in 25kPa increments and unloaded to 50kPa in 25kPa stages. 

Additionally, the number of clumps was kept at 85 for each test. Table 5.6 describes 

each element test carried out and two values of bond strength were tested, 2 and 3kN. 

Additionally, the sample was also unloaded from 375kPa to 50kPa to obtain a value 

for the swelling index (experimental Cs=0.12 (Black, 2007)). The free water balls were 

allowed to increase in radius by 0.0001% every time the total contact force between 

the free water balls was less than 1.0% of the original free water total contact force 

(the total sum of all the normal forces greater than 10-3N at each contact between free 

water balls). Note this was higher than the value of 0.1% used previously.  

Figure 5.11 shows both tolerance values produce similar results (for OD-78-3 test), 

and the larger value results in a quicker runtime for the model, which will be beneficial 

when modelling the large size sample (300x400mm). All other aspects of the 
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methodology were kept the same i.e. new balls added to the inner bound layer and 

outer bound layer and bond breakage 

5.3.2.1 Influence of initial void ratio 

Figure 5.12 shows the results obtained from the DEM element tests and the 

experimental data. The OD-78 and OD-89 models give the best agreement with the 

experimental data for both bond strengths, especially in unloading. The OD-78-2 test 

matches the experimental data well up to 175kPa, after which it undergoes a large 

amount of consolidation in the next 25kPa loading increment and experiences a void 

ratio reduction of 0.17. The OD-89-2 test experiences a similar large void ratio 

reduction from 125kPa until 225kPa. The tests with the lower elastic modulus systems 

(OD-68 and OD-67) for both bond strengths exhibit a similar loading behaviour, albeit 

it from a lower initial void ratio, which can be attributed to the softness of the balls 

and clumps in the system. However, upon unloading there was a greater degree of 

recovery of the void ratio, hence a larger proportion of the loading deformation could 

be considered elastic when compared to the higher elastic modulus systems. Both 

systems irrespective of the bond strength were then considered as having elastic 

modulus values that were too low.  Additionally, when considering the Cc and Cs 

values obtained for each test (Table 5.6), test OD-78-3 had the best agreement with 

the experimental data. (Cc of 0.47 and Cs of 0.12). The values obtained for test OD-

78-3 were 0.79 and 0.14 for Cc and Cs respectively.  

The change in radius of a free water ball that always remains free through the analysis 

was monitored in each test as shown in Figure 5.13 (the same ball was monitored in 

each test). It can be seen that most of the radius reduction is recovered upon unloading 

for the OD-68 and OD-67 systems, and the OD-89-2 system had the largest degree of 

radius reduction during loading. The OD-78-3 system has fewer occurrences of large 

radius reduction over a single loading increment when compared to the OD-78-2 

system, indicating that this system should be used for the subsequent tests.  

Figure 5.14 shows how the bonds are broken as the sample is loaded for each test. As 

the system becomes stiffer there is a significantly larger degree of bond breakage (1420 

bonds broken for OD-89-2), the softest systems experience either no breakage, or very 

little breakage (3 bonds broken OD-67-2 and OD-68-2). It is also interesting to note 

that the system with a higher bond strength (3kN) has fewer bonds break overall when 

compared to the 2kN system with the same stiffness values. Overall, the OD-78-3 
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system was found to perform the best overall from all models tested in Table 5.6 and 

will be developed upon for the full-scale model test.  

5.3.2.2 Model behaviour 

Figure 5.15 shows how the OD-78-3 sample reduces in size overall as it undergoes 

loading from 50, 100, 175 and 275 kPa, and the contact force chains during these four 

stages. Pockets where very little contact forces are carried by the free water balls 

appear from the 100 kPa stage; this is expected as the free water should not be carrying 

the majority of the strong contact forces. Additionally, the free water balls in the 

pockets at the 275 kPa stage have reduced in radius to such an extent that they are no 

longer in contact with each other; this indicates that the clay-structure balls are now 

carrying the majority of the strong contact forces, and hence the reduction in size of 

these free water balls can be discounted.  

Additionally, in Figure 5.16 the rotation of the clumps and bound water can be seen at 

50kPa and 375kPa, as the sample is strained. It is seen that as the free water balls 

reduce in radius and the clump and bound water structures take on most of the contact 

forces, these structures also rotate slightly to accommodate the increase in load. The 

displacement figures show how sections at both the top and bottom of the sample 

experience the largest displacement, which can be attributed to the loading method.  

When comparing Figures (5.15 and 5.16) to the clump only models in Table 5.2, it is 

clear that the addition of the water balls within the system produces a fabric with a 

higher degree of anisotropy. Once the sample is loaded and the free water balls reduce, 

reducing the size of the sample, the fabric can still be considered anisotropic, which 

differs from the clump only models.  

5.3.2.3 Scale effects 

As the unreinforced and reinforced tests used by Black et al. (2011) are much larger 

than the element sample (roughly 7.5 times larger-referred to hereafter as the ‘full-size 

model’), it is necessary to carry out an one-dimensional compression test on a large 

sample (400x300mm) to understand scale effects. Prior to carrying out the large 

sample tests, the density of the clumps and balls was increased to 5x106 kgm-3 

(increase of 102) and the 1D element test was reanalysed, to investigate whether the 

runtime could be reduced. The 1D test was also rerun with higher values of the 

tolerance (5 and 10%, value compared to 1% used in Figure 5.12) between the original 
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total contact force between the free water balls and the current value. All these tests 

were carried out on the OD-78-3 sample with variation in the density and tolerance, as 

this model produced the best results in the previous stages and would be used for the 

large-scale model. 

The results of these tests is shown in Figure 5.17, where the models with both a higher 

density and higher tolerance result in behaviour that gives a better comparison to the 

experimental test. Additionally, the Cc value improves for both the 5 and 10 % tests, 

with a value of 0.68 for both. However, the 10% tolerance test is seen to give a 

reasonable value for Cs of 0.19, and hence, the value of 10% is used for all subsequent 

tests (one-dimensional compression, unreinforced and composite system tests). 

A density for the clumps and balls of 5x106 kgm-3 and a tolerance of 10% was used in 

the full-size model tests. The number of balls and clumps were scaled up, and the 

number of clumps and balls in each test is given in Table 5.7.  

Figure 5.18 shows the response of the full size model at each size ratio, where OD-78-

3-HD refers to the 1D element test with a ball and clump density of 5x106 kgm-3 and 

tolerance of 10%. It should be noted that these tests began loading from 75kPa rather 

than 50kPa, as the final unloading stage from 75kPa to 50kPa resulted in a system that 

had problems reaching equilibrium, both the start and end of the test was changed to 

75kPa.   

All tests exhibit a very similar response to 1D loading and unloading, and as the size 

ratio increases the Cc value decreases from 0.87 to 0.84 to 0.73, all three tests have a 

Cs value between 0.13-0.14. The TL-8 test had the best response of all three overall, 

and therefore, was the system chosen for the unreinforced and composite system tests.  

5.4 Unreinforced test 

As the TL-8 system gave the best response for the one-dimensional compression test 

on a larger scale model, it was used to model the unreinforced clay tests carried out by 

Black et al. (2011) as described in section 4.1. The system was generated in the same 

manner as the one-dimensional compression test, however, the top wall and both side 

walls were allowed to move, and the bottom was fixed in place (as described in section 

4.3). A servomechanism was used on the top and side walls, and the target stresses 

were prescribed as shown in Table 4.7.   
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Values obtained for the vertical settlement of the DEM system were less than 1/20th of 

the experimental value (6.47mm) at the end of K0 consolidation. Systems with fewer 

clumps were tried in order to see if a higher initial void ratio would generate a large 

enough settlement from the isotropic confinement to K0 consolidation stages. 

However, even a system with 425 clumps (5x larger system in a 300x400mm size box) 

only achieved approximately 50% of the required settlement, with a value of 3mm. 

Any further decrease in the number of clumps would result in a system that gave a 

significantly distorted representation of the soil.  

The response of the DEM system (8x larger system than element) from the isotropic 

compression to K0 consolidation was compared to the response of the element and full-

size 1D tests. Figure 5.19 shows the x-y stress response for each test, and all three tests 

have a similar response, indicating that the DEM model during the isotropic 

compression to K0 consolidation stage behaves in an expected manner based on the 

1D loading tests. Therefore, as the 1D DEM model tests agreed well with the 

experimental 1D data, the discrepancy found in the vertical settlement in the DEM 

model for the isotropic confinement to K0 consolidation loading stages may have been 

due to an issue within the experimental data rather than the DEM model.  

5.4.1 Reasons for over-estimating settlement (compared to Black et al. (2011)) 

due to Black (2007) experimental data 

Hence, in order to rectify this issue, it was necessary to look at the complete 

experimental test procedure implemented by Black (2007) and identify any potential 

explanation for these results. The full experimental procedure as outlined by Black 

(2007) was as follows: 

1. One-dimensional consolidation of sample (sample prepared as slurry) 

a. Process lasts roughly 14 days. 

2. Sample is extruded from the apparatus. 

a. Assumed sample has a vertical effective stress of 115kPa 

b. Sample is actually consolidated to a mean stress of 55kPa. 

c. Sample undergoes undrained shearing  

d. Sample is also trimmed, there is a difference of 0.2 between the top 

and bottom of the sample.  

e. The vertical effective stress at the bottom of the sample is 

approximately 98kPa, while at the top it is 150kPa. It was initially 
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assumed the sample underwent unloading from 150kPa to 98kPa, 

but it is more likely that the sample has never been consolidated to 

150kPa, leading to the top of the sample being overconsolidated and 

the bottom underconsolidated.  

3. Sample is placed in triaxial apparatus and undergoes equalisation and 

reconsolidation and isotropic loading to an effective confining pressure of 

75kPa.  

a. The stress discrepancy in the previous stage leads to a further error 

in this stage 

b. It is also assumed this value of confining stress is reached 

throughout the sample, but it is highly unlikely.  

c. The behaviour of the soil from this stage to the next should be stiff 

as it is overconsolidated, but that is not the case.  

4. K0 consolidation to an effective mean stress of 115kPa takes place. 

Figure 5.20 shows the loading and unloading procedure that the sample then 

underwent. It is clear that at stage 2, when the sample was removed from the 

consolidation cell it experienced undrained shearing, resulting in the sample losing all 

the stress. At stage 3, where the sample undergoes equalisation and reconsolidation, 

an assumption is made that the sample has already achieved the target stress with no 

change in settlement, but as all stress has been lost in the previous stage, this cannot 

be the case. It is then quite likely that the settlement values obtained by Black (2007) 

for the unreinforced and reinforced system tests is obtained from when the sample is 

reloaded, rather than from when isotropic loading was complete. 

It was also noted by Black (2007) that the void ratio was not the same throughout the 

sample. The bottom of the sample seemed to have never reached 150kPa but was only 

consolidated to 98kPa, however, the top was then overconsolidated. Therefore, it is 

impossible to attain a quantitative agreement between the experimental data and the 

DEM model in terms of vertical settlement, and therefore a qualitative behaviour is 

now investigated in this system. Additionally, for the composite system DEM models, 

the aim will now be to have good agreement between the three DEM models, rather 

than the DEM model and the experimental data, i.e. the longest column has the highest 

bearing capacity. Additionally, the clay DEM model has undergone normal 

consolidation only, and there is no mechanism for overconsolidation considered in the 

model.  
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5.4.1.1 Foundation load-settlement response 

The TL-8 test (Table 5.7) sample was generated with the isotropic confinement stress 

values as the end of sample preparation and then run to K0 consolidation (Table 4.7 

and Section 4.3). As decided previously, the sample was run with a total contact force 

variation of 10% for the free water balls, and at a value greater than 10% the radius 

reduction would occur. Figure 40 shows the response of the system to the first two 

stages of loading compared to the experimental data, and the total vertical settlement 

obtained was 0.37mm. As in Chapter 3, measurement circles (radius 69mm) were used 

at the locations of the three pressure cells (PT1, PT2 and PT3) in the experimental 

study (Figure 4.2), as it was unclear which side of the centre of the sample the locations 

of PT2 and PT3 were, it was decided to take measurements of the stress on both sides 

of the sample, as shown in Figure 5.21).  

Figure 5.22 shows the response of the DEM model from isotropic confinement to K0 

consolidation compared to the experimental data (Black et al., 2011). As expected, the 

settlement obtained by the DEM model is significantly lower than the experimental 

data, and hence can only be compared qualitatively. The DEM model exhibits a stiffer 

response, agreeing with the compression index value obtained previously (Cc=0.73).  

Figure 5.23 shows the response of the DEM system alone, where the measurement 

circles on the right-hand-side of the sample indicate a larger difference between the 

stresses at PT2 and PT3, with PT2 R having a higher stress value then PT3 R. However, 

the difference between the stress at PT3 L and PT3 R is approximately 40kPa and 

20kPa between the PT2 values. The measurement circles on the left-hand-side of the 

sample have very similar stress values for both PT2 and PT3, which corresponds well 

with the behaviour of the experimental tests. The variance between the values at either 

side of the sample can be attributed to the use of the measurement circles and the 

random nature of the DEM sample generation, where it cannot be guaranteed that the 

same number of clumps and bound water balls are included in each measurement 

circle, however, the variance can be considered acceptable. It should be noted that the 

measurement circles in subsequent tests were placed on the left-hand-side of the 

sample. 

After the DEM sample had attained K0 consolidation it underwent foundation loading, 

a 60mm diameter footing was placed at the centre of the top of the sample. It was not 

possible to apply the foundation loading to the DEM sample in the straightforward 
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manner described in section 4.2.1. After K0 consolidation was reached, three wall 

segments were placed across the existing top wall and two lateral walls above the 

sample (Figure 5.24), the system was cycled until the target K0 consolidation x and y 

stresses were reobtained.  

The original top wall was then fixed in place (servomechanism removed and velocity 

set to zero), the servomechanism for the x-stress was kept. A considerably small 

velocity (5x10-10ms-1) was attributed to the two top side walls (top_left and top_right 

in Figure 5.24), and a velocity of 5x10-2ms-1 to the top_middle, the foundation-

side_left and foundation-side_right walls. An attempt was made to maintain the 

original y-stress servomechanism on the top_left and top_right walls, but issues 

appeared immediately, if any of the top wall side segments did not have any contacts 

with bound water balls, the y-stress measured at the wall was significantly lower than 

the value obtained at K0 loading (175kPa instead of 317kPa). For the side walls to try 

to achieve and maintain the 317kPa stress, they would move such that they were lower 

than the top_middle wall, resulting in particles potentially escaping from the sample 

(Figure 5.25) and leading to instability (equilibrium became impossible to achieve). 

Therefore, a small velocity which would try to maintain the stress state but ensure that 

the top side walls moved at a slower pace than the middle segment was given.  

Foundation loading was carried out with 2000 timesteps as the interval (displacement-

control); the sample was loaded, the velocities set to zero and the sample cycled to 

equilibrium, velocities attributed again, and the process repeated until the required 

settlement was reached. Due to the size of the sample and the time constraints for this 

study, a further parametric study was carried out to see if the value of the mechanical 

average ratio (ratio of average of unbalanced force magnitude over all bodies to the 

average of the sum of the magnitudes of the contact forces over all bodies) could be 

increased from 1x10-5 to 1x10-4 or 1x10-3.  

Figure 5.26 shows the response of the sample to one foundation loading stage for each 

mechanical average ratio, where the models run to an equilibrium value of 1x10-5 or 

1x10-4 show very similar behaviour and have a difference of approximately 12% to the 

values obtained for the 1x10-3 test for PT1. Hence, it is acceptable to run the system to 

an equilibrium with limiting mechanical average ratio of 1x10-4, and this value was 

used for all subsequent foundation loading stages.  
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Figure 5.27 shows the response of the system to foundation loading compared to the 

experimental data. The response of the DEM model at PT1 during foundation loading 

(below the yellow dotted line) is similar to that of the experimental data, but at a higher 

vertical stress. Additionally, at both PT2 and PT3 there is a good agreement between 

the DEM model and experimental data. Figure 5.28 compares only the foundation 

loading stage for both the DEM model and experimental data, highlighting that the 

PT1 stress-settlement curve for the DEM model has a similar behaviour to that of the 

experimental PT1 curve, albeit from a higher initial stress and lower initial vertical 

settlement.  

5.4.2 Particle-level behaviour  

Creating such a model in DEM allows the user to investigate how the system behaves 

at the particulate level; this can be explored by looking at the ball movement, the 

contact force distribution etc. for example. In this model, as the complexity of letting 

bonded balls break and new balls bond with the clump was added, monitoring the 

number of balls in each group also showed interesting behaviour. Table 5.8 shows that 

as loading progresses there is bond breakage of the original bound water balls. 

Simultaneously free water balls (either bound water balls that are now free after 

breakage or original free water balls) have contacts created with either the original 

bound water balls or the clay clumps resulting in the number of free water balls in the 

system reducing.  

Figure 5.29 to show the system in terms of i) particle arrangement, ii) contact force 

distribution and iii) ball and clump displacement from K0 consolidation to foundation 

loading (three stages are shown, the start, middle and end). Upon looking at the particle 

arrangement through each stage, whilst there are not many new bound water balls at 

the K0 consolidation stage, once foundation loading begins this changes. As foundation 

loading takes place it is evident that most bound water balls beneath the foundation 

experience breakage and reattach to the clump. Additionally, it can be seen that as 

foundation loading occurs the expected localised stress increase beneath the 

foundation is observed. However, a loss of stress on the sides of the foundation can 

also be seen, due to the method of loading. Additionally, the ball and clump 

displacement figures show that there is a resultant scale effect on the strain of the 

clump particles due to the size of the clay clumps in relation to the size of the 

foundation, as one clay clump is roughly 1/6th of the size of the foundation. This results 
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in very few clumps and bound water structures (one or two) being in contact with the 

foundation.  

5.5 Summary  

• A review was carried out into DEM models on clay; models that have been 

developed are all within the micro to nanometre scale.  

• Most employ additional methods to replicate the electro-chemical forces, resulting 

in extremely complex DEM models.  

• Using the methodology presented by Bock et al. (2006) for Opalinus Clay, a 

PFC2D DEM clay model for kaolin was proposed within this chapter.  

• An initial study was carried using only clumps within the model in order to see if 

the simplest representation worked.  

• Three models using both balls and clumps were proposed.  

• Clumps were used to represent clay platelets and balls represented bound water 

(based on adsorbed water) and free water. Bonding was applied between bound 

water balls and clay clumps in varying ways based on the three proposed models, 

no bonding, inner-outer bonding and reattach.  

o The free water balls would reduce in radius when the total contact forces 

between the free water balls exceeded by 0.1% (this value was 

subsequently increased) from the sum of the total contact forces between 

the free water balls at the end of sample preparation. This was used to 

represent the dissipation of water during loading, and in turn result in a 

reduction of void ratio.  

o Bonding of balls to the clay and creating bound water, would result in the 

volume of solids in the sample and thereby attempt to counteract any large 

volume change happening due to radius reduction of the free water balls.  

o The use of radius reduction to model consolidation/dissipation of pore 

water and ball reattachement to maintain the solid fraction are the new 

techniques for modelling such mechanisms suggested by this work, which 

develop on previously proposed approaches.  

• Using data from Black (2007) on an oedometer test on kaolin, the three models 

underwent one-dimensional loading tests in PFC on element size samples. The 

reattach model had the better response at a higher bond strength.  

• Further parametric studies were carried out on the reattach model.  
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o One-dimensional loading and unloading showed that the test OD-78-3 had 

the best agreement with the experimental data with a Cc of 0.79 and Cs of 

0.14.  

o The behaviour of various aspects of the model was also discussed.  

• The OD-78-3 test was increased to the full scale size (300x400mm). 

• Test T-8 had the best response of all three, and was used to model the unreinforced 

case in the tests by Black et al. (2011).  

o Problems were discovered within the work by Black (2007) and Black et 

al. (2011) which overestimated the settlement of the sample from the 

isotropic confinement to K0 consolidation stages. 

o These two stages of loading were then taken as being part of sample 

preparation and the values no longer compared to the experimental data.  

o The foundation loading stage alone would now be considered as the test of 

the DEM model.  

o An amendment had to be applied to the technique used for foundation 

loading in PFC described in Chapter 4. The complexity of the new model 

at times raised issues within PFC.  

o Qualitatively, the model matched the results presented by Black et al. 

(2011) for the unreinforced test, a quantitative match was no longer the 

target. 

• Using this model (test T-8, Table 5.7), in the next chapter the composite system 

will be modelled. Again, as for the unreinforced test presented here, a qualitative 

comparison between the DEM model and experimental data will be carried out.
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Table 5.1. Input parameters for each model tested 

Parameter 
11 pebble 

clump 
system 

5, 7, 9 and 
11 pebble 
clump mix 

system 

4, 5 and 6 
pebble 

clump mix 
system one 

4, 5 and 6 
pebble 

clump mix 
system two 

Initial sample size 
(height x width) mm 500 x 500 500 x 500 500 x 500 500 x 500 

Effective modulus 
(MPa) 6 6 6 60 

Stiffness ratio: ball-
facet contacts, kratio 

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Stiffness ratio: ball-ball 
contacts, kratio 

1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Clump friction 

coefficient 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Clump pebble size 
(mm) 1.5 1.5-2.5 1.5-2.5 2.05-2.5 

Density (kg/m3) 500 500 500 500 

Number of clumps 1108 1327 1090 1390 
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Table 5.2. The four models, where the composition of each clump, the sample after initial generation, K0 consolidation and the contact forces in the system at K0 

consolidation are shown. 

Model 11 pebble clump system 5, 7, 9 and 11 pebble clump mix 
system 

4, 5 and 6 pebble clump mix 
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Table 5.3. The change in void ratio for each model, and the compression index obtained after 

the two stages of loading are reached.  

 Void Ratio (e) 

Stage                  
Model  

11 pebble 
clump 
system 

5, 7, 9 and 11 
pebble clump 
mix system 

4, 5 and 6 
pebble clump 

mix system one 

4, 5 and 6 
pebble 

clump mix 
system two 

Sample Generation 1.933 1.4606 1.9304 1.2859 

Isotropic 

Confinement 
0.629 0.4965 0.3263 0.4454 

K0 - Stage 1 0.625 0.4924 0.2854 0.4200 

K0 - Stage 2 0.629 0.4932 0.2836 0.4187 

K0 - Stage 3 0.631 0.4901 0.2839 0.4182 

K0 - Stage 4 0.632 0.4905 0.2842 0.4170 

K0 - Stage 5 0.629 0.4908 0.2832 0.4155 

K0 - Stage 6 0.625 0.4915 0.2811 0.4159 

K0 Consolidation 0.622 0.4969 0.2799 0.4151 

Compression Index, 

Cc 
0.127 0.163 0.85 0.49 

 

Table 5.4. Input parameters to generate the initial sample for all three model variations.   

Parameter Value 

Sample size: (mm) 154 x 104 

Stiffness ratio: pebble/ball-ball contacts, kratio 1.5 

Number of ball particles 2377 

Ball particle size radius (mm) 1.0-1.5 

Free water ball elastic modulus (GPa) 6 

Ball particle density (kgm-3) 5x104 

Free water ball friction coefficient 0.0 

Bound water ball friction coefficient 0.5 

Number of clumps 65 

Clump pebble size radius (mm) 1.1233 

Clump pebble and bound water elastic modulus (GPa) 0.6 

Clump pebble density (kgm-3) 5x104 

Clump pebble friction coefficient 0.5 
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Table 5.5. Parametric study tests. 

Test Clump and 

bound water 

elastic 

modulus 

(Pa) 

Free water 

elastic 

modulus 

Number of 

clumps 

Test 

starting 

stress 

(kPa) 

Cc from 

DEM test 

T-0 6x108 6x109 65 225 1.63 

T-1 6x108 6x109 89 225 0.89 

T-2 6x108 6x109 65 75 1.54 

T-3 6x107 6x108 65 225 1.43 

T-4 6x107 6x108 85 175 0.87 

T-5 6x107 6x108 85 100 1.15  

T-5 Cc calculated over the same stress range as T-1 0.99 

T-5 Cc calculated over the same stress range as T-4 0.93 
 

 

Table 5.6. Element tests and parameters. 

Test 

Bond 

Strength 

(kN) 

Elastic 

modulus for 

clumps and 

bound water 

balls (MPa) 

Elastic 

modulus for 

free water 

balls(MPa) 

Cc Cs 

OD-68-2 2 
6 600 

0.84 0.27 

OD-68-3 3 0.82 0.24 

OD-67-2 2 
6 60 

0.83 0.27 

OD-67-3 3 0.84 0.28 

OD-78-2 2 
60 600 

0.84 0.12 

OD-78-3 3 0.79 0.14 

OD-89-2 2 
600 6000 

0.95 0.16 

OD-89-3 3 0.88 0.13 

 

 

Table 5.7. Full scale test list, where the OD-78-3 model is the element test used for scaling.  

Test Size ratio 

element: full 

Number of 

clumps 

Number of balls 

TL-7 1:7 595 16715 

TL-7.5 1:7.5 638 17930 

TL-8 1:8 680 18929 
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Table 5.8. Number of balls in either bound group originally, new balls that have been added 

to the bound groups and free water balls in the system at each of the three stages of loading. 

 Number of balls 

 
Original bound water 

balls 

New bound water 

balls 
Free water balls 
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11413 0 7516 

11407 174 7348 

11402 257 7270 

11397 290 7242 

11391 337 7201 

11388 352 7189 

11372 425 7132 

11362 488 7079 
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 11182 847 6900 

11057 1025 6847 

10960 1163 6806 

10683 1497 6749 

10617 1615 6697 
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Figure 5.1.  2D DEM model developed by Anandarajah (2000). 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Clusters developing in the DEM model, as shown in the circular dotted area as it 

is one-dimensionally loaded Anandarajah (2000), the wall shown by the solid line outer line 

in the top figure. 
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Figure 5.3. The DEM model developed by Bock et al (2006), (a) the clay, bound water and 

free water (b) distribution of clay particles, (c) full size of the model. 
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Figure 5.4.  The stress-settlement curves from the isotropic confinement to K0 consolidation 

loading stages for, (a) the 11-pebble clump system, and (b) the 5, 7, 9 and 11 pebble clump 

system. 
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Figure 5.5. The stress-settlement curves from the isotropic confinement to K0 consolidation 

loading stages for the 4, 5 and 6 pebble clump systems with, (a) an elastic modulus of 6x106Pa 

and (b) an elastic modulus of 6x107Pa. 
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Figure 5.6. Mechanisms of water adsorption by clay surfaces where (a) hydrogen bonding, (b) 

ion hydration, (c) attraction by osmosis, and (d) dipole attraction (Mitchell and Soga, 2005). 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Clay model set up (idealised). 
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Figure 5.8. The three model variations, where (a) is the no bonding model, (b) the inner-outer 

bonding model, and (c) the reattach model. 
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Figure 5.9. The response of all three models compared to the experimental data from Black 

(2007), where (a) is the no bonding model, (b) the inner-outer bonding model and (c) the 

reattach model. 
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Figure 5.10. The compression behaviour of the tests in Table 5.5. 
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Figure 5.11. System response to increase in tolerance level of the total free water contact force. 
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Figure 5.12. Loading and unloading curves of the element tests compared to the experimental 

data from Black (2007). 
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Figure 5.13. Radius change of a free water ball during loading and unloading for each test. 
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Figure 5.14. The number of bonds broken in each system as loading takes place, where (a) 

shows the softer systems and (b) the stiffer ones. The softer systems have very little breakage 

compared to the stiffer systems. 
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Figure 5.15. The OD-78-3 system at various loading stages, where (i) shows the ball and clump 

structure of the system and (ii) displays the contact force distribution, where the force increases 

from dark blue to red with red being the largest. 
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Figure 5.16. Rotation of the clumps and balls as the OD-78-3 system is one-dimensionally 

loaded from 50kPa (on the left) to 375kPa (on the right); the area circled in black shows how 

much reduction the free balls have undergone, whilst the area circled in yellow shows how a 

clump has rotated. The bottom figures show the displacement of the balls and clumps in the 

system, where dark blue is the least displacement and red is the highest. 
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Figure 5.17. Response of the OD-78-3 1D element test run with an Increase of ball and clump 

density and increase of total free water contact force tolerance value. 
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Figure 5.18. Full-size T-8 model response of to 1D loading/unloading for systems 7, 7.5 and 

8 x bigger than the element sample. 
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Figure 5.19. X-Y stress response of the 1D-element tests compared to the unreinforced test 

between the isotropic compression and K0 consolidation stages. 
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Figure 5.20. Plot representing the testing procedure implemented by Black (2007). 
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Figure 5.21. Locations of PT1, 2 and 3 in the DEM model 

 

 

Figure 5.22. Comparison between the experimental data and DEM model data for the stages 

of isotropic confinement and K0 consolidation. 
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Figure 5.23.  Isotropic confinement to K0 consolidation response of DEM model, with the PT2 

and PT3 values obtained on both halves of the sample. 

 

Figure 5.24. Where, (a) Original top wall and servomechanism, (b) top wall is divided into 

three segments and additional lateral walls are placed above the sample; x-stress 

servomechanism is maintained.  
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Figure 5.25.  Error observed when a y-stress servomechanism was maintained on the top side 

walls. 

 

 

Figure 5.26. Response of system to one stage of foundation loading with variance of the 

equilibrium limit.  
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Figure 5.27. DEM system response to all three stages of loading (isotropic confinement, K0 

consolidation and foundation loading). The red dotted line indicates where foundation loading 

begins for the DEM model; the yellow dotted line indicates where foundation loading begins 

for the experimental study. 

 

Figure 5.28. DEM system response to foundation loading compared to the experimental study. 
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Figure 5.29. DEM model at different stages of loading, where i) is the particle arrangement 

(the colours are the same as in Figure 25(c)), ii) the contact force distribution and iii) ball and 

clump displacement. For both the contact force distribution and displacement figures, the scale 

is from red, yellow, green and blue, where red indicates the highest contact force/displacement 

in the system, and blue is the lowest.  
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Chapter 6: Composite System 

6.1 Composite system: approach 1 

6.1.1 Modelling of crushed basalt 

Black (2007) carried out shear tests to obtain the friction angle of the crushed basalt 

material (with the same properties as given in Table 4.1), and obtained a peak value of 

43°. The crushed basalt was initially modelled using ball particles in PFC with the 

input parameters given in Table 6.1. The particle size distribution used for the crushed 

basalt was the same as that in the experimental study; this was deemed suitable as it 

would result in a reasonable number of column particles and have no significant impact 

on the runtime. Additionally, the elastic modulus and surface friction of the column 

particles was varied to try to obtain a similar peak stress. The DEM model followed 

the same procedure as the experiments. A dense sample was generated, it then 

underwent isotropic confinement with a prescribed stress of 100kPa; this was followed 

by biaxial compression in the vertical direction at a constant lateral stress up to a target 

value of 20% vertical strain. Figure 6.1 shows that an artificially high surface friction 

value is required to follow the same path as the experimental data (i.e. tests B-3, B-4 

and B-5), but the peak reached is still lower than that of the experiment. This then 

indicates that using a ball particle does not have the angularity to achieve the required 

peak angle, as discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.5). 

As a ball particle was not sufficient to obtain the required friction angle, a clump would 

have to be considered. Salot et al., (2009) found that using clusters made up of two to 

three particles was sufficient to reproduce the asymmetry required to obtain a credible 

macroscopic response. Therefore, a two-pebble clump was developed as shown in 

Figure 6.2 (with the ball particle shown for comparison); the two pebbles in the clump 

had a large overlap in order to keep to the experimental radius range of the crushed 

basalt, giving an irregular shaped particle rather than an angular particle. As the 

experimental data was not fully taken to the peak strength angle, it was assumed that 

this value was approximately 528kPa for a peak angle of 43°. This value of stress was 

calculated based on the assumption that σ3=100kPa (from the basalt failure envelope 

given by Black (2007)) with the given friction angle of 43°. It was necessary to obtain 

an estimate for the peak stress, as the biaxial test would be calibrated to achieve a value 

within the region of it.  
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A parametric study was carried out to understand which values of elastic modulus and 

friction would give the closest response to the experiments, values higher than the real 

material value were tested for the elastic modulus. Table 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show that 

tests C-1 and C-3 had the best agreement with the initial curve of the experimental data 

(at up to 2% strain). It was important that the DEM model tests achieved a similar peak 

friction angle, rather than the same peak stress, in order to correctly model the column 

material. Therefore, the column material was tested in the composite system with these 

two material properties.  

6.1.2 Composite model 

The composite system is generated in stages, first the clay is generated, and sample 

preparation to isotropic confinement is carried out as in the previous chapter, outlined 

as follows: 

1. Ball and clay clumps are generated within rigid walls with the input parameters 

of the clay as given in Chapter 5 (see Table 5.7 and Test T-8).  

2. Sample undergoes isotropic confinement to 95% of the final target stress. 

3. Balls are put into the relevant groups based on their contacts (free, inner bound 

layer and outer bound layer). 

4. The function developed to monitor the contact force between the free water 

balls is called. 

5. The contact bond parameters are called, but bonding is not yet applied.  

6. The ball groups are redefined in case there have been any changes (as in Chapter 

5, section 5.3.1.1) and the bonding is applied. 

7. The sample undergoes isotropic confinement to a vertical confining stress of 

279kPa. 

*It should be noted that at each stage, the sample is cycled to equilibrium, and 

only when this is reached, the step is complete.  

After this process was complete the clay clumps and all balls in the area where the 

column would be located were deleted, and the column was generated within four rigid 

walls (properties given in Table 6.2 for tests C-1 and C-3). The servomechanism was 

switched off, and the system cycled to equilibrium; the walls around the column were 

removed and the servomechanism reapplied to the target isotropic confinement stress; 

this point was now taken as the end of sample preparation.  
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As for the unreinforced model, the composite model was also run to K0 consolidation 

in stages, with the stage and target stress as given in Table 4.4 (See Chapter 4). 

However, when this part of the simulation was carried out, PFC presented an issue that 

was not easily rectified. It was discovered that having two sets of clumps, one for the 

clay and another for the column material, led to an error in the code for the reattach 

model where the system searches for new contacts between a ball particle and a pebble 

of a clump. It should be noted that for all the unreinforced tests the reattach method is 

called after isotropic confinement is reached and the system undergoes loading to K0 

consolidation in stages. The function that was used for the reattach method would 

apply a contact bond between a ball (of either group free, inner bound layer or outer 

bound layer) to both clump types even if checks were put in place to differentiate 

between the two sets of clumps. It was not possible in this work to develop a function 

that could differentiate between the two sets of clumps easily. Therefore, a workaround 

solution was developed, which would identify all the balls, again of either group, that 

were in contact with a column clump and place them in a fourth group, colball (Figure 

6.4); a flow diagram showing the steps of the function used to identify this group is 

shown in Appendix 6.A. 

The balls in the colball group would be identified after the sample preparation stage 

was finished and the reattach method would be called after. The colball group would 

be updated throughout the entirety of the simulation and if any contact bonds were 

applied between these balls and the column clumps, they would be removed at every 

timestep. Initially, these balls were given the same friction value as the free water balls 

(friction=0.0).  

The composite system was then run to K0 consolidation with the reattach method, 

followed by foundation loading in the same manner as before. The two column 

materials were tested for the 125mm length and 25mm diameter column. Figure 6.5 

shows the response of the two DEM models, tests C-1 and C-3. The experimental data 

for the 125mm column reinforced test is also given for an overall qualitative 

comparison. Additionally, as discussed in the previous chapter, due to the errors found 

in the experimental data between the isotropic confinement and K0 consolidation 

stages, these stages are considered as part of the sample preparation of the DEM model 

and are not compared qualitatively to the experimental test.  

It can be seen from Figure 6.5 the system with the column with an elastic modulus of 

20MPa (Test C-3) has a marginally better response than the column with the lower 
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stiffness (Test C-1 at 10MPa). The curve for PT1 for the lower stiffness material has a 

lower stress value at the end of foundation loading (1050kPa, with 1170kPa for the 

stiffer material). However, PT2 for both material columns have a much lower stress 

measurement during loading when qualitatively compared to the experimental data. 

The lower values for PT2 can be attributed to the location of the measurement circle, 

and placing it such that it does not overlap the column. Therefore, the comparative 

study between the three column lengths was carried out using the stiffer column 

material properties. Table 6.3 shows the parameters for the three column lengths 

tested; the elastic modulus was 20MPa and the friction 0.6 for all three tests. 

Based on the experimental test results from Black et al. (2011) and the review carried 

out in Chapter 2, the longer the column the higher the bearing capacity of the stone 

column. However, Figure 6.6 clearly shows that the shortest column settles to the same 

degree but at a higher stress when compared to the longer column, and hence the 

opposite of what is expected is occurring. Up until approximately 7mm of settlement, 

all three columns exhibit a very similar behaviour after which the 250mm column has 

the lowest stress of all three at most loading points. The 400mm column has an 

inconsistent behaviour, between 7 to 12mm of settlement it has the highest load 

carrying capacity, but after this point, it has the least; this indicates that some amount 

of failure has occurred  

It was concluded that it might be incorrect to give the colball balls the same properties 

as those of the free water balls, as this would result in a lack of shear resistance and 

friction between the column and the soil. Therefore, the friction value of the inner and 

outer bound layer balls were applied to the colball group (friction=0.5). Inspecting the 

soil surrounding the column showed that some sections of the colball group could be 

considered as free water, but the larger proportion would be considered as inner and 

outer bound layer balls. To identify and update the colball group based on this was 

found to be too time consuming for the 125mm length column alone, and a further 

complex function would have to be developed in PFC to identify and update these balls 

and their contacts with the column every time a new contact was activated. 

Considering the complexity of the system already developed, and the number of 

different ball and clump groups as well as the nuances of PFC, where trying to 

implement a simple change would involve an intricate function with numerous steps, 

it was decided to first test changing the friction property of the colball group alone for 

the aim of introducing shear resistance at the column clay interface. 
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Therefore, as most of the soil surrounding the column had clay clumps close by (see 

Figure 6.4), and hence the clay particles (clumps and balls) would have greater 

influence on the column than the free water, the friction for the inner and outer bound 

layer balls would be used (friction of 0.5). Figure 6.7 shows the results obtained for 

the 125 and 250mm columns with the colball balls having the same properties as that 

of the bound water balls. For comparison, the curves for PT1 for both the 125mm and 

250mm column from Figure 6.6 are also shown, and increasing the friction of the 

colball group increases the stress measured at the top of the column. However, it is 

clear that changing the properties of the colball layer is not enough to obtain the 

expected behaviour of each column length. However, as before, both columns follow 

a similar behaviour, albeit the longer column has a lower load-carrying capacity. 

On further inspection, a possible reason for such a response from the two systems may 

be due to the elastic modulus given to the column material. The value prescribed to 

the column clumps is lower than that of the surrounding clay and the water determined 

in the previous chapter. In reality the column would be of a much stiffer material than 

the soil it improves, however, within the DEM model it would be incorrect to give it a 

stiffness greater than that of the free water balls, as water is incompressible. Therefore, 

the next stage involved a further investigation into the properties of the column 

material in DEM.  

6.2 Composite system: approach 2 

6.2.1 Modelling of crushed basalt  

Initially it was expected that the clay model that was developed could be considered 

independently of the column clumps in terms of the elastic modulus, mechanisms 

occurring during loading etc., as the properties used for both were validated to 

calibration test results obtained from Black (2007). Therefore, a column material of 

lower stiffness (elastic modulus of 20 MPa compared to 60 Mpa for the clay clumps) 

could be considered valid. However, with the results in the previous section showing 

that as the column length increases the load carrying capacity reduces, the simplest 

explanation was that the column material had an elastic modulus that was too low. 

Considering the elastic modulus values used for both the clay clumps and bound water, 

and that of the free water, the elastic modulus of the column material would have to 

lie in the middle of both values, as the elastic modulus of the column could not be 

larger than the free water as water is incompressible, and therefore, a value of 100 Mpa 
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with the same value of friction, 0.6 was considered. A biaxial test (Figure 6.8) was 

carried out on this material giving a friction angle of 51.95°. 

6.2.2 Composite model  

Tests were carried out on the 125 and 250mm length columns in order to reduce the 

test time, and as the 400mm column was fully penetrating, and would not be 

considered in the following chapter. The stress at PT3 was also no longer recorded, as 

the previous DEM models have shown that the values measured away from the column 

in the surrounding soil have good agreement with the experimental data and are always 

lower than that at PT1 and PT2 as expected.  Additionally, it was thought that adding 

the column after isotropic confinement, and then using a servomechanism to load the 

system to K0 consolidation could result in changing the stress of the entire column to 

that of the K0 consolidation value, whereby the stress prescribed to the system may 

override the stiffness of the material. Therefore, a change was made to the order of 

sample preparation; steps 1 to 7 were kept the same as in section 6.1.2, however, the 

column was not added to the system after this stage, and the clay sample alone was 

loaded to K0 consolidation. The column was then generated within the sample as 

before, followed by foundation loading, thus reducing the runtime of the model also. 

Again, only the foundation loading stage for each column length was compared.  

The previous models were generated with the column having the same initial porosity, 

keeping with the ratio given in Table 6.3. It was considered that decreasing the initial 

porosity of the column during generation, as the column length increased, could 

possibly result in the expected behaviour i.e. the longer the column, the higher the 

stress at a lower settlement value. A parametric study was carried out with the new 

elastic modulus of 100Mpa with increasing number of clumps in the column, the 

friction was also varied between 0.6 and 1.0 for the better performing models; Table 

6.4 shows the tests that were carried out.  

Figure 6.9 (a) shows the response of all the 125mm column tests with a friction value 

of 0.6 (T-1 to T-5). It is clear that as the number of clumps within the column increases, 

the response of the model is regular, with no points where there is a large loss of 

vertical stress, as for T-3 between 12-17mm settlement, indicating column failure and 

mobilisation of shaft friction. In Figure 6.9 (b), tests T-4 and T-5 are compared to that 

of T-6 and T-7, where the friction is increased to 1.0. Here tests T-4 and T-6 show a 

similar behaviour indicating the change in friction does not create any difference to 
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the system response. However, with tests T-5 and T-7 there is a noticeable difference, 

the higher friction results in a higher initial stress in the system, 849 kPa for T-5 and 

1247 kPa for T-7, but this is lost within the first loading stage for T-7. The stress 

subsequently increases again, before there is another reduction in stress between 12-

17mm settlement, again indicating column failure. Therefore, the responses of tests T-

4 and T-5 are considered the most reasonable and used for comparison with the 250mm 

column.  

Figure 6.10 (a) shows all three 250mm column tests, in increasing the number of 

clumps between tests T-8 and T-9 there is only a 10% increase in the initial stress, 

followed by the T-9 system failing at a lower settlement than the T-8 system. 

Increasing the friction to 1.0 results in a similar behaviour until a settlement of 12mm 

after which the column experiences failure, thereby, increasing the friction of the 

system again provides no considerable improvement of the system. Figure 6.10 (b) 

compares tests T-4, T-5, T-8 and T-9 to see if increasing the number of column clumps 

alone can give the expected response between the 125 and 250mm columns. However, 

as the results show the 125mm column still has the better load-carrying capacity, and 

therefore the cause of the issue lies elsewhere, as discussed in the summary of this 

chapter.  

6.3 Model limitations 

6.3.1 Scale effects 

It is clear that there are issues within the model due to scale effects, in particular with 

the size of the clay components compared to those of the column, where they are all 

of a similar size. The size used for the clay clumps and balls can affect the deformation 

of the column depending on how close to the column a clay clump is. The solution for 

this would be to reduce the size of the particles in the clay, however, reducing the size 

of the balls and clumps in the clay to be within the 0.1mm range results in a system 

with a million particles and sample preparation was incomplete after a 48+ hour 

runtime. Improvement in computational power in the future may result in being able 

to develop a clay model with particles within the nm-μm range with a column with 

particles in the mm range with a reasonable runtime.  

6.3.2 Shear mechanism 

The clay model developed in Chapter 5 does not have a shear mechanism as the 

compressive mechanism is dominant in a compressive test. However, once the 
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composite system is created, the inclusion of the stone column in the clay soil may 

require a shear mechanism to be implemented. A mechanism for shear would 

potentially be useful near the column, but elsewhere in the sample compressibility 

governs the behaviour. This is due to the interface that exists between the column and 

the clay, as the column is loaded shearing in the clay would be expected to occur within 

this area.  

A potential mechanism for shear near the column, that could also help simulate the 

drainage a stone column provides in a composite model, could be achieved by reducing 

the radius of the free water balls next/close to the column by a greater degree than 

those further away. The percentage of radius reduction applied to the free water balls 

would then decrease at an increase in distance from the column.  

6.4 Summary  

• The column material was initially modelled using balls, however, the lack of 

angularity would require artificially high friction values to obtain the required peak 

friction angle.  

• Clumps were then used to model the column material, as they gave the opportunity 

to create irregular/angular particles. Three biaxial compression test results were 

presented and two used for the composite system model, with the 20Mpa and 

friction of 0.6 column material giving the better response.  

• A composite system with the three column lengths was modelled using this column 

material.  

o An additional ball group has been defined in the model, the colball group; 

this was necessary due to limitations of the code within PFC.  

• All models showed an opposite behaviour of what was expected, i.e. the longer 

the column the lower the degree of improvement in the soil, indicating that the 

stiffness of the column material was too low, and therefore, the soft soil was 

being replaced by a softer soil rather than a stiffer one. Hence, the larger the 

amount of replaced soil, the same settlement would be achieved at a lower 

stress. 
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• The elastic modulus of the column was increased such that it was between the 

values of the clay clumps and the free water, and a biaxial test was carried out in 

DEM resulting in a friction angle of 51.95°. 

• The composite system foundation loading was carried out on 125mm and 250mm 

columns with this elastic modulus.  

• The column from test T-8 (Table 6.4), with length 250mm, friction 0.6 and 

1708 column clumps was chosen for the next part of this study.   

o The 250mm column was longer than the critical column length found by 

Black et al., (2011) of 6-8D (the same as McKelvey et al., (2004)). 

• There are a number of limitations of this study (discussed further in Chapter 8), 

which are as follows: 

o There are issues present due to scale effects.  

▪ It is clear that the size of the balls and clumps in the clay model are 

too large in comparison with the size of the column clumps (both 

are in the mm range, rather than the column material being 103-106 

larger in size).  

▪ It should be noted that the placement of some of the clay clumps 

surrounding the column did result in sections of the column shifting 

either to the left or the right by 0.1 to 2 mm at times.  

o Potentially, there needs to be a defined shear mechanism implemented in 

the clay model that creates change within the clay sample, representing the 

shearing that occurs in the clay as the stone column is loaded.  

o A large degree of evolution of the fabric of the clay material is not observed 

as in the case of the oedometer test in Chapter 5; this is due to method of 

loading applied. Foundation loading has a smaller radius of influence 

within the sample, and most is concentrated on top of the column, and 

hence very little reduction in radius of the free water balls is observed. If 

the sample was loaded in the same manner as for isotropic confinement and 

K0 consolidation to higher stresses in both the x and y directions a greater 

degree of fabric evolution would be present.  
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Table 6.1. Input parameters for ball column material biaxial tests 

 

Table 6.2. Input parameters for clump column material biaxial tests 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.3. Test parameters for the three column lengths. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.4. Tests where column lengths, friction and number of clump clumps are varied.  

Test T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 T-6 T-7 T-8 T-9 T-10 

Column length 

(mm) 

125 125 125 125 125 125 125 250 250 250 

Friction 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.6 1.0 

Number of 

column clumps 

633 720 805 822 838 822 838 1708 1747 1708 

 

Parameter        Test
 B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5 

Sample size (mm) 35x35 35x35 35x35 35x35 35x35 

Elastic Modulus 

(Mpa) 

20 20 20 20 100 

Stiffness ratio: all 

contacts, kratio 

1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Number of balls 1536 1536 1536 1536 1536 

Ball density (kgm-3) 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 

Ball friction 

coefficient 

0.3 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Ball radius (mm) 0.59-1.18 0.59-1.18 0.59-1.18 0.59-1.18 0.59-1.18 

Parameter                         
Test

 C-1 C-2 C-3 

Sample size (mm) 50x100 50x100 50x100 

Elastic Modulus (Mpa) 10 20 20 

Stiffness ratio: all contacts, kratio 2.5 2.5 2.5 

Number of clumps 1225 1225 1225 

Clump pebble density (kgm-3) 5x104 5x104 5x104 

Clump pebble friction coefficient 0.9 0.4 0.6 

Clump pebble size radius (mm) 0.588-1.198 0.588-1.198 0.588-1.198 

Obtained friction angle, ϕ’ 43.19° 36.87° 42.43° 

Column length (mm) 125 250 400 

Column diameter (mm) 25 25 25 

Number of column clumps 770 1557 2351 

Number of clay clumps 658 630 607 

Column size increase relative 

to 125mm length column  

1:1 1:2 1:3.2 
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Figure 6.1. Biaxial test response of the ball systems compared to the experimental test from 

Black (2007). 

 

 

Figure 6.2. Comparison of ball and clump column material, radius is given in metres. 
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Figure 6.3. Biaxial test response of clump systems compared to the experimental test from 

Black (2007). 

 

 

Figure 6.4. Composite system with the colball layer identified. 
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Figure 6.5. Response of 125mm column using both column materials given in Table 6.2. 
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Figure 6.6. Response of all three column lengths to foundation loading, with stress measured 

at the column, next to the column and in the soil away from the column. 
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Figure 6.7. Response of 125 and 250mm column length systems, where the colball group has 

a friction of 0.5, PT1 for the 125mm and 250mm column with a friction of 0.0 for the colball 

group is shown for comparison. 
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Figure 6.8. Biaxial test response of the stiffer column material compared to the experimental 

test from Black (2007). 
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Figure 6.9. Comparison of 125mm column length models, where (a) shows all tests with a column clump friction value of 0.6 and the number of column clumps varied, 

and (b) the columns which have the same number of clumps, but the friction is 0.6 or 1.0. 
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Figure 6.10. Where (a) is the comparison of 250mm column length models, and (b) where the two best 125mm column tests are compared to their equivalent 250mm 

column tests. 
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Chapter 7: Modifying column geometry 
 

7.1 Introduction 

Stone column design has been developed around the unit cell concept. Cavity expansion 

theory is used to estimate both the short and long-term ultimate capacity of a stone 

column. Design of a stone column is usually either analytical and empirical, or analytical 

and numerical, and as stated by Ambily and Gandhi (2007) among others, the design of 

stone columns in practice still remains in essence empirical and that there are no codes as 

with other engineering design available. Additionally, according to Kirsch and Kirsch 

(2010), the most common methods used nowadays are those by Goughnour and Bayuk 

(1979a) or Priebe (1995) (after the revisions), although reasonable results can be expected 

as long as reasonable assumptions are made when using any of the other available 

methods.  

Reinforcing a column via geotextiles or other means (i.e. jacketing, concrete plugs etc.) 

has shown to improve the bearing capacity of a column as well as allow stone columns to 

be installed into weak soils (Black et al. (2007a). However, if improvement of a column 

can be achieved by simple changes to the column geometry, this could then potentially 

present a more cost effective method for designing stone column.  

When the stiffer column material replaces a larger percentage of the soft soil, the soil 

experiences a greater degree of improvement. Black et al. (2011) observed that the 

magnitude of the stress on the column increased with respect to area replacement ratio 

and column length, but no mobilisation of capacity was found. Additionally, the optimum 

area replacement ratio was found to be between 30- 40%. The area replacement ratio is 

defined as the ratio of the column area to the total unit cell area (Equation 1.2), and 

therefore, increasing the area of the column through a new shape of column should 

increase the magnitude of stress on the column. Hence, this could potentially mobilise the 

capacity of the column by reducing the bulging of the column, which is the main failure 

mechanism, and therefore increase the critical length. 

Bulging of the column usually occurs within a critical length of 4-6D (McKelvey et al. 

(2004), Black et al. (2007a), Sivakumar et al. (2004) etc.), and the columns tests by Black 

et al. (2011) support this. Therefore, rather than just increasing the diameter of the column 

along its entire length which improves the capacity at the expense of increasing the 
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material needed, this chapter investigates whether new column geometries can achieve 

improvements in bearing capacity over a straight reference column. 

The focus will be in changing the shape of the column in the upper 6D (for the 250mm 

length column discussed in Chapter 6), the critical length, with the view to increase the 

critical depth and therefore increase capacity. This change to the column shape would in 

turn also prevent the use of a larger amount of column material in the lower 4D of the 

column.  

Based on the bulging behaviour of a stone column, various shapes were investigated that 

increased the diameter of the top of the column and left the diameter at the bottom as is 

(25mm), or increased it to a value lower than the diameter at the top were considered. 

Additionally, the column length considered was of 250mm only.  

7.2 Proposed Column Geometries 

Three column geometries were proposed, a conical column, C, upper conical column, 

UC, and hourglass column, H, as shown in Figure 7.1. They would be increased in size 

by introducing an angle of ϴ or both ϴ and α, depending on the column considered. The 

aim was to observe the effects of the angles ϴ and α, the different geometries, and 

determine which would show the best improvement in the column compared to the case 

of a ‘straight’ column, S, where the straight column is a column of 250mm length and 

25mm diameter along the entire length.  

The sample was generated as described in section 6.2.2 and Appendix 6.B, the upper 

conical and hourglass columns are generated in layers in order to achieve the required 

number of clumps corresponding to the area increase. Table 7.1 shows the tests that were 

carried out, and the parameters that were varied, as mentioned previously the 250mm 

length and 25mm diameter column is considered in these tests. The conical length column 

was modified along its entire length of 10D, the upper conical along a length of 6D (the 

critical length given by Black et al. (2011)) from the top, and in the hourglass column, 

6D from the top was the narrowest part of the column (i.e. diameter was 25mm). It should 

be noted that D is taken as the diameter for the straight column when used to describe 

column length.    

For the conical and upper conical models, the angle, ϴ was increased, and therefore, the 

diameter of the top of the stone column increased to a maximum value of 51.25mm 

(slightly smaller than the 60mm foundation). The number of clumps in the column was 
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increased by the same percentage as the two-dimensional area increase of the column 

compared to the straight column. For the conical column the maximum value for the 

angle, ϴ, achieved was 2.5°, an attempt was made to increase this to 5° but resulted in 

70% more column clumps than the normal column, and the system was unable to reach 

equilibrium after 96 hours runtime for sample preparation. The value for ϴ for the upper 

conical column was however, able to increase up to 5°, a test was run with an angle of 

6.5°, but at this value the diameter of the top of the column is the same as the foundation, 

and therefore, the column clumps start going around (‘escaping’) the foundation very 

early on during the simulation. The hourglass column was modelled with a maximum 

value of ϴ and α as 5°, and it was decided to run the hourglass model with ϴ=α, such that 

the diameter of the base of the column would always be smaller than that of the top.  Table 

7.2 shows the different stages of loading that are considered through this chapter, each 

stage represents the displacement-controlled foundation loading that is carried out in PFC, 

and is defined by the approximate settlement that is achieved at that stage.  

7.2.1 Model deformation 

Figures 7.2 to 7.10 show each column prior to foundation loading and at the end of 

loading (further Figures showing the contact forces, displacement of balls, clumps, balls 

and clumps can be seen in Appendix 7.A). Clumps on the left, right and centre of the 

column were chosen approximately every 50mm through the entire length of the column 

and their x and y positions monitored at each stage, Figures 7.11 to 7.19 show the 

evolution of this deformation in each column. At the end of loading, the straight column 

has distinct bulging occurring as shown by both Figure 7.2 and 7.11; the bulging is 

prominent at 2D and 6D depth. The vertical deformation is similar on both sides of the 

column through all stages of loading. The lateral deformation is considerably larger on 

the left hand side of the column (nearly double at stage 2). Conversely, the column 

contracts at the top on the right by 1mm; this is likely due to the presence of a clay clumps 

next to the column at that location and shows a limitation of this modelling approach.  

The modified geometry columns (Figures 7.3 to 7.10 and Figures 7.11 to 7.19) do not 

show bulging being extended to a depth beyond the critical length of 6D, and all show a 

degree of bulging in this upper section of the column (L=2 to 4D), which is similar to 

what is shown by the straight column. The conical and hourglass columns display that the 

deformation of the column is quite symmetrical on both sides of the column in terms of 

both the shape and the amount of deformation (Figures 7.3 and 7.4, and Figures 7.8 to 
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7.10). There are however a few instances where the deformation is double on the left of 

the column; this is particularly true for the C-2.5 model (Figure 7.13) and again is likely 

due to the location of the clay clumps next to the column on this side. Tests H-1 and H-5 

show the greatest degree of symmetry from all of the tests, whilst the UC-1, UC-2.5 and 

UC-5 tests have a larger amount of deformation on one side of the column in each test; 

this is due to there being more clay clumps on the right of the column in the upper 4D of 

the column. The presence of negative x-displacement at a location of y=15mm on the 

right hand side of the column for the UC-1 (Figure 7.14) test indicates that a hinge has 

formed and this is due to the clumps next to the column at this location.  

7.2.2 Stress-settlement curves for each model at PT1 and PT2  

The deformation of the modified columns indicate that a change to the column geometry 

can lead to improvements in the load-carrying capacity (see Table 7.3, the anomalies for 

UC-1 and UC-5 can be attributed to the use of measurement circles to obtain stress 

values). Figures 7.20 to 7.22 show the response of each column geometry against the 

straight column during foundation loading. All three geometries show a very similar 

behaviour when compared to the straight column, it is clear that a small increase in the 

diameter of the top of the column results in a better overall response, than if the diameter 

of the top of the column similar to the diameter of the foundation. However, a further 

examination into the response of each column is required to adequately assess which 

column geometry results in improving the behaviour of a stone column. 

7.2.3 Force at the top, shaft and base of the column. 

7.2.3.1 Methods used to obtain the shaft force of the column. 

Two methodologies were employed to find the shaft forces on the column. In the first 

(Method 1), the total force at the top of the column (total normal contact forces between 

clumps at the top of the column in contact with the base wall of the foundation) and the 

force at the base of the column (total normal force between clumps at the bottom in 

contact with ball particles) were obtained, and the shaft force was calculated as the 

difference of the two. Figures 7.23, 7.24 and 7.25 show the total, shaft, base and the 

ultimate force-settlement plots for the conical, upper conical and hourglass models 

respectively. The forces obtained for each column geometry are compared to that of the 

straight column, and the data points show all stages of loading. 
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For each new geometry, it is clear that as the ϴ increases, the total and shaft forces 

increase significantly in comparison to those of the straight column. Additionally, the 

base forces for the new columns remain constant for all tests, indicating that more of the 

load is transferred to the shaft upon loading rather than to the base, which is a clear 

indication of the reduction of the typical bulging effect. For the straight column however, 

there is considerable fluctuation in the force at the base and this corresponds to similar 

fluctuations in the shaft force indicating that there is a transfer of force in both directions 

during loading.  

The second method (Method 2) for obtaining the shaft force was to divide each side of 

the column into approximately 50mm segments, resulting in 5 segments along the column 

length. The total force in each segment was found through obtaining the magnitude of 

each of the shear contact forces between a column clump and a colball group ball on 

either side of the column, these values are higher as they consider the magnitude rather 

than the vertical component of the shear force. Figure 7.26 compares the values obtained 

for the shaft force from both methods, with a 1:1 of the values from Method 1 used if 

there is an overestimation or underestimation using Method 2. Additionally, Figures 7.27 

to 7.35 show the force transfer in each column where the shaft force is obtained via 

Method 2. Only four loading stages are considered in these figures, prior to loading, first 

load, middle load and end of loading.  

For a number of the tests Method 2 over predicts the shaft force with the highest over 

prediction being 1.737 times larger for the case of the straight column. Whilst the UC-5 

case exhibits the largest under prediction by 0.25 times. Therefore, when considering the 

force transfer through each column (Figures 7.27-7.35) a correction based on the 

over/underestimation is used. The depth for each point of the shaft is taken at the mid-

point for each segment, and the force at the top and bottom are the same as for Method 1. 

All of the models show that the force transfer to depth increases with loading, however 

for some cases either through the entire column or at a depth greater than approximately 

3D, the shaft forces are higher at stage 4 of loading rather than at stage 7 (see Table 7.2). 

This could possibly be attributed to the methodology itself as it considers both sides of 

the column, whilst Figures 7.23 to 7.35 only show similar behaviour for the C-2.5 and H-

2.5 cases. Although there are anomalies present with the force at the base in some of these 

figures, the overall response of the columns is as expected. The anomalies are likely due 

to clay clumps being in contact with the column clumps at the bottom of the column. The 

contacts between these two different clump groups were not included in the base force 
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calculation due to the complexities encountered in PFC, as described in the previous 

chapter.  

7.2.3.2 Chin analysis 

Chin analysis was carried out for each test using the total force calculated with method 

one. The plot of the settlement versus the ratio of settlement/load, or in this case force, 

gives a linear relationship when a pile approaches failure and therefore, the slope of the 

curve gives the ultimate capacity of a pile, and this could be applied to a stone column. 

As seen in Figure 7.36, the ultimate capacity increases as the design changes (the ultimate 

force values are given in Figures 7.23 to 7.25). The H-5 column has the largest increase 

in capacity by 101% compared to the ultimate capacity of the straight column. This is 

followed by the UC-5 and C-2.5 columns, which have an increase of 98 and 75% 

respectively. However, when considering the percentage increase in force (total, shaft, 

base and ultimate) in Figure 7.37 it is clear that for the C-2.5 column, the total force is 

greater than the calculated ultimate; this shows the column has undergone a degree of 

failure as supported by Figure 7.23. Additionally, the shaft force increases in all the new 

geometry columns when compared to the case of the straight column (Figure 7.37), again, 

with the highest increase in the C-2.5, UC-5 and H-5 columns.  

Overall, the UC-5 and H-5 columns show the greatest improvement in the capacity of the 

stone column when compared to the straight column, it is possible that the conical column 

would also have this level of improvement if ϴ=5°. The area replacement ratio for both 

columns compared to the straight column has increased by 55%. This indicates that 

increasing the diameter of parts of the column, rather than the entire column, and 

obtaining an area replacement ratio higher than the optimum of 30-40% given by Black 

et al. (2011) leads to a significant improvement in the abilities of a stone column.  

Additionally, an increase of 3% in the ultimate load relates to a 7% increase in the area 

of the entire sample occupied by the column between the H-5 and UC-5 columns. 

Therefore, the upper conical column at an angle of 5° may provide a slightly more cost 

effective and easier to construct column, but based on the deformation profiles and the 

higher ultimate capacity the hourglass column at an angle of 5° may be more rational 

option for improvement.  

7.2.4 Implications on stone column design and construction 

The resulted presented in this chapter are not to be used to inform design, but rather open 

the doors for changes to design. Stone columns have predominately been constructed 
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using empirical design; this however limits the desire to develop and improve both their 

design and use. The results presented in this chapter can then be used as a basis on which 

to further investigate unconventional design approaches for stone columns and if any 

benefit could be found from them.  

Constructing a different geometry column will have to employ additional techniques 

during construction. The conical column is possibly the closest to a conventional straight 

column and can be constructed via using depth vibrators (Appendix 1.A) of increasing 

diameter to get a column with a conical shape. The upper conical column would initially 

be constructed in the same way as a straight column, and at the critical length it may be 

strategic to use formwork to construct the conical part of the column. It may also be 

possible to construct the conical section through using a larger diameter depth vibrator. 

The hourglass column however, presents a number of challenges in construction, creating 

the lower section of the column would be rather difficult using a depth vibrator alone. It 

may be necessary to construct a column at the diameter of the bottom of the column until 

the critical length and then place formwork or use soil stabilisation techniques to refill 

some of the removed soil in order to obtain the correct geometry of the lower section of 

the column. The upper section of the hourglass column can then be constructed in the 

same manner as the upper conical column.  

7.3 Summary 

• Columns are constructed based on empirical design methods, and are of a single 

diameter.  

• Based on the mechanism of bulging of a stone column the following were 

hypothesised: 

o A potential change in geometry of a column could lead to improvement in its 

load-carrying capacity. 

o This could possibly drive bulging failure to a depth lower than the critical 

length.  

• Numerous researchers have given optimum area replacement ratios and critical 

lengths of the columns. 

o Changing the column geometry could also lead to a change in these values.  

• Three new column geometries were proposed: the conical, upper conical and 

hourglass models. 
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o They were analysed against the case of a straight column, where the column 

has the same diameter along its entire length.  

• Foundation load tests were carried out on these models in PFC and the response 

analysed. 

• The deformation of the new columns does not show bulging being transferred to a 

lower depth in the column, but failure remains at the same level as a straight column. 

• All the new geometry columns tested have shown an improvement in the column load 

carrying capacity when compared to a straight column. 

• There is an increase in the load the column can take and a corresponding increase in 

the ultimate capacity also. 

• Therefore, changing the diameter of the column in a more conical shape along the 

critical length rather than increasing the entire column diameter, shows a significant 

improvement in the column capacity.    

• This study then opens the doors to the development of new installations techniques 

that will increase the scope of the use of stone columns.  

o The results presented in this chapter are not to inform design, but to encourage 

changes to design via further numerical models and experimental and field 

scale tests. 
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Table 7.1. New column geometry tests and the parameter variations.  

Column shape 
Straight 

column 
Conical Upper conical Hourglass 

Test name S C-1 C-2.5 UC-1 UC-2.5 UC-5 H-1 H-2.5 H-5 

Area increase 

from straight 

(%) 

- 17.44 43.68 3.14 7.86 15.75 4.54 11.35 22.75 

Number of clay 

clumps 
635 635 630 639 638 626 639 637 627 

Number of 

column clumps 
1708 2050 2383 1797 1862 2088 1768 1944 2099 

ϴ - 1° 2.5° 1° 2.5° 5° 1° 2.5° 5° 

α - - - - - - 1° 2.5° 5° 

Diameter of 

top of column 

(mm) 

25 33.73 46.83 30.24 38.1 51.25 30.24 38.1 51.25 

Diameter of 

base of column 

(mm) 

25 25 25 25 25 25 28.49 33.73 42.5 

Area 

replacement 

ratio (%) 

17.36 31.60 60.92 25.40 40.32 72.96 25.40 40.32 72.96 

 

 

 

Table 7.2. Stages of foundation loading using 2000 timesteps as an indicator for each stage. Stage 

1 is prior to loading.  

Stage 

Displacement-after 

sample preparation 

(mm) 

1 0 

2 4 

3 8.5 

4 12.7 

5 17 

6 21 

7 25 
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Table 7.3. The stress and vertical displacement at the end of each test at PT1 (Figures 7.20 to 

7.22).  

Test S C-1 C-2.5 UC-1 UC-2.5 UC-5 H-1 H-2.5 H-5 

Stress (kPa) 1280 1323 1149 1035 1243 1064 1464 1211 1271 

Vertical 

Displacement 

(mm) 

25.47 25.58 25.93 25.24 25.53 25.60 25.51 25.49 25.01 
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Figure 7.1. New column geometry ideas, where (a) is the conical column, (b) the upper conical 

column, and (c) the hourglass column 
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Figure 7.2. Straight column, S, where (a) is prior to foundation loading and (b) at the end of 

foundation loading. 
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Figure 7. 3 Conical column, C-1, where (a) is prior to foundation loading and (b) at the end of 

foundation loading. 
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Figure 7.4. Conical column, C-2.5, where (a) is prior to foundation loading and (b) at the end of 

foundation loading. 
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Figure 7.5. Conical column, UC-1, where (a) is prior to foundation loading and (b) at the end of 

foundation loading. 
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Figure 7.6. Conical column, UC-2.5, where (a) is prior to foundation loading and (b) at the end 

of foundation loading. 
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Figure 7.7. Conical column, UC-5, where (a) is prior to foundation loading and (b) at the end of 

foundation loading. 
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Figure 7.8. Conical column, H-1, where (a) is prior to foundation loading and (b) at the end of 

foundation loading. 
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Figure 7.9. Conical column, H-2.5, where (a) is prior to foundation loading and (b) at the end of 

foundation loading. 
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Figure 7.10. Conical column, H-5, where (a) is prior to foundation loading and (b) at the end of 

foundation loading. 
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Figure 7.11. X and y positions of clumps at the left, right and centre of the column throughout the 

entire column length for the straight column, test S. The solid lines represent the start (prior to 

loading) and the end of the test. The straight column is not perfectly straight, and this due to 

sample preparation. 

 

Figure 7.12. X and y positions of clumps at the left, right and centre of the column throughout the 

entire column length for the conical column, test C-1. 
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Figure 7.13. X and y positions of clumps at the left, right and centre of the column throughout the 

entire column length for the conical column, test C-2.5. 

 

 

Figure 7.14. X and y positions of clumps at the left, right and centre of the column throughout the 

entire column length for the upper conical column, test UC-1. 
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Figure 7.15. X and y positions of clumps at the left, right and centre of the column throughout the 

entire column length for the upper conical column, test UC-2.5. 

 

 

Figure 7.16. X and y positions of clumps at the left, right and centre of the column throughout the 

entire column length for the upper conical column, test UC-5. 
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Figure 7.17. X and y positions of clumps at the left, right and centre of the column throughout the 

entire column length for the hourglass column, test H-1. 

 

 

Figure 7.18. X and y positions of clumps at the left, right and centre of the column throughout the 

entire column length for the hourglass column, test H-2.5. 
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Figure 7.19. X and y positions of clumps at the left, right and centre of the column throughout the 

entire column length for the hourglass column, test H-5. 

 

 

Figure 7. 20. Stress-settlement curves of the straight column compared to the conical column 

models. 
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Figure 7. 21. Stress-settlement curves of the straight column compared to the upper conical 

column models. 

 

Figure 7. 22. Stress-settlement curves of the straight column compared to the hourglass column 

models. 
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Figure 7.23. Force-settlement behaviour at the top, shaft and base of the column for the straight 

and conical columns. 

 

 

Figure 7.24. Force-settlement behaviour at the top, shaft and base of the column for the straight 

and upper conical columns. 
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Figure 7.25. Force-settlement behaviour at the top, shaft and base of the column for the straight 

and hourglass columns. 
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Figure 7.26. Comparison of the two methods used to obtain the shaft friction for all cases. 
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Figure 7.27. Force transfer through the straight column, S, at four different stages of loading. 

 

Figure 7.28. Force transfer through the conical column, C-1, at four different stages of loading. 
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Figure 7.29. Force transfer through the conical column, C-2.5, at four different stages of loading. 
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Figure 7.30. Force transfer through the upper conical column, UC-1, at four different stages of 

loading. 

 

Figure 7.31. Force transfer through the upper conical column, UC-2.5, at four different stages of 

loading. 
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Figure 7.32. Force transfer through the upper conical column, UC-5, at four different stages of 

loading. 

 

Figure 7.33. Force transfer through the hourglass column, H-1, at four different stages of loading. 
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Figure 7.34. Force transfer through the hourglass column, H-2.5, at four different stages of 

loading. 

 

Figure 7.35. Force transfer through the hourglass column, H-5, at four different stages of loading. 
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Figure 7.36. Chin analysis for all cases. 
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Figure 7.37. Increase in force measured at the end of loading for each test (using method one) 

compared to the measured forces at the end of loading for the straight column; ultimate values are 

from the Chin analysis. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future Work 

8.1 Thesis Overview 

The study presented in this work aimed to use DEM (PFC) to model a stone column-clay 

composite system, giving an approach with a new methodology for modelling pore water 

changes. Therefore, a soft soil such as clay and a granular soil could both be modelled 

using DEM only, removing the need for complex DEM-FEM/FDM models.  

The experimental tests by Black et al. (2011) were used within this work. Initially a ball 

only column-clay composite system was developed, however on further inspection the 

results of this model could not be calibrated satisfactorily. Therefore, only the clay test 

from the experimental data was modelled; this too was done with balls only. It was not 

possible to generate a system with a realistic particle size distribution for the clay due to 

the number of particles involved and the resulting runtime, hence the clay balls were 

monodispersed with a diameter in the lower range of the real column material. The 

stiffness values for the materials given in the experimental data were initially used, but 

these were too low for both the clay and column and resulted in a system with very soft 

behaviour and large overlaps. Parametric studies were then carried out to determine the 

best input parameters for the unreinforced clay sample and two models chosen. These 

were then used in a composite system model, where the column was also modelled using 

balls. The void ratio and compression index from the tests was observed and found to be 

too small when compared to those obtained by Black (2007). Therefore, a new and 

possible complex model had to be developed in DEM for the clay soil.  

A review of clay models in DEM showed that most models had an extreme level of 

complexity and had particles within the nm-μm range. A new DEM model for clay was 

developed within Chapter 5, which considered both the water and solids present within a 

clay soil, and where all both balls and clumps were within the mm range, as a smaller size 

would result in a system with millions of particles. Clumps were used to represent the 

clay platelets, and balls were used to represent the water within a clay soil, and divided 

into two groups: free and bound water. The free water was considered part of the voids 

and dissipates under loading, and the bound water represented adsorbed water. The free 

water balls were given a friction of 0.0 and higher stiffness than that of the clay clumps 

and bound water. The clay clumps and bound water both had a friction of 0.5 and lower 

stiffness by an order of 10. Balls, which were free, could become bound and vice versa, 
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as the bound balls had contact bonds between themselves and the clay clumps, if all the 

contact bonds of one ball were broken it then became free. When a free ball came into 

contact with a clay clump or bound group ball, it could become part of the bound group 

and have contact bonds. Additionally, drainage of the soil was modelled via reducing the 

radius of the free water during the simulation. A phenomenological approach was used 

for modelling clay, such that the correct response would be achieved rather than 

developing a model that shows the intricacies of clay at the particle level i.e. Van der 

Waals forces etc.  

An element test on this new model was carried out using one-dimensional 

loading/unloading. The elastic modulus of the free water, and bound water and clay 

clumps was varied (maintaining a magnitude of 10 difference), and the model tested under 

one-dimensional loading/unloading. A good agreement between the model and 

experimental Cc and Cs was obtained. This model was then used for the clay test given by 

Black et al. (2011).  

A column-clay composite model was developed using the new clay model and three 

column lengths based on the data from Black et al. (2011). The column material had to 

be modelled using clumps rather than balls to ensure some level of irregularity in the 

material, and to avoid the use of an artificially high friction in order to obtain the required 

friction angle. The particle size range for the clumps used for the column material was 

the same as that given in the experimental test. The column material had to be 

recalibrated, such that it had a higher stiffness than the clay clumps and bound water 

within the model; this meant the friction angle achieved was higher than the experimental 

one (by 9°). However, this stiffer column material also resulted in the composite system 

response for the column lengths being opposite to the experimental data, i.e. as the column 

length increases, a higher load is required to achieve the same settlement but the opposite 

happens with the DEM model. The reasons for the DEM model giving such a response 

was attributed to the limitations of both the clay model and DEM itself. The main 

limitation was due to scale, as the clay clumps and water balls were within the same size 

range as the smallest column clumps. This meant that clay clumps (with bound water) 

had an influence on the behaviour of the column, it was observed in some cases that the 

top of the column would either contract or move to the left/right depending on the location 

of the clay clumps around it. Ideally, the balls and clumps in the clay material would be 

much smaller in size, i.e. 10-6m, and possibly reducing the size to the range of 10-4m may 

be adequate, but this degree of reduction results in a system with a total of 1 million balls 
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and clumps combined, such a model with the computing power currently available is 

impossible to simulate in any reasonable time frame.  

The composite model for one column length was used as the reference case for 

comparison with the proposed new column geometries. Three column geometries were 

proposed in Chapter 7 and modelled with increasing diameter of the top of the column. 

All new geometries were found to improve the capacity of a stone column. Two of the 

tested models in particular gave an increase in the ultimate capacity by 98 and 101%, with 

only an increase in the column area by 15.75 and 22.75% respectively. These results 

indicate that the diameter of a column does not need to be increased along the entire length 

of a column, but an increase of the diameter along the critical length of the column is 

sufficient to double the capacity of the column.  

8.2 Contributions 

There are two main contributions from this work, the DEM clay model, and the new 

column geometries. The clay DEM model developed in Chapter 5 presents a method 

through which it is possible to model interaction problems when clay is present in DEM. 

It can be used to model other ground improvement techniques or foundations where 

granular materials coexist with clays, without the need to model the clay particles at their 

real size, thereby removing the need to have millions of particles. Additionally, this model 

presents a methodology by which the mechanism of pore water dissipation through 

consolidation or other means can be modelled in DEM. The technique where the free 

water balls are reduced in radius could also be used in DEM models where there is only 

granular soil.   

The second contribution of this work is the recommendation of new geometries for stone 

columns. The new column geometry was based on trying to get the load to transfer to a 

further depth, thereby transmitting bulging to a lower depth and increasing the critical 

length. The proposed geometries have shown that increasing the diameter of a column 

either along the critical length or creating a stone column in an hourglass shape can double 

the load-carrying capacity of a column. Therefore, a high area replacement ratio is 

achieved without the need to increase the diameter of the entire column.  

8.3 Limitations 

The clay model developed in Chapter 5 does have limitations. The model was developed 

to simulate drainage under compression, no shear mechanism was considered for the clay 
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within the model.  However, DEM has shear behaviour embedded within it by prescribing 

a surface friction to the balls and clumps. It is understood that the presence of a stone 

column and the bulging mechanism would potentially require a mechanism for how clay 

behaves during shearing to be implemented. However, the implementation of a shear 

mechanism requires adding a further level of complexity to a model that is already 

immensely complex, as highlighted in Chapter 6 section 6.1.2. This additional complexity 

would also require greater computational power than what was available during this 

study.  

The size used for the balls and clumps in the clay model had an effect on the column. 

Clay clumps next to the column influenced the deformation of the column; this was 

observed by lateral movements of the upper section of the column in the opposite 

direction to the location of the clumps. Ideally, the clay model clumps and balls would be 

in the nm to μm range, which would result in millions of particles, if not 100s of millions 

of particles, however, a reasonable model should also be achieved in the 0.1mm range. A 

test was carried out on the unreinforced clay model where all clumps and balls were in 

the 0.1mm range; this resulted in a million particles, if the ratio of balls to clumps was 

kept the same. This model proved impossible to run to the very first step within the sample 

preparation stage. A 3D model was not developed for the same reasons, thereby limiting 

the study to a 2D scope. Therefore, this problem can only be overcome once 

computational power and processes improve. 

8.4 Future Work 

The use of DEM to model stone columns has further benefits that can be utilised. One 

such benefit is the ease at which a sample can be loaded to far greater stresses than is 

possible in physical tests. Figure 8.1 shows the one-dimensional element tests carried out 

in Chapter 5 section 5.3 loaded to 600kPa. Here it is possible to see if the behaviour seen 

in a smaller/lower stress range still follows when the range is increased etc. This was the 

case for the one-dimensional element tests, which were seen to follow the same 

compression behaviour to higher loads.  

The model can then also have gravity applied to the system to the extent that centrifuge 

test can be modelled by applying an increased gravity condition. The clay and composite 

models can also have the same parameters implemented in them to be able to model a 

large-scale study to envisage the response of a full size stone column prior to carrying out 
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physical tests on such a column. This alone proves the benefit of using DEM, it can be 

utilised as a means to verify hypothesis for design changes in the first instance.  

As discussed in the previous section, a number of the limitations of the study are due to 

scale effects. Therefore, there are other possible methods that could be applied to limit 

the scale effects, some ideas that have been considered but not implemented due to the 

time limitations of this study are:  

1. Using periodic boundaries, and thereby possible decreasing the size of the 

surrounding clay in the composite model, where decreasing the size of the clumps 

and balls within the clay could be possible.  

2. Considering the composite model in segments, i.e. consider the critical column 

length only etc., and use periodic boundaries on the lateral walls for the clay. This 

reduces the sample size considerably and thereby the runtime.  

3. Implement a shear mechanism within the clay model where the sample undergoes 

compression or swelling based on possibly based on shear forces.  

4. Extend the clay model to triaxial and more complex loading conditions.  

5. Extend the models in 3D to investigate column to column interactions in 

foundation systems.  
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Figure 8.1. Response of 1D-element tests to higher loading. 
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Appendix 1.A  

Stone column construction methods 

Vibro-replacement is carried out using a depth vibrator, the same as for vibro-compaction, 

but with additional equipment as mentioned later; field engineers are able to construct 

columns of up to 20m in depth, and an adapted method is used for longer columns that 

are placed under ocean beds (Kirsch and Kirsch, 2010). A depth vibrator is cylindrical 

tube with a diameter range between 300mm-500mm and length between 3.0m-4.5m, 

which changes depending on its purpose (Kirsch and Kirsch, 2010). The depth vibrator 

has an eccentric weight at the bottom as shown in Figure 1.A.1, which rotates around its 

vertical axis when the vibrator is in motion; this causes horizontal vibrations, which 

enable the two ‘vibro’ methods of ground improvement. The depth vibrator used for the 

dry-bottom feed process is mounted on a vibrocat, which ensures that various parameters 

of the installation process such as stone consumption, penetration rates, re-penetration 

and energy input can be monitored and recorded during column construction.   

There are three methods of vibro-replacement: wet-top feed process, dry-top feed process 

and dry-bottom feed process. The method that is used depends on the soil properties (as 

shown in Table 1.A.1), in particular the soil strength at the intended improvement site. 

The size of gravel/crushed stone used to construct the column depends on the method 

used, due to slight differences in the equipment; this in turn also depends on the strength 

of the soil which is being improved. A softer/weaker soil requires a column of larger 

diameter as the vibro-replacement method is a compensating process, where the softer 

the soil the larger the column diameter (Babu et al, 2013). Development of the installation 

equipment over the years, has led to column being created at depths up to 30m (Black et 

al, 2007a).Thereby, the level of improvement realised by the use of stone columns as an 

improvement technique depends on the column diameter and the spacing between 

columns.  

Table 1.A.1 shows the soil strength, gravel size and the range in diameter of the column 

that is usually produced for each stone column installation method. In the wet-top feed 

process (Figure 1.A.2), the depth vibrator sinks into the soil under its own weight. A hole 

is formed by jetting a probe to the desired depth with water, and the removed soil is 

transported to the surface through water flow. Once the desired depth is achieved, the 

vibrator is removed from the hole completely before it is re-penetrated a few times to 
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ensure that the hole is clear of any loose material. The hole that is created is temporarily 

stable such that the gravel backfill can be added. The backfill is added in increments of 

0.3-1.2m layers (Babu et al, 2013) and densified using the depth vibrator.  

In the dry-top feed process (Figure 1.A.3), the depth vibrator penetrates the soil under its 

own weight and compressed air is used to create the hole. The hole is formed by 

displacing the soil, not removing it as in the wet-top feed process. Once the hole is formed 

to the required depth the depth vibrator is completely removed from the hole to allow the 

backfill material to be added. The hole that is formed through this process has to remain 

open and stable once the poker is removed, hence higher values of initial soil strength are 

needed. The gravel backfill is added in increments of roughly 0.5m (Kirsch and Kirsch, 

2010) and compacted by reinserting the depth vibrator. Columns constructed using this 

method are well interlocked with the surrounding sheared soil.  

Removing the depth vibrator in the dry-top feed process can cause issues with column 

continuity; this led to dry-bottom feed process (Figure 1.A.4) being developed where 

continuity could be ensured to greater depths. The construction process for the dry-bottom 

feed is essentially the same as that for the dry-top feed, with the main difference being 

that the depth vibrator is not removed from the hole when the required depth is reached; 

hence, it encases its own hole. Instead, there is a pipe attached within the depth vibrator 

through which the backfill is added into the hole in increments of 0.5-1.0m (Kirsch and 

Kirsch, 2010) with the vibrator used to achieve densification of the aggregate in the same 

manner as before.  

The dry vibro-replacement processes displace the soil to allow room for the column, 

unlike the wet process where the soil is removed. This displacement action provides a 

benefit to the installation process, where the surrounding soil achieves a certain degree of 

compaction through column installation; this in turn gives the stone column extra strength 

(Kirsch and Kirsch, 2010). Therefore, the installation process causes positive changes 

within the soil, which leads to an improvement of the in-situ soil characteristics. However, 

Bell (2004) highlighted that the construction process used in installing stone columns is 

an important factor, which is usually not given enough importance. 

Vibro stone columns improve the ground in which they are installed as they are of higher 

stiffness and strength compared to the soil alone. When a column is loaded it deforms by 

bulging into the surrounding soil, and stresses are transferred from the column to the soil 

at the upper region of the soil, instead of being transmitted to depth. Additionally, the 
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upper 0.3-0.5m (Kirsch and Kirsch, 2010) of a stone column is less well compacted 

compared to the rest, due to the vibrator shape and lack of lateral support from the 

surrounding soil in the upper regions. To overcome this problem after a column has been 

installed and the excavation to the foundation level has been completed a granular layer 

of minimum thickness 0.3m is compacted on top; this layer is referred to as a ‘granular 

blanket’. Having a granular blanket placed on top of the column improves its performance 

and forces the bulging to a lower depth where the overburden pressure is greater; 

therefore, an increase in the ultimate capacity of the column is obtained (Barksdale and 

Bachus, 1983). The granular blanket additionally, spreads the load to the columns as well 

as acting as a drainage layer.  
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Table 1.A.1. Properties of soil and column material for each stone column installation method, 

with soil strength and column diameter values from Kirsch and Kirsch (2010) and Material size 

range from BRE (Watts, 2000).  

Process Soil Strength, Cu, 

kPa 

Material size range, 

mm 

Column diameter, 

m 

Wet-top feed 10-30  20-50  0.8-1.2  

Dry-top feed 30-50  40-75  0.5-0.6  

Wet-bottom 

feed 

10-50  20-50  0.5-0.8  
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Figure 1.A.1. Depth Vibrator (Kirsch and Kirsch, 2010). 

 

 

Figure 1.A.2. Wet Top Feed Process (Vibro Equipment & Parts Far East). 
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Figure 1.A.3. Dry Top Feed Process (Keller Group). 

 

 

Figure 1.A.4. Dry Bottom Feed Process (Keller Group). 
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Appendix 2.A 

Stone column groups and design parameters 

Compared to the behaviour of a single stone column, a group of columns are arranged in 

such a way that when loaded, the behaviour of one column within the group will influence 

the behaviour of another, known as the ‘group effect’ (Kirsch and Kirsch, 2010). The 

arrangement of such column groups is in a grid pattern, either a triangular grid pattern or 

square grid pattern as shown in Figure 2.A.1, where the triangular pattern gives the 

densest packing of columns. A group of stone columns understandably has a larger 

bearing capacity to that of an isolated stone column; this is due to the confinement that 

occurs to the central columns from the outer columns in the grid. Additionally, a stone 

column group undergoes a combination of bulging and bearing failure (Barksdale and 

Bachus, 1983). The behaviour of a column within a group can be illustrated by the unit 

cell concept (Figure 2.A.2), where each column in the group behaves in the same way 

when loaded. Therefore, the behaviour of a whole column group can be given by a single 

column. The unit cell considers the tributary area of the soil surrounding the column as 

well for stability and settlement analysis. The tributary area can be approximated by an 

equivalent circle having the same area. This circle has an effective diameter that depends 

on the pattern by which the columns are arranged, as shown in Figure 2.A.2.  

The behaviour of an infinitely large grid pattern of columns can also be described by the 

unit cell concept if each interior column is considered as a unit cell. Lateral deformations 

cannot occur across boundaries of the unit cell because of the geometry and symmetry of 

load (uniform loading), hence, the stresses on the outside boundaries also zero. The 

distribution of stress within the unit cell can change with depth, but the uniform loading 

that is applied to the top of the unit cell must stay within the unit cell (Barksdale and 

Bachus, 1983).  

The unit cell considers an equivalent diameter of the column, which is a function of the 

distance between the centre of two columns as seen in the following equations for use in 

Figure 2.A.1.  The equivalent diameter 

𝑑𝑒 = 1.05𝑏  for triangular grid pattern       

 (2.1a) 

𝑑𝑒 = 1.13𝑏 for square grid pattern       

 (2.1b) 
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The volume of soil that is replaced by the stone backfill is important to the performance 

of the improved ground (Babu et al., 2013). The amount of soil that is replaced by the 

stone column can be quantified by the area replacement ratio, ac (Equation 2.2), which is 

the ratio of the column area Ac to the total area of the unit cell A. 

𝑎𝑐 =
𝐴𝑐

𝐴
          

 (2.2) 

When the stone column is loaded, vertical stresses are concentrated in the column as it is 

stiffer than the surrounding soil. The increase in stresses in the column causes a linked 

reduction in stress in the surrounding soil. The stress distribution within the unit cell is 

described by the stress concentration factor, n. The stress concentration factor is the ratio 

of the vertical stress in the column σc and the stress in the surrounding soil σs as seen in 

Equation 2.3.  

𝑛 =
𝜎𝑐

𝜎𝑠
           (2.3) 

The vertical stress in stone column and soil are calculated by: 

𝜎𝑐 =
𝜎

[1+(𝑛−1)𝑎𝑐]
= 𝜇𝑐𝜎        

 (2.4a) 

𝜎𝑠 =
𝑛𝜎

[1+(𝑛−1)𝑎𝑐]
= 𝜇𝑠𝜎        

 (2.4b) 

Where µc and µs are the ratio of stresses in the stone column and surrounding soil, 

respectively, to the average stress σ on the unit cell. These two formulae can be used for 

both settlement and stability analysis (Babu et al, 2012). Barksdale and Bachus (1983) 

state that even where the use of the unit cell concept may be incorrect, it is still possible 

to use the above equations to obtain a reasonable estimate of the settlement.   
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Figure 2.A.1. Triangular and Square Grid Pattern of Column Groups (Kirsch and Kirsch 2010). 

 

Figure 2.A.2. Unit Cell (Kirsch and Kirsch 2010). 
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Appendix 4.A 
 

Conference paper from Proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Soil Mechanics and 

Geotechnical Engineering, Seoul 2017 
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ABSTRACT: Stone columns are widely used as an efficient and sustainable ground improvement technique. 

Numerous experimental and continuum based studies have been carried out since the early 1970s, increasing the 

understanding about the behaviour of stone columns and their capabilities. However, these numerical studies 

consider a stone column as a continuum rather than as the arrangement of particles it is. The use of the Discrete 

Element Method (DEM) allows for the particle level behaviour of a stone column material to be investigated. In 

this study a composite system of both the stone column and the surrounding soil has been modelled and is 

validated against an experimental study by Black et al. (2011). A brief initial parametric study has been carried out 

to obtain the correct input parameters for an unreinforced system (clay only sample), using these values the study 

extends to including a stone column which is then loaded. The clay soil has been correctly calibrated within this 

study allowing a stone column system to be modelled using DEM only.  

RÉSUMÉ: Les colonnes en pierre sont largement utilisées comme une technique d'amélioration du sol efficace et 

durable. De nombreuses études expérimentales et continues ont été réalisées depuis le début des années 1970, ce qui a 

permis d'améliorer la compréhension du comportement des colonnes de pierre et de leurs capacités. Cependant, ces 

études numériques considèrent une colonne de pierre comme un continuum plutôt que comme l'arrangement des 

particules il est. L'utilisation de la méthode des éléments discrets (DEM) permet d'étudier le comportement au niveau 

des particules d'un matériau de colonne de pierre. Dans cette étude, un système composite de la colonne de pierre et 

du sol environnant a été modélisé et validé par une étude expérimentale de Black et al. (2011). Une étude 

paramétrique initiale a été effectuée pour obtenir les paramètres d'entrée corrects pour un système non renforcé 

(échantillon argileux seulement), en utilisant ces valeurs l'étude s'étend à inclure une colonne de pierre qui est ensuite 

chargée. Le sol argileux a été correctement étalonné au sein de cette étude permettant de modéliser un système de 

colonnes en pierre à l'aide de DEM seulement. 

KEYWORDS: discrete element method, stone columns 
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1  INTRODUCTION.  

Stone columns are a widely used technique of ground improvement for cohesive soils. They are a versatile method 
which can prove to be economical and sustainable. The inclusion of a stiffer and stronger granular material into a 
cohesive soil improves the strength and compressibility properties of the soil. The stone column and the surrounding 
soil can then be considered as a composite system, where the load carrying ability of the improved soil depends upon 
the interaction between the stone column and the surrounding soil.   

Numerous experimental  studies have been carried out to investigate the behaviour and design parameters of stone 
columns (e.g. Hughes and Withers, 1974; Muir Wood et al., 2002; McKelvey et al., 2004; Murugesan and Rajagopal, 
2007). Numerical based studies using finite element modelling (Ambily and Gandhi, 2007; Elsawy, 2013 etc) have 
also been conducted in order to increase the understanding about the behaviour of stone columns. However, one issue 
remains, as these numerical studies consider a stone column as a continuum rather than as athe arrangement of 
particles it is.  

The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is used widely to model granular soil. Modelling a stone column using 
DEM provides the opportunity to investigate the particle level behaviour of the stone column material. Research into 
stone columns using DEM is still relatively unexplored, the few studies (Indraratna et al., 2015) that have been 
carried out focus more on coupled modelling techniques, whilst this study focuses on a complete DEM approach to 
modelling the composite system.  

The work presented in this paper illustrates that a stone column can be modelled using the DEM method alone, 
allowing fundamental stone column mechanisms such as bulging to be observed. This method then provides the 
potential to investigate a number of important parameters, such as the stress distrbution within the column and at the 
edge of the column, the particle movement and possible penetration into the surrounding clay soil. The experimental 
study conducted by Black et al. (2011) has been used to calibrate the DEM model simulations.    

 

2  DISCRETE ELEMENT MODEL  

The DEM model simulations were performed using PFC2D (Itasca 2014). The experimental study by Black et al. 
(2011) conducted model tests on stone columns made of crushed basalt in a clay soil to develop better understanding 
about the settlement characteristics of stone columns. The tests were carried out in a triaxal cell of 300mm diameter 
and 400mm height as shown in Fig 1(a); crushed basalt with particle size range 1.18-2.36mm was used to form the 
column. The testing of the samples was conducted in three stages after column installation, the first stage was of 
isotropic confiment, where a confining pressure of 275kPa and back pressure of 275kPa were applied. This was 
followed by K0 consolidation, where the horizontal and vertical stresses were increased to 341kPa and 300kPa 
respectively. The third stage of testing was foundation loading using a 60mm footing at a loading rate of 1kPa/h. 
Figure 1(b) shows a detailed apparatus set up, pressure cells were placed at the top of the sample to meaure the 
contact pressure at the centre of the footing, at a radius of 18mm from the centre and at a distance to measure the 
vertical stress in the surrounding soil.  

As the stress measurements in the experimental study were only obtained from the top of the sample, the stress 
distribution at the interface between the clay and the column was unknown. This study planned to model the entire 
composite system in DEM, as applying the confining pressure directly onto the column in DEM would have resulted 
in a stress distribution that did not accurately represent the stress at the column and clay boundary.  

Only two of the tests carried out by Black et al. (2011) were considered in this study. The DEM model was 
calibrated against the clay only test and a clay sample reinforced with a single column (diameter 25mm and length 
125mm) test from the Black et al. (2011) study. A short parametric study on the former was carried out to determine 
the correct input properties for the clay material in DEM. 

 

 

Figure 1. Experimental study set up: (a) the triaxial cell; (b) the loading set up, with PT1, PT2 and PT3 indicating the location of the 
pressure cells (The settlement performance of stone column foundations. Black et al. 2011).  
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2 .1  Clay only model 

2.1.1   Determination of input parameters 

The linear contact model defined by an effective modulus and a stiffness ratio (kn/ks) of both the ball-ball contacts 
and ball-facet contacts was used in PFC2D. PFC2D uses the deformability method where a well-connected granular 
assembly can be modelled by an isotropic material. The material can be described by Young’s modulus and Poisson’s 
ratio, which are related to the effective modulus and normal-to-shear stiffness ratio. As the effective modulus and 
stiffness ratio depend on one another only the effective modulus was varied. Two values of effective modulus were 
used, 5x106 N/m2 and 6x106 N/m2. A porosity of 0.17 had been chosen through trial and error. Table 1 shows the 
input parameters used to generate the DEM simulation of the unreinforced sample test. The particle size used for the 
clay material was such that it was within the upper range of the column particle size distribution as using the physical 
size of a clay particle would result in a simulation with an extremely large number of particles.  

Table 1. Input parameters for clay only system 

Parameter Value 

Stiffness ratio: ball-facet contacts, 

kratio 
1.0 

Stiffness ratio: ball-ball contacts, 

kratio 
1.5 

Particle size (mm) 1 

Porosity 0.17 

Particle friction coefficient 0.5 

Density (kg/m3) 500 

 

The 2D particles were generated with a rigid wall boundary and the system was allowed to reach equilibrium. A 
plane-strain model was used in order to reduce the number of particles generated and thereby the computational 
effort. As the effective modulus and porosity varied in each instance, 20 different systems were created. The 
servomechanism command in PFC was used to apply isotropic confinement with both the horizontal and vertical 
stresses set to 275kPa, this was followed by K0 consolidation carried out in stages. The system was generated with 
extended walls for the purpose of the servomechanism. The servomechanism was then removed and a 60mm shallow 
foundation was placed above the column, and load applied by attributing a velocity of 50mm/s to the foundation and 
allowed the system to cycle to equilibrium at each increment before stress measurements were obtained. A 
measurement circle was located at the same point as PT1 in the experimental study in order to obtain the stress 
values. A measurement circle in PFC provides stress tensors as well as other variables by averaging over the area 
with a given radius from a specified point. 

 

2.1.2   DEM system response 

Figure 2 shows the response of the system at PT1 with both effective modulus values. Both values of effective 
modulus result in a stiffer system response than that of the experimental study. However, using a smaller effective 
modulus value would result in DEM particles that exhibit very large overlaps.    
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Figure 2. Response of both systems through the isotropic confinement and K0 consolidations stages of the study.  

As the both the simulations gave similar results, the foundation loading stage was carried out on both to see if the 
same behaviour followed. Figure 3 shows the response of these both the systems compared to the experimental study. 
The horizontal dashed line within the figure separates the loading stages, with the isotropic confinement to K0 
consolidation stage above the line and foundation loading below it (this is the case for all figures that follow). From 
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this it was seen that it was possible to calibrate the unreinforced clay soil system using DEM and the next stage was 
introduce the column into the system.  
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Figure 3. System response through all three stages of the study.  

 

3  COMPOSITE STONE COLUMN SYSTEM 

3 .1  Composite system input parameters 

As observed from the previous stage there was not a significant difference between the system responses between the 
two effective modulus values. Thereby, both were used to model to the composite system to investigate their effect. 

Table 2 shows the input parameters used for the column system. The particle size distribution and density were the 
same as in the experimental study. As the column material is stiffer than the clay the effective modulus of the column 
particles was greater than that of the clay particles.  

The 2D particles were again generated with rigid wall boundaries and the system was allowed to reach equilibirum 
and then the three stages of testing were carried out in the same manner as mentioned in the previous stage. Figure 4 
shows the initial DEM model generation with the inclusion of the stone column. 

 

Table 2. Input parameters for composite system 

Parameter Value 

Stiffness ratio: ball-facet contacts, 

kratio 
1.0 

Stiffness ratio: ball-ball contacts, 

kratio 
1.5 

Particle friction coefficient 0.5 

Particle size: clay (mm)  1 

Density: clay (kg/m3) 500 

Porosity: clay 0.17 

Effective modulus: ball-ball 

contacts-column (N/m2) 
1x107 

Particle size distribution: column 

(mm)  
1.18-2.36 

Density: column (kg/m3) 1648 

Porosity: column 0.21 
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Figure 4. DEM composite system model. 

 

4  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 5 compares the DEM simulation to the physical test model from the isotropic confinement to K0 consolidation 
stage at PT1 for both the 5x106 N/m2 and 6x106 N/m2 models. Both effective moduli values give a similar response, 
with the response of the 6x106 N/m2 model giving a slightly stiffer response in the early stages of the loading.  
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Figure 5. The simulation and physical test stress-settlement relationship for the composite model at both effective modulus values. 

Both systems underwent foundation loading, in order to determine whether or not one system produced a better 
result than the other. Figure 6 shows the stress-settlement curves for all three stages of loading at PT1 for both the 
5x106 N/m2 and 6x106 N/m2 systems.  
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Figure 6. The stress-settlement curves for all three loading stages for the composite system DEM model.  

Again at this stage both systems show a similar behaviour, with the higher effective modulus system producing a 
slightly better response.  
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5  CONCLUSION 

A DEM model has been generated that successfully calibrates the clay soil in a stone column system, leading to the 
developement of a composite system being simulated in DEM. The methodology used provides a straightforward and 
valuble way of modelling a stone column system.  

Being able to model a stone column system in DEM will allow for the interparticle behaviour of a column to be 
investigated giving the opportunity potentially to improve their load carrying capacity and thereby their design 
methodologies.  
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Appendix 5.A 
 

Clay model methodology in PFC 

1. Ball and clay clumps are generated within rigid walls with the input parameters of 

clay. 

a. All balls are given the higher elastic modulus value at the beginning. 

2. Sample undergoes isotropic confinement to 95% of the final target stress. 

3. Balls are put into the relevant groups based on their contacts (free, inner bound 

layer and outer bound layer). 

4. The function developed to monitor the contact force between the free water balls 

is called. 

a. This function obtains a value for the contact forces between the free water 

balls, which is then monitored throughout the simulation. 

5. The contact bond parameters are defined, but bonding is not yet applied. 

6. The ball groups are redefined in case there have been any changes and the bonding 

is applied. 

7. The sample undergoes isotropic confinement to a vertical confining stress of 

279kPa. 

a. The function to reduce the radius of the free water balls when the tolerance 

is increased is defined. 

b. The servomechanism is given a new target x and y stress, it also has a 

variable to monitor if the total contact force between the free water balls 

exceeds the tolerance. 

8. The reattach function is called (see Appendix 5.B), and the next stage of loading 

run.  

9. Subsequent loading stages to K0 consolidation are run; the reattach function is not 

called every time as it is already running in the background.  

*It should be noted that at each stage, the sample is cycled to equilibrium, and 

only when this is reached, the step is complete.  
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Appendix 5.B 
 

 Methodology used in PFC for reattach method 
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Appendix 6.A 
 

PFC function for identifying colball group 
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Appendix 6.B 

Composite model methodology in PFC 

1. Clay model is generated as described in Appendix 5.A up to step 10. 

a. The column is only added to the system after K0 consolidation has been 

reached.  

2. Clay clumps and water balls are deleted from the area the column will occupy.  

a. Checks are carried out to make sure that all clay clumps are removed from 

the area, and clay clumps nearby will not penetrate into the column while 

the sample is prepared.  

3. The column clumps are generated within rigid walls. 

4. The walls surrounding the column are removed and the colball group identified.  

5. The top wall is replaced by two side wall segments and the walls of the foundation. 

6. Foundation loading begins at a velocity of 0.05m/s. 

a. Due to issues encountered with PFC, the walls at the top either side of the 

foundation are also prescribed a velocity of 5x10-10m/s. The velocity is 

small enough that there is no effect on the soil below them, but prescribing 

such a small velocity allows the system to be stable during foundation 

loading.  

b. Foundation loading is continued until a displacement of approximately 

25mm is achieved.  

i. At each stage of settlement the foundation velocity is set to 0m/s 

and the system run to equilibrium, only then can it be analysed.  

*It should be noted that at each stage, the sample is cycled to equilibrium, and only when 

this is reached, the step is complete.  
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Appendix 7.A 

Contact forces and displacements in the new column geometry models.  

 

Figure 7.A.1. Straight Column, S, where (i) shows the contact forces prior to loading, (ii) the 

contact forces at the end of the test, (iii) the magnitude of the displacement of the balls in the 

system, (iv) the magnitude of the displacement of the clumps in the system, (v) the magnitude of 

the displacement of the balls and clumps in the system. 
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Figure 7.A.2. Conical Column, C-1, where (i) shows the contact forces prior to loading, (ii) the 

contact forces at the end of the test, (iii) the magnitude of the displacement of the balls in the 

system, (iv) the magnitude of the displacement of the clumps in the system, (v) the magnitude of 

the displacement of the balls and clumps in the system. 
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Figure 7.A.3. Conical Column, C-2.5, where (i) shows the contact forces prior to loading, (ii) the 

contact forces at the end of the test, (iii) the magnitude of the displacement of the balls in the 

system, (iv) the magnitude of the displacement of the clumps in the system, (v) the magnitude of 

the displacement of the balls and clumps in the system. 
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Figure 7.A.4. Upper Conical Column, UC-1, where (i) shows the contact forces prior to loading, (ii) the 

contact forces at the end of the test, (iii) the magnitude of the displacement of the balls in the system, (iv) 

the magnitude of the displacement of the clumps in the system, (v) the magnitude of the displacement of 

the balls and clumps in the system. 
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Figure 7.A.5. Upper Conical Column, UC-2.5, where (i) shows the contact forces prior to loading, 

(ii) the contact forces at the end of the test, (iii) the magnitude of the displacement of the balls in 

the system, (iv) the magnitude of the displacement of the clumps in the system, (v) the magnitude 

of the displacement of the balls and clumps in the system. 
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Figure 7.A.6. Upper Conical Column, UC-5, where (i) shows the contact forces prior to loading, 

(ii) the contact forces at the end of the test, (iii) the magnitude of the displacement of the balls in 

the system, (iv) the magnitude of the displacement of the clumps in the system, (v) the magnitude 

of the displacement of the balls and clumps in the system. 
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Figure 7.A.7. Hourglass Column, H-1, where (i) shows the contact forces prior to loading, (ii) the 

contact forces at the end of the test, (iii) the magnitude of the displacement of the balls in the 

system, (iv) the magnitude of the displacement of the clumps in the system, (v) the magnitude of 

the displacement of the balls and clumps in the system. 
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Figure 7.A.8. Hourglass Column, H-2.5, where (i) shows the contact forces prior to loading, (ii) 

the contact forces at the end of the test, (iii) the magnitude of the displacement of the balls in the 

system, (iv) the magnitude of the displacement of the clumps in the system, (v) the magnitude of 

the displacement of the balls and clumps in the system. 
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Figure 7.A.9. Hourglass Column, H-5, where (i) shows the contact forces prior to loading, (ii) the 

contact forces at the end of the test, (iii) the magnitude of the displacement of the balls in the 

system, (iv) the magnitude of the displacement of the clumps in the system, (v) the magnitude of 

the displacement of the balls and clumps in the system. 

 

 

 

 

 


